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A B S T R A C T
The III-nitride semiconductor materials system is used in thin-film-based op-
toelectronic devices. GaN and InxGa1−xN in particular have been used to pro-
duce efficient blue and green light emitting diodes. However, III-nitride thin
films typically contain very high densities of dislocations, a line defect known
to negatively affect device performance and lifetimes, but despite this the per-
formance of III-nitride-based devices is much less affected by dislocations than
devices based on other semiconducting systems. These dislocations have been
the subject of extensive study but experimental and theoretical reports still
present conflicting data.
In particular, dislocations do not exist in isolation in III-nitride thin films,
but can interact with point defects, dopants and alloying elements, and may
induce local compositional segregation in III-nitride alloy epilayers.
This thesis presents a study of the structure and properties of dislocations
in GaN and InxGa1−xN and of their interactions with point defects, dopants
and alloying elements. Specifically, a new theoretical analysis of a common
extended dislocation core in GaN is presented and the conclusions are veri-
fied by experimental data. Random alloy microstructures are predicted and
analysed for InxGa1−xN quantum wells of different thicknesses, followed by a
theoretical and experimental study of the variation in InxGa1−xN alloy compo-
sition around dislocation cores. Finally, the mechanisms by which dislocation
cores can act as preferential diffusion pathways for native point defects are
studied, providing insight into possible mechanisms by which compositional
segregation or dislocation movement could occur.
The methods presented here have a broad relevance beyond the III-nitride
materials system and highlight the importance of assessing the interactions of
dislocations with other defects, to achieve a better understanding of dislocation
properties and their influence on device performance.
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Part I
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1
T H E S I S S T R U C T U R E
This thesis concerns the better understanding of dislocations in III-nitrides, par-
ticularly in the context of both GaN and InxGa1−xN-based devices, including
how dislocations behave during growth, interact with other solute atoms, and
how the localisation of carriers in InxGa1−xN-based devices could be affected
by the presence of dislocations.
There have been four core projects in this thesis. These are:
a new dislocation core in gan An extended a+c-type threading dislo-
cation core has been observed in many of our samples that has not
been previously understood in the literature. The structure and electronic
properties of this core were determined.
percolation in inxga1−xn quantum wells The methods necessary to
analyse the length and distribution of In-N-In... chains present in a the-
oretical simulation through an analysis of percolation thresholds that
might be expected in random, undefected InxGa1−xN quantum wells
were developed.
segregation to dislocations in inxga1−xn A Monte Carlo method
was developed to predict equilibrium microstructures around dislocation
cores in InxGa1−xN, with emphasis on the degree of compositional seg-
regation expected and the effect this has on the distribution of In-N-In...
chains close to the dislocation core.
pipe diffusion along dislocations in gan Having presented a new
dislocation core structure in pure GaN and a possible segregated core
structure in low In-content InxGa1−xN that both require mass transport
to form, possible mechanisms for how mass transport might occur along
dislocations in GaN were proposed.
Wherever possible, a strategy of analytical prediction followed by theoretical
simulation and then experimental observation has been followed.
2
2
M AT E R I A L S B A C K G R O U N D
2.1 introduction to the iii-nitrides
The III-nitrides have proven to be a very versatile materials system. Originally
developed for high-intensity blue light emitting diodes [1], they now have
a wide range of applications including laser diodes [2], solar cells [3] and
high electron mobility transistors suitable for use in power converters and
radar applications amongst others. Additionally, nitrides are non-toxic and
biocompatible and can be functionalised, making them suitable for biosensors
[4, 5], and also display good radiation resistance [6] making them suitable for
space applications [7]. In recognition of the development of the nitrides-based
blue light-emitting diode, Akasaki, Amano and Nakamura were awarded the
2014 Nobel Prize in Physics [8], and Nakamura has also been awarded the
Millennium Technology Prize in 2006 [9].
Many III-nitride-based devices are based on GaN which has a wide direct
bandgap of 3.4 eV at room temperature [11], which allowed it to be the first
semiconductor effectively used for high brightness blue LEDs. Alloying with
In and Al can lower or raise the bandgap respectively thereby making a large
range of emission wavelengths available to GaN-based devices, as shown in
fig. 1.
GaN films are grown primarily in their stable wurtzite phase, although they
can also exist in a metastable zinc blende phase. The structural, optical and
electronic properties of a GaN film are highly dependent on its growth tech-
nique and growth plane. Commercial use of GaN was limited until the de-
velopment of growth by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) whereby
GaN is grown at high temperatures using an organic precursor onto (typically)
a sapphire substrate, although alternative substrates such as silicon are in ac-
tive development. GaN can be grown in a number of orientations, as illustrated
in fig. 2. GaN is most commonly grown on the c-plane since this results in the
highest quality films, although research into the growth of high-quality GaN
films in different orientations is ongoing [11]. Growth of GaN is also possible
via molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), hydride vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE) and
ammonothermal methods [13].
Identifying and understanding the factors that affect device performance
are crucial to building better devices. Of particular interest in the nitrides are
a ubiquitous one-dimensional defect known as a dislocation. Dislocations in
3
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Figure 1: A plot illustrating the accessible range of band gaps possible for III-nitride
materials in the wurtzite phase achieved by varying In, Al and Ga con-
tent. Note that this includes entire visible spectrum (1.65 eV to 3.1 eV). From
Sakalauskas et al. [10].
Figure 2: An illustration showing the different growth orientations of GaN from
Stevenson [12], with Ga shown as larger atoms and N as smaller atoms.
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semiconductor devices are typically associated with reduced efficiencies, with
many common semiconductors unable to function effectively above certain dis-
location densities. For example, both GaAs and GaP have been shown to have
reduced efficiencies with threading dislocation densities above ∼ 4× 105 cm−2
[14] with devices no longer functioning with densities above 106 cm−2. Nitride-
based devices, however, are unusual in that they can operate at high dislo-
cation densities of around 108 cm−2 to 1010 cm−2 [15]. Dislocations are pro-
duced using all growth techniques, and are prevalent in commercial MOVPE-
grown GaN. Recently lower dislocation densities of < 107 cm−2 have been
achieved using a variety of techniques including epitaxial lateral over-growth
[14], but even then the dislocation densities are orders of magnitude higher
than in other semiconductors and are of significant interest.
InxGa1−xN alloys are of particular interest due to their widespread use as
light-emitting diodes [1], laser diodes [2] and solar cells [3], since they can
be tuned to emit or absorb over the entire visible spectrum by varying the In
content [16]. InxGa1−xN epilayers contain very high dislocation densities of
up to 1011 cm−2 and typically around 109 cm−2 when grown by MOVPE [17].
The presence of high dislocation densities has been directly linked with short
lifetimes of InxGa1−xN-based optoelectronic devices [18] but, despite this,
InxGa1−xN-based devices still achieve unusually high efficiencies even for the
III-nitrides, possibly as a result of localisation of carriers on the nanoscale [19].
A typical InxGa1−xN-based device can be seen in fig. 3, illustrating a typical
InxGa1−xN quantum well structure, where the quantum well thickness is in
the region of 2.5nm to 3.5nm [20]. Thick InxGa1−xN films are rarely grown
in devices, and so it is the behaviour of this alloy system within the context of
a quantum well structure that is of specific interest [19].
Sapphire (c-plane)
not-intentionally-doped GaN buffer layer
p-type GaN









Figure 3: An illustration of a typical green-emitting LED device, featuring multiple
quantum wells of InxGa1−xN.
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2.1.1 Material Properties
This section summarises the essential mechanical and electronic properties of
GaN and InN from the literature that are relevant to this thesis.
2.1.1.1 Lattice Parameters
Both GaN and InN and their alloys are most stable in the wurtzite crystal struc-
ture, with each atom in a tetrahedral bonding configuration. Their space group
is C46v (P63mc), with lattice vectors given in terms of their lattice parameters by
a = a(1/2,
√
3/2, 0), b = a(1/2,−
√
3/2, 0) and c = a(0, 0, c/a), with basis atoms





3/6, (u+ 1/2)/c/a) [11]. In the ideal wurtzite structure, c/a =
√
8/3
and u = 3/8. In reality, both differ from their ideal values, with a correlation
between both parameters such that if c/a decreases, u will increase such that
all four tetrahedral bond lengths remain similar through distortion of bond
angles [11]. In practice u is approximately 2× 10−3 larger than its ideal value
in GaN [11].
Figure 4: Figure illustrating various nearest neighbour distances, b, in a wurtzite ni-
tride from [11]. M refers to the metal atom site, with α and β showing bond
angles which are ideally equal to arccos(−1/3).
Due to the slight deviation from the ideal wurtzite structure, there are two
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source sample or method a c
Leszczynski et al. [22] Bulk crystal, XRD 3 .1890(3) 5 .1864(2)
Leszczynski et al. [22] MOVPE on sapphire and SiC, XRD 3 .190(2) 5 .189(1)
Detchprohm et al. [23] MOVPE and HVPE on sapphire, XRD 3 .1892(9) 5 .1850(5)
Wright and Nelson [24] density functional theory (DFT) (pseudopotential, LDA) 3.162 5.142
Kim et al. [25] DFT (full-potential linear muffin-tin orbitals) 3.17 5.13
Table 1: Lattice parameters for wurtzite GaN in Å. Survey of further results available
from [21].
source sample or method a c
Paszkowicz [26] Powder, XRD 3.5378(1) 5.7033(1)
Wright and Nelson [27] DFT (pseudopotential, LDA) 3.501 5.669
Kim et al. [25] DFT (full-potential linear muffin-tin orbitals) 3.53 5.54
Table 2: Lattice parameters for wurtzite InN in Å. Survey of further results available
from [21].




















Literature values for lattice parameters are given in table 1 for GaN and
table 2 for In, and are stated to the precision provided by their authors. Un-
certainty in experimental results can be the result of several factors including
the deformation potential effect due to defects, dopant size effect due to unin-
tentional dopants, residual strains in the film as a result of growth and unin-
tentional dopants changing the thermal expansivity, thus changing the lattice
parameters when measured at finite temperature [21]. Theoretical predictions
via ab initio methods can also be inaccurate due to inaccurate approximations
to the exchange-correlation energy (see section 4.1.3.1).
2.1.1.2 Electronic Properties
Both GaN and InN and their alloys are direct band-gap semiconductors, with
their band structures illustrated in fig. 5 and fig. 6 respectively. The band gap
of GaN is well known as 3.4 eV at 0K and 3.2 eV at 300K [11]. There has been
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significant controversy of the band gap of InN, with initial reports of a band
gap of around 1.9 eV at 300K but with recent consensus of 0.7-0.8 eV [28]. The
band gap of InxGa1−xN alloys lies between these respective values subject to
a bowing parameter.
Their respective band structures are predominantly the result of the interac-
tion between the N 2p states and the Ga 4p and In 5p states respectively, but
the Ga 3d and In 4d states also play an important role due to their interaction
with deep N 2s states resulting in hybridisation effects that can influence both
electronic structure and bonding [24].
2.1.1.3 Elastic Constants
Elastic constants relate the stress on a crystal, σi, necessary to cause a given





For hexagonal crystals Cij is given by:
Cij =

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C11 C13 0 0 0
C13 C13 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 C66

(4)
With C66 = (C11 −C12) /2.
Literature values for the elastic constants for GaN are summarised in table 3
and for InN are summarised in table 4. For similar reasons to uncertainty in
lattice parameters, there is also uncertainty in the elastic constants.
Where approximate constants for isotropic elasticity equations are required,
such as for a bulk modulus or shear modulus, the Voigt average or the Reuss
average can be used. The Voigt average assumes isotropic stress and provides
an upper bound and the Reuss average assumes isotropic strain and provides
a lower bound with the “true” value lying within these bounds [31]. For GaN
and InN, both averages give similar values to ±1GPa. The expression for the
Voigt average for the bulk modulus, BV , is given below [32]:
BV = (2(C11 +C12) + 4C13 +C33) /9 (5)
This gives a bulk modulus of typically around 210GPa for GaN [33] and
140GPa for InN [34].
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Figure 5: Calculated band structure for GaN from Goano et al. [29].
Figure 6: Calculated band structure for InN from Goano et al. [29].
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source method C11 C12 C13 C33 C44
Savastenko and Sheleg [35] powder X-ray diffraction 296±18 130±10 158±5 267±17 24±2
Polian et al. [33] Brillouin scattering 390±15 145±20 106±20 398±20 105±10
Takagi et al. [36] Brillouin scattering 374 106 70 379 101
Kim et al. [37, 38] DFT (full-potential linear (396) (144) 100 392 (91)
muffin-tin orbitals)
Wright [34] DFT (plane-wave 367 135 103 405 95
pseudopotential, LDA)
Yamaguchi et al. [39] Brillouin scattering 373±2 141±4 80±16 387±1 94±3
Schwarz et al. [40] Resonant ultrasonic 377 160 114 398 105
spectroscopy
Marmalyuk et al. [41] meta-analysis of 357 116 89 383 102
experimental data
Chisholm et al. [42] derived interatomic 410.4 161.4 141.7 413.0 122.8
pair potentials
Matsubara et al. [43] DFT (hybrid functional) 371 133 95 407 102
Table 3: Elastic constants for wurtzite GaN in GPa. Values in parentheses are calcu-
lated using Martin’s transformation [44] from zinc blende constants. C66 can
be calculated from (C11 −C12) /2.
Similarly, the shear modulus is given by:
µV = (C11 +C12 + 2C33 − 4C13 + 12C44 + 12C66) /30 (6)
This gives a shear modulus of around 121GPa for GaN [33] and 55GPa [34].





Which gives values of 0.26 for GaN [33] and 0.33 for InN [34].
2.2 dislocations in the nitrides
2.2.1 Origins
The origins of dislocations in GaN have been disputed. A high lattice mismatch
at the epitaxial interface, which is 17% in the case of GaN on sapphire [14], is
accommodated by an amorphous or microcrystalline nucleation layer. Thread-
ing dislocations run perpendicular to the interface and through to the film sur-
face, and these dislocations of primary interest in nitride-based devices. How-
ever, threading dislocations, particularly a-type threading dislocations, cannot
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source method C11 C12 C13 C33 C44
Savastenko and Sheleg [35] powder X-ray diffraction 190±7 104±3 131±7 182±6 10±1
Kim et al. [37, 38] DFT (full-potential linear (271) (124) 94 200 (46)
muffin-tin orbitals)
Wright [34] DFT (plane-wave 223 115 92 224 48
pseudopotential, LDA)
Marmalyuk et al. [41] meta-analysis of 257 92 70 278 68
experimental data
Chisholm et al. [42] derived interatomic 297.5 107.4 108.7 250.5 89.4
pair potentials
Table 4: Elastic constants for wurtzite InN in GPa. Values in parentheses are calculated
using Martin’s transformation [44] from zinc blende constants. C66 can be
calculated from (C11 −C12) /2.
relieve strain at the growth interface and so strain relaxation cannot explain
their presence.
An early mechanism, proposed by Ning et al. [45], suggested that thread-
ing dislocations resulted at the interface between coalescing islands due to
a slight mismatch between island orientation: edge dislocations would re-
sult from islands twisted around the [0001] axes with respect to each other
while screw dislocations would result from a tilt perpendicular to [0001]. De-
spite some experimental support for this idea [46], it is now thought unlikely
that most threading dislocations are generated in this way since Narayanan
et al. [47] failed to find evidence for this mechanism with a transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) study, nor did Oliver et al. [48] with an atomic force
microscopy (AFM) study, suggesting that while some dislocations might be
formed in this way it is by no means the dominant formation mechanism.
More recently, it’s been shown that the majority of threading dislocations
form in the nucleation layer after island coalescence [17]. Meng et al. [49] have
found evidence for threading dislocation generation from stacking faults in
HVPE-grown GaN, along with evidence that small surface pits at the sapphire
interface can result in threading dislocations [50], which suggests that at least
some proportion of threading dislocations could arise from other mechanisms
as well.
2.2.2 Types and Core Structures
Dislocations are classified by their Burgers vector, b, and their line vector. For
all threading dislocations, the line vector is the same and runs along the [0001]
direction. There are three threading dislocation types corresponding to three











Table 5: Burgers vectors of threading dislocations in the III-nitrides.
Burgers vectors and these are summarised in table 5. A more detailed discus-
sion of dislocation theory can be found in section 3.1.
The Burgers vector uniquely defines the strain field around the dislocation
but does not give any information about the atomic arrangement at the disloca-
tion core. Thus, there can exist several different local atomic arrangements for
the same Burgers vector. These different core structures can result in different
electronic and mechanical properties of the core as, for example, a dangling
bond responsible for defect states present at the core in one structure may
not be present in an alternative core structure, or the making and breaking of
bonds required for dislocation glide might be different.
Core structures are often referred to by the number of atoms in the rings
that make up the core, when viewed down the dislocation line vector. Figure 7
shows the relationship between several common core structures in GaN, high-
lighting the common 4-ring, 8-ring and 5/7-ring a-type cores and the double-
5/6-ring and 5/7-ring a+c-type cores. Figure 8 shows two different c-type cores
in GaN, the single-ring core and the double-ring core, of which the latter is
fully co-ordinated and thus is more energetically favourable [51].
These core structures of these threading dislocations have been obtained and
studied theoretically [53, 54, 52], including specifically a-type in GaN [55, 56]
and InN [57, 58], c-type in GaN [59, 60] and a+c-type in GaN [61]. It is found
that between the 4-ring and 8-ring a-type cores, the 8-ring core is predicted
to be more stable as the lattice parameter increases, while the 4-ring core is
favoured as the lattice parameter decreases [62]. Generally, the 5/7-ring a-type
core is found to be more stable than the other a-type cores for neutrally charged
dislocations [54]. In pure InN, an alternative 10-ring a-type core has also found
to be stable but is yet to be observed experimentally [57].
Misfit and basal dislocations [63, 64], including partial basal dislocations
along a [12¯10] dislocation line vector [65, 66], have also been studied theoreti-
cally though these are not relevant to the present work.
There have been many experimental observations of these core structures,
such as the 8-ring structure shown in fig. 9 and the 5/7-ring structure shown
in fig. 10.
Arslan et al. [69] have observed an extended threading dislocation core struc-
ture, seen in fig. 11. This core is of overall a+c-type but is observed to separate















Figure 7: Illustration of the relationship between different a-type and a+c-type dislo-
cation cores in GaN, viewed down the [0001] axis. Climb from the 8-ring
a-type to the 5/7-ring a-type involves removal of the column circled in red.
Assembled from individual figures from Belabbas et al. [52].
single 6-ring core double 6-ring core
Figure 8: Illustration of two different screw dislocation cores in GaN. Adapted from
individual figures from Belabbas et al. [52].
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Figure 9: Early experimental observation of an a-type dislocation core in GaN from
Xin et al. [67] where (a) is a high-resolution mass-contrast scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy image looking down [0001] and (b) is a filtered
image highlighting the 8-ring core structure.
Figure 10: Experimental observation of a 5/7-ring a-type dislocation core in GaN from
Ruterana and Nouet [68] using high-resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy image looking down [0001] at two different defocus values (a)
and (b). Interpretation of these micrographs was verified using image sim-
ulations.
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(a) STEM-HAADF micrograph of the disloca-
tion.
(b) Interpretation of the micrograph as a
dissociated a+c-type dislocation sepa-
rated by a stacking fault.
Figure 11: Extended dislocation structure observed by Arslan et al. [69].
into two partial dislocations separated by a stacking fault that lies along the
[1¯100] direction and in the 112¯0 habit plane. Their interpretation of this struc-
ture is that one partial dislocation is purely a-type, while the other is purely





[112¯0] + [0001] + SF (8)
The origins of this extended core structure are however unknown, since the
stacking fault increases the total energy of the core with no apparent reduc-
tion in energy as a result of the dissociation. Additionally, the core structure
proposed (fig. 11b) contains many “wrong” Ga−Ga and N−N bonds. This
core structure is revisited in this project, with an alternative explanation of the
contrast observed in fig. 11a provided in chapter 6.
Figure 12: A comparison of (a) stoichiometric c-type dislocation core, (b) an open
c-type dislocation core and (c) a Ga-filled c-type dislocation core. From
Northrup [70].
“Open” threading dislocation cores can also exist. In the extreme case, dis-
location cores with a c-type component can have an opening with a diameter
of nanometres and are known as nanopipes [68] and these have been observed
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experimentally [71]. However, these are rare with modern growth techniques
and so are not of particular relevance here. Pure c-type cores can also exist in
“open” or “closed” configurations whereby just the central column of the core
is removed as seen in fig. 12(b). While calculations show that the open core
is more favourable due to the removal of highly strained bonds [72] they are
not commonly observed in practice [67], and this has led to the proposal of
non-stoichiometric cores, such as the Ga-filled core [70] seen in fig. 12(c). More
exotic c-type core structures containing double Ga and N vacancy complexes
have also been proposed [73]. More recently, an alternative open-core c-type
structure has also been proposed Matsubara et al. [43].
For a-type cores, the 5/7-ring a-type core can be thought of as an “open”
version of the 8-ring a-type core. Non-stoichiometric a-type cores containing
Ga vacancies or N vacancies have been studied [74] as well as cores containing
Ga vacancy–oxygen complexes [75] have also been hypothesised. Figure 13
shows formation energies for various a-type cores as a function of Fermi level,
showing that the “open”-core (5/7-atom ring) is typically favoured over the
“full”-core (8-atom ring) except in the case of p-doped GaN.
2.2.3 Movement
Dislocations can move by glide, which is a conservative motion requiring no
addition or removal of atoms, or by climb, a non-conservative motion that
requires either the addition or removal of atoms from the dislocation core. Dis-
location climb is favoured as a response to isotropic stresses while dislocation
glide is the result of shear stresses in the film [77].
Weingarten and Chung [79] present a theoretical study of dislocation glide
at 1300K, and electron-beam induced dislocation glide has also been observed
[80]. Early work speculated that dislocation climb would not occur signif-
icantly at growth temperatures [81], but this has since been shown to be
incorrect and climb is an important process during growth of nitride films
[82, 83, 84]. More recent work has shown that an understanding of disloca-
tions acting as preferential diffusion pathways in GaN and AlN is necessary to
explain climb and the dislocation microstructure during growth (as illustrated
in fig. 14, see section 3.3.4 for a further discussion). As such, even though dis-
locations are largely static at room temperatures, it is important to recognise
that they are dynamic during growth.
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Figure 13: Formation energies for various a-type dislocation cores as a function of
Fermi level for (a) N-rich and (b) Ga-rich growth conditions. Here, the
“full core” refers to the 8-atom ring and the “open core” to the 5/7-atom
ring. The slope of the line gives the favourable charge state, e.g. for the full
core it is neutral unless p-doped, in which case the -2 charge state is more
favourable. From Wright and Grossner [76].
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Figure 14: Simulated dislocation microstructures obtained with a continuum disloca-
tion dynamics model, with the model results shown in (a) and a corre-
sponding region of an AlN film defined by the dashed lines in (b). This
model relies on dislocation climb mediated by preferential diffusion along
dislocation cores to correctly predict the experimental results. Figure from
Fu et al. [78].
2.2.4 Electronic Properties
Yamamoto et al. [85] showed that the activity of dislocations as non-radiative
recombination centres depends on dislocation type. Hino et al. [86] showed
that c-type dislocations act as non-radiative recombination centres. Hsu et al.
[87] also showed that c-type dislocations are a source of reverse-bias leakage
current. Northrup [88] provides a theoretical basis for this showing that all c-
type cores are electrically active, although they exhibit different stoichiometries
depending on growth conditions and could potentially be passivated by the
addition of hydrogen. A more recent ab initio study by Matsubara et al. [43] us-
ing hybrid exchange-correlation functionals revealed that N-rich growth condi-
tions could lead to an electrically-inactive open core configuration, in contrast
to the core proposed by Northrup [88] which contained Ga dangling bonds.
Conductivity along a-type dislocations in GaN is also possible, as shown by
Amma et al. [89] where Al is added and is found to decorate dislocations and
result in deep acceptor levels, and also by [90, 91] where a-type dislocations
introduced by deformation in n-type GaN films were found to be conductive
whereas those “grown in” were not. Additionally, Lee et al. [74] found that
a-type cores are expected to introduce gap states, with N atoms at the core
causing states in the valence band tails and Ga atoms at the core resulting in
deep-gap states; these states are illustrated in fig. 15. Lymperakis et al. [54]
found that states (seen in fig. 16) can be introduced into the gap merely as a
result of strain around the core in a-type dislocations, and do not necessarily
require the presence of dangling bonds. Yang et al. [92] also suggest that the
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Figure 15: A visualisation of gap states in an a-type dislocation in GaN, calculated
using a density functional theory tight binding scheme. Here, “open core”
refers to the 5/7-atom ring core structure and “closed core” refers to the
8-atom ring structure. From Lee et al. [74].
8-atom ring a-type dislocation introduces states in the gap, and suggests that
this could be a source of undesirable yellow luminescence.
A more recent study from Belabbas et al. [52] has shown that there is one-
dimensional metallization associated with unoccupied gap states in screw dis-
locations, with nitrogen vacancies expected to enhance conduction. Both deep
and shallow gap states were found to be introduced by c-type and a+c-type
dislocations, while only shallow gap states were found associated with a-type
dislocations.
Figure 16: Contour plots showing deep gap states introduced by a-type dislocations
for (a) the 4-ring core, (b) the 8-ring core and (c) the 5/7-ring core. From
Lymperakis et al. [54].
Threading dislocation cores can also become charged, such as by accumu-
lation of carriers along dangling bonds at the core. A holography study by
Cherns et al. [93] showed that the dislocation line becomes negatively charged
in n-type GaN and positively charged in p-type GaN, as illustrated in fig. 17.
Baghani and O’Leary [94] have calculated statistics to model the expected oc-
cupancy of dislocation states in n-type GaN, as have Leung et al. [95] as a
function of both dislocation density and dopant concentration. Additionally,
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it has been shown that dislocations can also induce polarization fields in the
nitrides, with a study by Shi et al. [96] showing that polarization fields are
generated around both a-type and c-type dislocations, although only a-type
dislocations are expected to have associated electric fields, and then only at
interfaces.
Figure 17: Results from a holography experiment demonstrating charging at a dislo-
cation core in GaN. From Cherns et al. [93].
This wide range of studies on the electronic properties of dislocation cores in
GaN, both theoretical and experimental, exhibit very different characteristics
and are often seemingly contradictory. This is likely as a result of differences
in growth conditions and background impurities that could lead to different
core structures or different occupancies of the dislocation-associated electronic
states which in turn lead to substantial differences in properties and hence
the wide range of observed behaviour. The different levels of theory involved
in ab initio studies, and the wide range of possible dislocation cores and de-
fect complexes, also contribute to the wide range of theoretical results in the
literature.
2.2.5 Pyramidal Defects or “V-pits”
V-shaped pits can form in the surface of nitride films [97, 98, 99] and appear as




facets. These are often but not always
associated with the presence of c-type or a+c-type threading dislocations [97].
These have been associated with In segregation and preferential diffusion path-
ways along open-core nanopipe-like c-type cores in InAlN [100]. There can be
a significant driving force for the segregation of In to the exposed facets of
the V-pit [101], possibly leading to regions of depleted In concentration below
these facets [102]. More recent research suggests these V-pits may also act to
suppress non-radiative recombination at dislocations [103], perhaps by the for-
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mation of a thinner quantum well region with a larger effective band gap that
acts to screen carriers from the dislocation core [104].
Figure 18: An illustration of a V-pit defect in InxGa1−xN from Ponce et al. [102].
2.3 distribution of indium in inxga1−xn
A common explanation for the high efficiencies of InxGa1−xN-based devices
is that small-scale compositional fluctuations result in local In-rich regions
which result in localisation of carriers such that, statistically, threading disloca-
tions are unlikely to pass through many of these clusters and so non-radiative
recombination is suppressed simply because the carriers will never reach the
dislocations [105].
There are a number of different reasons that these In-rich clusters might
form. Firstly, for a purely random alloy, there would naturally be clusters of In
on the metal sites. A random alloy does not mean that the alloy components
are uniformly distributed; they will form clusters purely by chance. Provided
that the alloy composition is below the percolation threshold for that lattice,
these distinct clusters will be unconnected, and carriers could be confined to
them.
It has also been proposed that spinodal decomposition could occur for
InxGa1−xN alloys at certain compositions, at which compositions the alloy
is unstable and will spontaneously separate into two phases, one In-rich
and one In-poor. Ho and Stringfellow [106] calculated the phase diagram for
InxGa1−xN, and this is shown in fig. 19 compared to several experimental
results from the literature that support this idea, however it should be noted
that these calculations are for zinc blende not wurtzite InxGa1−xN and that
the theoretical methods used to calculate them have been criticised [107]. There
is not consensus that spinodal decomposition actually occurs in practice. The
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calculated phase diagram is for unstrained InxGa1−xN, while calculations for
strained InxGa1−xN (shown in fig. 20) suggest that the spinode is shifted
to significantly higher compositions, which is supported by experimental ev-
idence [108]. Additionally, these calculations are for a chemical spinode that
takes into account the stability of InxGa1−xN but does not take into account
the strains associated with the interfaces between In-rich and In-poor regions
in phase-separated InxGa1−xN; if they were the spinode would be shifted to
lower temperatures making decomposition at growth temperatures less likely
[109]. Spinodal decomposition is also a diffusion-limited process, and since
InxGa1−xN grows by a Stranski-Krastanov (“layer-plus-island”) growth mech-
anism it is not clear on what length scales spinodal decomposition could occur
during growth, since phase separation would presumably not occur between
unconnected islands [110]. It is also possible that defect concentration could af-
fect the degree of spinodal decomposition [111]. There is still much debate on
whether phase separation occurs in practice, with Humphreys [105] arguing
that for typical quantum well structures, InxGa1−xN behaves like a random
alloy.
Ganchenkova et al. [112] performed a lattice kinetic Monte Carlo study
backed by DFT simulations to study alloy decomposition in InxGa1−xN. A high
degree of sensitivity of the final microstructure to metal interaction energies
was found; this could explain the wide variation in experimental observations
of decomposition if experimental variables such as growth conditions, for ex-
ample in-film strain, alter the interaction energies.
Figure 19: A phase diagram for unstrained InxGa1−xN compared to several experi-
mental results, where filled data points give two phase regions, half-filled
data points give metastable regions and open data points give single phase
regions. Figure from Stringfellow [110], where full references to individual
experimental studies can be found.
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Figure 20: A theoretical phase diagram from Karpov [113] for biaxially-strained
InxGa1−xN showing suppression of phase separation at lower indium com-
positions.
Compositions between the binode (solid line) and spinode (dashed line) in
fig. 19 are metastable, meaning that an energy barrier must be surmounted
for phase separation to occur, unlike in the spinodal region where there is no
barrier. This might mean that phase separation will only occur in the vicinity
of defects such as threading dislocations, as observed for InxGa1−xN in com-
position ranges 0.1 < x < 0.2 by Ponce et al. [102], though the dislocations
are not explicitly identified they likely have a c-type component due to their
association with V-pits.
There are additional mechanisms that could also result in compositional
variation including composition pulling [114], whereby the composition is
“pulled” towards that which favours a reduction in strain energy at the in-
terface. Atomic-scale ordering could also occur, by analogy to the non-random
cation distribution observed in GaInP alloys, although it has been speculated
that this would not be significant in InxGa1−xN [110].
Experimental observation of compositional variation is very difficult in
InxGa1−xN. Initial reports have been brought into doubt since O’Neill et al.
[116], Smeeton et al. [117] and Li et al. [118] showed that electron beam ir-
radiation during electron microscopy imaging has been shown to result in
contrast that could be mistaken for In cluster formation. Despite this, compo-
sition mapping by electron microscopy has still been attempted and has been
used to show the existence of In-rich regions including by Rosenauer et al.
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Figure 21: Variation in In content in an InxGa1−xN quantum well derived from scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy images. From [115].
[115], who show that these beam damage effects are reduced in scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy compared to conventional transmission electron
microscopy (fig. 21).
Compositional variation in InxGa1−xN has also been examined using three-
dimensional atom probe (3DAP) tomography, including studies by Bennett et al.
[119] which found no evidence of clustering beyond that expected for a ran-
dom alloy in InxGa1−xN quantum wells (x ≈ 16− 18%) and Müller et al. [120]
for thick InxGa1−xN layers (x ≈ 25%) which found microstructure indicative
of the early stages of spinodal decomposition (fig. 22) along with columnar
regions of high indium content that were conjectured to be the result of segre-
gation to dislocations. More background information on the driving force for
segregation of In to dislocations can be found in section 3.2 and results directly
relevant to this in chapter 8.
2.3.1 Consequences of Localisation
Local In-rich regions, whether as a result of random fluctuations, phase sepa-
ration or otherwise, can have a large effect on electronic properties. Bellaiche
et al. [121] found that a localisation of the hole wavefunction on In atoms is
expected from a valence force field model of random zinc blende InxGa1−xN,
while Wang [122] also found localisation along In-N-In-... zig-zag chains. This
localisation of carriers is justified by the large effective masses of electrons and
particularly of holes in InxGa1−xN [123, 124]. In a typical multi-quantum-well
InxGa1−xN-based device, carriers are typically generated in the GaN layers
where they diffuse into the quantum well regions and then thermalise down
to their lowest energy states until they radiatively recombine [125], thus any lo-
calisation effects become important since they can ultimately control where car-
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Figure 22: Compositional variation in a thick InxGa1−xN layer from 3DAP data with
red region showing 25% In iso-concentration surface. From Müller et al.
[120].
rier recombination occurs, which ultimately leads to more efficient excitation-
emission in light-emitting devices [126]. Indeed, O’Donnell et al. [127] pro-
poses that this nanostructure, rather than composition, is the dominant factor
in the high efficiency of InxGa1−xN-based devices.
Chan et al. [128] simulated microstructures using a static Monte Carlo tech-
nique backed by DFT simulations, where it was found that there is significant
hole localisation in disordered alloys along In-N-In... zig-zag chains and In
clusters, and also that strained InxGa1−xN results in In-rich precipitates that
lead to both strong electron and hole localisation.
Beyond a certain composition threshold, known as a percolation threshold,
there will be an unbroken network of In-N-In... atoms throughout a random
alloy. At this point, the argument that, for example, the high emission efficien-
cies of InxGa1−xN-based LEDs is because dislocations acting as non-radiative
recombination centres are statistically unlikely to pass through In-rich clus-
ters no longer holds because these clusters will now permeate the entire al-
loy including regions containing dislocations. In principle, there can also be
transitions in particular properties at the percolation threshold, as observed
when the Ga−N bond length abruptly changes at the percolation threshold in
GaAs1−xNx by Bellaiche et al. [129]. It has been speculated that the percolation
threshold could be important in other III-V semiconductors [129] including
InxGa1−xN specifically [130].
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A material property or trend that changes abruptly at a certain composition
could be indicative of a property affected by percolation. For example, while
not stated directly, Chichibu et al. [131] observed that “the degree of fluctua-
tion [in in-plane spatial potential (band gap)] changed remarkably around a
nominal InN molar fraction x ≈ 0.2” when considering 3nm-thick InxGa1−xN
quantum wells. This results in significant changes in observed properties, such
as the Stokes shift shown in fig. 23. While it is speculated that this is a result
of a change in localisation due to random fluctuations [131, 20], percolation
is not specifically mentioned and no literature values could be found for the
percolation threshold for a random alloy quantum well. This topic is revisited
in chapter 7.
Figure 23: Variation in a Stokes shift (the difference in energy between absorbed
and re-emitted photons) and emission decay times against composition in
InxGa1−xN. Notably, there is a critical composition at x ≈ 0 .2 where the
observed trend changes. From Chichibu et al. [131].
Chichibu et al. [132] propose compelling experimental evidence for the local-
isation of holes on In-N condensates (fig. 24) through observation of positron
diffusion lengths in InxGa1−xN in a positron annihilation spectroscopy study.
This suggests that positrons are captured by these condensates and that holes
would likewise be expected to be trapped since they also have a positive charge.
As a direct consequence of hole localisation, exciton localisation is also ex-
pected due to the small effective Bohr radius of excitons in GaN of 3.4nm
[133].
It is difficult to conclude from the literature whether there would also be
localisation of the electron on In-N chains or clusters, with the expectation
that if bound to a hole as an exciton then they would be [134], but not if they
are free [123]. Zhang et al. [134] show that a strong in-plane localisation of
valence electrons would dominate light emission in low In content InxGa1−xN
alloys, and also that near-band-edge optical absorption is enhanced [135] both
by In-N chains and clusters. Gorczyca et al. [136] have also showed that In
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Figure 24: Illustration of positron localisation from Chichibu et al. [132] as a result
of isolated In atoms, In-N chains, and In clusters, proposed to explain the
extremely short positron diffusion lengths (<4nm) found experimentally
in InxGa1−xN.
clusters reduce the band gap and lead to the experimentally-observed band
gap bowing effect, whereby the band gap is observed to vary non-linearly
with composition.
3
T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D
This chapter provides a more detailed background on what dislocations are
and how they can interact with other atoms, whether by promoting segrega-
tion or acting as preferential diffusion pathways. The idea of percolation in a
random alloy is also discussed in reference to the properties of a percolation
network.
3.1 theory of dislocations
Considering the lattice as a continuum solid, a perfect dislocation is a one-
dimensional topological line defect uniquely defined by two vectors, its line
vector l, which specifies the direction of the dislocation, and its Burgers vector
b, which specifies the magnitude of the distortion in the crystal around the
dislocation. If the Burgers vector is in the same direction as the line vector,
the dislocation is called a “screw” dislocation, whereas if the Burgers vector is
perpendicular to the line vector it is called an “edge” dislocation. The interme-
diate case is known as a “mixed” dislocation. For all the threading dislocations
studied in this thesis, the line vector lies along the [0001] direction.
Figure 25 illustrates these two types of dislocations for a simple cubic lattice.
For the edge dislocation, the characteristic extra “half-plane” of atoms is shown
which results in a region of compressive stress around the half-plane as a result
of the surrounding atoms pushing against the extra half-plane, while there’s a
corresponding region of tensile stress below that as the crystal is strained to
match the expanded region above it. The screw dislocation is also shown, with
its characteristic “step” where it terminates at the surface of the crystal.
The Burgers vector can be determined by drawing a Burgers circuit around
the dislocation. This is shown in fig. 25 by the blue circuit, while the Burgers
vector is shown by the red arrow. In an undefected crystal, the blue circuit
would be complete and have no gaps, while the presence of the dislocation
opens up the circuit and defines the Burgers vector.
3.1.1 Stress Fields
Under linear elasticity theory, the stress fields for a perfect dislocation can be
defined as follows in the case of a screw dislocation [138]:
28
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Figure 25: Illustration showing a screw dislocation and an edge dislocation in a sim-
ple cubic crystal from [137]. Dislocation vectors are showing by red lines,












































Where ν is Poisson’s ratio and with the co-ordinate system defining x and
y as the Cartesian distances from the dislocation core, where the line vector
lies along z. The stress field for a mixed dislocation is a linear combination of
σedge and σscrew. These equations assume a dislocation in an isotropic medium,
which is an approximation for the nitrides common in the literature [61].
3.1.2 Displacement Fields
The displacement field around an screw dislocation is given by [138]:









with ux = uy = 0. This equation defines the step seen in fig. 25, where
the displacement varies smoothly from 0 to b as the angle varies from 0 to 2pi
around the dislocation core.



























x2 + y2, the radius from the dislocation core, and with uz = 0.
The mixed dislocation is the linear combination of displacements for the screw
and edge case.
3.1.3 Core Energy
The energy contained per unit line length of a dislocation within a radius R
can be defined as follows:
Etotal(R) = Eelastic(R) + Ecore (14)
Where Eelastic is the elastic energy as a result of strain in the lattice. It is not
well-defined at the dislocation core, so it is conventional to define a core radius
r = rc, with the energy inside this radius given by Ecore and the energy outside
this radius given by Eelastic. The core radius varies by material and defines the
radius at which these linear elasticity equations apply, with the energy in the
inner region being controlled by the atomic arrangement at the dislocation
core.
Eelastic can be derived by consideration of the energy density (12σijij) using










Where K is a pre-factor depending on the dislocation type. Under isotropic
elasticity conditions, Kscrew = µ and Kedge = µ/(1−ν) [138]. Under anisotropic








Ecore cannot be calculated analytically since it depends on the bonding ar-
rangement at the core.
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(a) Illustration shows how solutes (shown
in grey) can relieve stresses caused by






(b) Illustration shows a typical distribution
of solute atoms (shown as black dots)
around a dislocation, with the position
of each solute defined by distance r and
angle θ between the solute and disloca-
tion.
Figure 26: Illustration of Cottrell atmospheres around an edge dislocation.
All dislocations have a stress field associated with them as defined in sec-
tion 3.1.1. These stress fields are most easily visualised in the case of an edge
dislocation, shown in fig. 26a, where the extra half-plane of the dislocation
pushes against the crystal around it, resulting in a compressive stress, with
the region without the half-plane below expanding to bond with the atomic
columns above it and so experiencing a tensile stress. Any defect that can act
to relieve these stresses will have a binding energy with the dislocation. This
is the case with solute atoms whereby, for example, a substitutional solute
that is smaller than the atom it is substituting for would relieve a compressive
strain and so it would be energetically favourable for it to segregate to this re-
gion. A collection of these solute atoms segregating around a dislocation core
is known as a Cottrell atmosphere [140]. This binding energy has to be sig-
nificantly higher than kT at growth temperatures for an atmosphere to form,
although there is no agreement in the literature as to how much higher this
should be, with a suggestion that it should be at least 1–2 kT [141] else the
atmospheres will evaporate provided the solute atoms are sufficiently mobile.
The classic example of Cottrell atmospheres is for carbon around disloca-
tions in steel, but it is also known to occur in semiconductors, such as in Te-
doped or S-doped GaAs [142]. It is important to know whether atmospheres
form or not since it might be possible to take advantage of the formation of at-
mospheres by using them to selectively modify the electronic properties of the
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dislocation. For example, a solute could be used to passivate dangling bonds,
much like how gettering with Ca is used in Si-based devices [143]. It could also
be possible to use decorated dislocation cores as nanowires [144, 89].
3.2.1 Solute-Dislocation Interaction Binding Energy
There are several interactions between solutes and a typical dislocation which
contribute to the solute–dislocation binding energy.
elastic misfit interaction Otherwise known as the size effect, this is
usually the dominant contribution to the interaction energy. In the gen-
eral case, this can be defined as [141]:








∆HElastic Misfit binding energy due to the elastic misfit
Vcell volume of the undeformed cell
σdisij dislocation stress field
cellij strain of the solute against a given face of the unit cell
While this is applicable to any solute interacting with an arbitrary, asym-
metrical stress field, there exist more general expressions for solutes that
interact specifically with the stress fields associated with dislocations in
an isotropic medium and these can can provide a greater insight into
how solutes behave than the general expression. For an edge dislocation,
the binding energy is then given as follows:
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µ shear modulus
be edge component of the Burgers vector
ηa size difference given by (r′− r0) /r0
r′ solute atom radius
r0 matrix atom radius
r radial distance from dislocation
θ angle solute atom makes with dislocation
(as illustrated in fig. 26b)
Under isotropic linear elasticity theory, screw dislocations do not result
in a distortional volume change and so under this model the binding
energy as a result of the misfit size effect would be expected to be zero.
However, it can be shown that there is a dilatation associated with a
screw dislocation as a result of the screw dislocation experiencing a net











bs screw component of the Burgers vector
This results in:










Where ν is the Poisson ratio and other terms as previously defined. Gen-
erally, K is negative which results in oversized atoms being attracted to
screw dislocations [141].
Due to the solute solubility limit, beyond which the solute will simply
form a new phase, the size effect is only valid for a certain range of solute




Where Ω is the atomic volume. This is approximately ηa = ±0.15 for
many metallic systems [141] and, using approximate values, should be
similar at ±0.18 for GaN at growth temperatures. However, this is a
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coarse approximation since it is not known how the solute solubility
limit changes in the vicinity of a dislocation compared to the bulk.
elastic modulus interaction This is due to the solute causing a local
change in elastic properties regardless of its size, i.e. a solute atom may be
easier to compress than the corresponding matrix atom, resulting in it be-
ing more energetically favourable to be in a region of compressive stress.
Assuming a linear relationship between stress and strain, this binding
energy is given by:




















This expression separates the contribution from hydrostatic stress, σp,
from shear stresses, σij, and so it is clear that this expression is non-zero
for both edge and screw dislocations even under isotropic linear elasticity.
This contribution is usually but not always smaller than the size effect,
and can be significant in some systems [141].
electronic interactions There can be an interaction between a charged
dislocation and the solute atom. This is not usually a significant con-
tribution in metallic systems [141] but this may be more significant in
semiconductors as charge can build up around the dislocation, which is
predicted by the Read model [142] (illustrated in fig. 27) whereby the de-
fect band introduced by a dislocation becomes occupied, and this results
in a corresponding screening charge that forms around the dislocation
line.
other interactions There are also other less significant interactions. The
previous discussion has implicitly assumed that there is a dilute solu-
tion, and so solute-solute interactions are not significant. In practice there
might well be solute-solute interactions that, in the extreme case, could
result in solute superlattices forming or even precipitates (the “local or-
der” effect). This has not been significant in other systems and there





(a) Energy band diagram of
an uncharged dislocation.
Ed
(b) Energy band diagram of a
charged dislocation.
rd
(c) The resulting screening
space charge that forms
around the dislocation
line.
Figure 27: An illustration of Read model of charged dislocations in an n-doped mate-
rial [142], where Ed is the defect state, Ef is the Fermi level, Ec the conduc-
tion band and Ev valence band. The radius of the space charge region is
given by rd.
is no evidence to suggest it should be in GaN providing the solute is
sufficiently below the solubility limit. However, there could also be an
interaction with other defects or impurities. This will act to reduce the
solute-dislocation binding energy. There are also entropic effects asso-
ciated with a reduction in vibrational frequency of the dislocation line
due to solute pinning that also acts to reduce the binding energy. This
analysis also assumes an isolated dislocation, when in reality ordered
dislocation arrays can form which act to reduce the strain field between
them, and thus lower the effective binding energy.
These interactions are almost always dwarfed by the elastic misfit inter-
action [141] so will not be considered further here.
3.2.2 Solute Atmosphere Concentration Profile
Assuming an ideal dilute solute solution such that Boltzmann statistics apply,
we can say that the solute distribution function around the dislocation core is
of the form [141]:
c =
1
1+ exp (∆G(r) − )/kT)
(22)
Where,
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c concentration around the dislocation
c0 bulk concentration
T temperature
 solute atom chemical potential
∆G binding energy
r position vector from the core
Where ∆G ≈ ∆H, the sum of the interaction energy terms, and  is approx-
imated by kT ln (c0/ (1− c0)). Alternative expressions exist depending on the
approximations used [141], the most significant of which introduces a factor of
two before ∆G term due to a contribution of a vibrational entropy term [141].
Therefore, these expressions should be used with caution and only to give an
order of magnitude estimation.
3.2.3 Applicability to III-Nitrides
There has been no direct observation of Cottrell atmosphere formation in GaN,
but there has been supporting evidence that Si might form atmospheres [146]
since climb is inhibited in Si-doped GaN.
There is also the possibility that In segregates around dislocations in
InxGa1−xN. Previous work has focused on In segregation to c-type disloca-
tions. A theoretical study has looked at the extreme case of a pure InN c-type
dislocation core in an InxGa1−xN alloy, which found that this is more ener-
getically favourable compared to the equivalent InxGa1−xN core [147], while
another study by the same authors found that it is favourable for In atoms
to bind to a c-type dislocation core in GaN [148]. Though there has been no
direct experimental evidence for segregation per se, likely due to the sensitiv-
ity required to detect small variations in alloy concentration on short length
scales, but features have been observed in a 3DAP tomography experiment
that could be explained by In segregation around dislocations [120], and a
combined cathodoluminescence and AFM study by Sugahara et al. [149] has
also provided evidence that supports the segregation of In to c-type and a+c-
type dislocations. There has been direct evidence of stress-modulated com-
positional segregation in AlxIn1−xN [150] using a STEM-electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) experiment.
In the nitrides, due to a low diffusivity in the lattice at room temperatures
(see section 3.3), atmospheres are unlikely to form after growth, with any at-
mospheres formed at growth temperatures effectively “frozen in.”
In terms of the various binding interactions, the misfit interaction is easily
modelled for solute atoms, as has been done for common dopants and impuri-
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ties by Van De Walle [151]. They found a roughly spherical distortion from the
solute atoms, and a low anisotropy ratio (section 2.1.1.3) and the fact that the
dislocations lie in the basal plane [138] means that the isotropic approximation
is a reasonable one, which is supported by the study by Mouti et al. [150] for
AlxIn1−xN.
In terms of the electronic interaction, it is ambiguous to what extent charging
occurs in dislocation cores in the nitrides, with a large variation in experimen-
tal results due to a high sensitivity on growth conditions, therefore it is not
clear how significant the electronic interaction would be in practice. A full dis-
cussion of charging at dislocations in the nitrides can be found previously in
section 2.2.4.
Solute-solute interactions could also be a factor as seen, for example, with
O-VGa and H-VGa [152] complexes, and it is likely many other unstudied com-
plexes could also exist. In terms of a low-concentration dopant or impurity
atmosphere, this could be significant, but would be less so for alloy composi-
tional segregation.
Fiore and Bauer [141] state that the assumptions underlying this analytical
approach are not ideal with specifically “utilization of dissimilar elastic con-
stants over one atomic volume might seem questionable.” Despite this, they
seem effective to the first approximation, but even so they give no information
for the concentration at the core or the dislocation core configuration where
the linear elasticity equations break down, and it is this region that is crucial to
understanding the effects any compositional segregation will have on device
properties. As such, there is a clear need to model this effect to see to what
extent it occurs in the nitrides.
3.3 diffusion of point defects
Compositional segregation as discussed in the previous section requires sig-
nificant mass transport to occur and so the mobility of atoms in the lattice is
of interest. This could be by, for example, bulk diffusion of interstitial defects
or substitutional solutes or by surface diffusion during growth. There are two
important aspects of this to consider: the concentration of the diffusing defect,
which can be related to its formation energy, and the energetic landscape of
the migration path the defect takes through the lattice.
The concentration of a defect is given by the following expression [153]:





whereNsites is the number of sites per unit volume that the defect can occupy
in the lattice and Ef is the formation energy of the defect.
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3.3.1 Formation Energies
Formation energies can be calculated using ab initio methods using the follow
equation for the formation energy of a defect X in charge state q [154]:
Ef [Xq] = Etot [Xq] − Etot [GaN, bulk] −
∑
i
niµi + qEF (24)
Where,
Etot total energy of a simulation cell in a given configuration
ni number of atoms added (ni > 1) or removed (ni < 1)
of a species i between configurations
µi chemical potential of species i
EF Fermi level
For example, the formation energy of a Si atom on a Ga site would be given
by:
Ef[SiGa] = Etot[SiGa] − Etot[GaN, bulk] − µSi + µGa (25)
The chemical potential terms can be calculated by reference to the “reser-
voirs” the respective atoms come from, e.g. bulk Ga or N2, and depends on
growth conditions.
3.3.1.1 Diffusivity
Given that a defect or adatom exists, its diffusivity can be modelled by the
Arrhenius equation [155]:









D0 prefactor (diffusivity at infinite temperature)
EA activation energy
Where the diffusivity can then be related to the movement of atoms by Fick’s
laws of diffusion [156]. The activation energy, EA, is implicitly assumed not to
vary with temperature. The prefactor, D0, is difficult to calculate, but can be
estimated by [157]:
D0 ≈ nαe∆S/ka2v (27)
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Where,
n number of equivalent sites
α geometric factor
∆S entropy of excitation
a lattice constant
v vibration frequency
Many of these terms are also difficult to calculate, with ∆S and α typically
being around unity [157], the prefactor is often estimated by D0 ≈ na2v [153].
The vibration frequency can be estimated by
√
EA/2mλ2 where λ is the dis-
tance between stable sites for the diffusing atom and m is the mass of the
diffusing atom [157]. Alternatively, v can be taken as the Debye frequency of
the lattice which gives the maximum speed at which a phonon can propagate.
For GaN and InN this is of the order of 1013m2 s−1 although this is sensitive
to material quality[11]. D0 is typically of the order of 0.001m2 s−1 to 1m2 s−1
[153].
A numerical way of calculating rate factors exists within the harmonic transi-
tion state theory [158], which states that if the local potential at the minima and
saddle point follow the harmonic approximation, then the rate factor can be
calculated by the ratio of the product of frequencies of the normal modes at the
minima and at the saddle point. However, calculation of these normal modes
is difficult for large systems, and the harmonic approximation only holds at
low temperatures, and so can be inaccurate by several orders of magnitude
[159].
3.3.2 Diffusion in Bulk
Limpijumnong and Van de Walle [153] perform a comprehensive study of bulk
diffusion in GaN, studying the diffusivity of Gai, Ni, VN and VGa. The activa-
tion energies, EA, for each species in various charge states is given in table 6.
Formation energies for these defects are given in fig. 28 [160], where it is found
that the formation energies for most defects is very high, e.g. for undoped GaN
the formation energies for all native defects is around 6 eV to 8 eV except for
VN which is around 1 eV . They concluded that diffusion on the Ga sub-lattice
is most likely mediated by Gai in p-type GaN and VGa in n-type GaN, while
diffusion on the N sub-lattice is likely mediated by VN in p-type GaN while
this is unlikely to be the case in n-type GaN, with no clear mechanism of diffu-
sion on the N sub-lattice in n-type GaN. Diffusion of Ni is found to be unlikely
theoretically and unobserved experimentally. They find that mechanisms in all
cases are isotropic, with each mechanism resulting in atomic motion both par-
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allel and perpendicular to the c axis, so no one direction is favoured. A variety
of mechanisms were tested in each case; notably, for the Ga interstitial it was
found that diffusion straight along a hexagonal channel was found to be less
energetically stable than an interstitialcy mechanism shown in fig. 29 whereby
a diffusing Ga atom displaces a neighbouring Ga atom on a Ga site which in
turn becomes an interstitial atom.
Figure 28: Formation energies of native defects in GaN. From Van de Walle [160].
Figure 29: Illustration of Ga interstitialcy mechanism in bulk GaN adapted from
Limpijumnong and Van de Walle [153]. Large atoms are Ga, small are
N. The Ga interstitial (red atom) diffuses by displacing another Ga atom
(shown in blue) into an adjacent interstitial site.
In InxGa1−xN, it is possible that Ga vacancies mediate interdiffusion in
InxGa1−xN quantum wells [161], with an activation barrier of 3.4± 0.5eV be-
ing reported [162].
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Table 6: Diffusion barriers for native defects in GaN from Limpijumnong and Van de
Walle [153].
3.3.3 Diffusion Along Surfaces
Diffusion of adatoms across surfaces can also happen during growth. Zywietz
et al. [163] performed a DFT study of Ga and N adatoms on both (0001) and(
0001¯
)
. Ga was found to be significantly more mobile by several orders of mag-
nitude than N at typical growth temperatures. Excess N strongly increases the
Ga diffusion barrier, which could become significant if growth is performed
under N-rich growth conditions.
Neugebauer et al. [164] proposed an alternative mechanism of surface dif-
fusion, supported by scanning tunnelling microscopy and DFT simulations,
whereby a thin metallic film could form on top of the surface during growth,
and this film provides efficient adatom diffusion. This mechanism also pro-
vides an efficient alternative diffusion mechanism for N adatoms to the con-
ventional one put forward by Zywietz et al. [163]. InxGa1−xN was also studied,
with In found to result in a significantly lower barrier for Ga atom diffusion of
0.12 eV vs. 0.7 eV without.
3.3.4 Diffusion Along Dislocations
Dislocations can act as preferential diffusion pathways in many materials sys-
tems [165, 166, 167], via a mechanism illustrated in fig. 31 whereby the disloca-
tion core acts as a “pipe” along which atoms can diffuse as a result of its more
open structure relative to the bulk lattice. Pipe diffusion can be an important
mechanism by which dislocation climb can occur [168], and indeed is required
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to fully predicted experimentally-observed microstructures in dislocation dy-
namics models of both GaN, AlN and their alloys [78] (fig. 30).
Figure 30: Pipe diffusion activation energies required to explain experimentally-
observed dislocation climb velocities in GaN and AlN. Graph from Fu et al.
[78].
In the nitrides, evidence has been found for pipe diffusion of Al along
specifically a-type dislocations in GaN [89]. A theoretical study by Harafuji
and Kawamura [169] examined Mg diffusion along a-type dislocations in GaN
which found that diffusion of Mg is enhanced by about three orders of magni-
tude along the dislocation core, with an activation energy of 0.28 eV , although
this study uses potential parameters not verified by other studies. Diffusion of











The percolation threshold defines a critical composition x at which, in a ran-
dom AxB1−x alloy, an unbroken chain of A atoms forms throughout the lattice;
this is specifically known as the site percolation threshold. It should be clear
that for e.g. x = 0.99 there will always be an unbroken chain of A atoms,
whereas for e.g. x = 0.01 there never will be. The relevance of the percola-
tion threshold to semiconductors and InxGa1−xN in particular is discussed
previously in section 2.3.1.
The percolation threshold varies depending on the type of lattice. The onset
of percolation is characterised by several observables and associated critical
exponents. These exponents are universal; they are independent of specific
features of the lattice, and only depend on its dimensionality. The average
cluster size, χ(x), at site occupation probability x is one such observable and








Nocc number of occupied sites
Nclu number of clusters
sk number of sites in cluster k
This is the average size of a cluster to which a randomly chosen occupied
site belongs, not counting the “infinite” percolating cluster if it is present. In
the infinite lattice, this has a well-defined form [170]:
χ(x) ∝ |x− pc|−γ (29)
Where γ is a critical exponent with a value of γ = 43/18 [170] for any two-
dimensional lattice and γ ≈ 1.793(3) [171] for any three-dimensional lattice.
The “strength” of the lattice can also be measured; this is the probability that
a given site will be part of a percolating cluster, P∞. Below pc this is 0, while
above pc this is given by:
P∞(x) = (x− pc)β (30)
Where β is another critical exponent with a value of β = 5/36 for any two-
dimensional lattice and γ ≈ 0.4181(8) [171] for any three-dimensional lattice.
A system has a characteristic size ξ, known as the correlation length, which
is related to the typical radius of the largest cluster size in a system below the
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lattice site percolation threshold, pc
Square [172] 0.5927
Simple Cubic [171] 0.3116
Hexagonal [172] 0.5000
Hexagonal Close Packed [173] 0.1992
Table 7: Percolation thresholds for common 2D and 3D lattices quoted to 4 significant
figures.
percolation threshold or the typical largest “hole” size in a system above the
percolation threshold. This is given by:
ξ ∝ |x− pc|−ν (31)
With ν a critical exponent with a value of ν = 4/3 for any two-dimensional
lattice and ν ≈ 0.8764(12) [171]. Of the three critical exponents presented here,
γ, β and ν, only two are independent.
Percolation thresholds are known exactly for common 2D and 3D lattices,
and these are summarised in table 7.
3.4.1 Finite Lattices
In a finite system of size L, if L  ξ then it can be said that the system is
equivalent to the infinite system. However, by consideration of the nature of
the percolation threshold, it can be seen that limx→pc ξ → ∞. This means
that, by definition, there is no finite sized system that will behave as an ideal
infinite system close to the percolation threshold. Despite this, finite systems can
still be used effectively to model percolation, since the properties of the system
scale in well-defined ways.
The average cluster size scales as [170]:
χ(pc ; L) ∝ Lγ/ν (32)
And the strength of the system scales as [174]:
P∞(pc ; L) ∝ L−β/ν (33)
The percolation threshold for an infinite system can be extrapolated from
several average percolation thresholds, pc ;L , from a finite system:
pc ;L − pc ∝ L−1/ν (34)
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(a) Scaling of system strength with system
size.
(b) Scaling of average cluster size with sys-
tem size.
Figure 32: Finite size scaling effects for percolating systems from Christensen [175].
This allows pc to be found by a simple linear fit of pc ;L against L [174],
even if ν is unknown. The finite lattice percolation threshold, pc ;L , can itself
be found by either determining directly what occupation probability results
in a probability of percolation of 0.5, or by analysis of one of the observables
presented above, such as finding the occupation probability that would give a
maximum χ for a given L.
3.4.2 The 2D to 3D Transition
In the intermediate case between a 2D and “infinite” 3D lattice it is clear that
the percolation threshold should lie between the 2D and 3D values, such as
would be relevant for alloys in quantum wells. Sotta and Long [176] study this
transition between 2D and 3D percolation thresholds in the case of a simple cu-
bic lattice. They derive the following theoretical relation for a film of thickness
h:
pc(h) ≈ p3Dc +αh−1ν (35)
The constant α is unknown theoretically and is not expressed in terms of
other critical exponents but was expected to be of the order of p2Dc −p
3D
c which
is 0.281 in the simple cubic case, while the exponent ν was expected to equal
the value of ν for three-dimensional lattices, which was found to be the case.
In the simple cubic case, the authors find that α ≈ 0.45.
In the hexagonal/hexagonal-close-packed case, it is likely that eq. (35) holds,
though it is not clear whether the value for α will remain the same. Literature











Table 8: Percolation thresholds for a simple cubic lattice of finite film thickness from
Sotta and Long [176].
Part II
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T H E O R E T I C A L T E C H N I Q U E S
Two main computational methods are employed in this thesis: ab initio meth-
ods that allow highly accurate simulations of small numbers of atoms and
allows the calculation of electronic properties, and classical methods which al-
low the simulation of vastly larger numbers of atoms. The principles behind
both these methods are outlined in this chapter.
4.1 density functional theory
Ab initio methods allow the study of quantum systems from first principles. Un-
like classical force fields, which describe the interaction of atoms using Newto-
nian forces derived from empirical data on how we know atoms to interact, ab
initio methods attempt to solve the Schrödinger equation directly. This gives
us information on the electrons themselves, and so is useful for determining
electronic properties such as densities of states, but it also means we can use it
to determine properties of otherwise unknown materials or existing materials
in unusual configurations that would not be well-described by an empirical
potential.
Solving the Schrödinger equation directly for any large system is not com-
putationally feasible. DFT is an attempt to solve this problem by mapping the
multiple-particle interacting Schrödinger equation to a multiple-particle non-
interacting problem instead.
4.1.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
The Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem [177] states that the ground state electron
density of a system uniquely determines its potential and therefore all prop-
erties of the system. Without HK, the traditional way to solve the Schrödinger
equation would be to start with a potential Vext. (r), and to use this to solve the
Schrödinger equation to find all states of the system Ψi ({r}), which can then be
used to find the ground state density n0 (r). HK allows us to go directly from
the ground state density n0 (r) to the potential Vext. (r).
HK also states that a universal functional for the energy E [n] can be defined
in terms of the density n (r) for any external potential Vext. (r). Specifically, the
ground state energy of a system is the density that minimises this functional,
which by definition is also the ground state density of the system.
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Formally, we can write the total energy functional:
EHK [n] = T [n] + Eint. [n] +
∫
d3rVext. (r)n (r) + EN (36)
where T [n] is the kinetic energy, Eint. [n] is the interaction energy between
the particles, and EN is the interaction energy of the nuclei.
4.1.2 Kohn-Sham Equations
Kohn and Sham introduced an ansatz to find the ground state density which
involves representing the physical system with an auxiliary system of non-
interacting particles; this is a fictitious system engineered to have the same
density as the physical system. This allows us to write eq. (36) in the form:
EKS [n] = Ts [n] + EHartree [n] + EN + EXC [n] +
∫
d3rVext. (r)n (r) (37)
Where here the kinetic energy term has been replaced by the independent-
particle kinetic energy, Ts [n] and the particle-particle interaction term has been
replaced by the Hartree energy, EHartree [n], which is the classical (Coulombic)
energy of the electron density interacting with itself and is known explicitly as
a functional of the density, and the exchange-correlation (XC) energy, EXC [n],
which contains all other differences between EKS and the exact EHK. EXC [n] is
not known exactly and will have to be estimated.
4.1.3 Exchange Correlation Functionals
The exchange part, EX, of EXC is known exactly and is of the same form as in
Hartree-Fock theory, where it includes contributions from the Pauli exclusion
principle and also can cancel spurious self-interactions in the Hartree energy,
EHartree [n]. Thus, the exchange term always lowers the total energy, and is
approximately an order of magnitude larger than the correlation term. For
this reason, it is often interpreted as the electron interacting with a positive
“exchange hole” associated with it.
The correlation term contains all other differences between the exact energy
and the energy of the uncorrelated state that still provides orbitals that give the
exact density. In the ground state, this correlation term will always lower the
total energy, though in excited states it involves the differences in correlation
terms between excited and ground states and could therefore be positive or
negative.
While the exchange term is known exactly, in practice it makes more sense
to approximate both EX and EC together as a single term EXC. This is because
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while the exchange hole is non-local in nature, since it will have deep minima at
other nuclei no matter how remote [178], the total exchange-correlation hole is
usually localised around the reference electron. This means that the correlation
hole must also be highly delocalised to cancel with the exchange hole, and
since it is not known exactly, it would require a highly complicated non-local
functional to approximate EC directly. Instead, the exchange-correlation hole
is typically approximated as a local functional of the electron density. While
this introduces an error into the exchange term, this tends to be cancelled out
by a similar opposite-sign error in the correlation term.
The simplest approximation for EXC is the local density approximation
(LDA), which expresses EXC as a functional of the density at that specific point
in space by reference to the EXC for a homogenous electron gas. LDA is an
effective approximation for many cases but does typically result in binding
energies that are too large and underestimates lattice parameters. Further im-
provements to EXC can be found by incorporating more information, such as
the gradient of the density ∇n (generalised gradient approximation (GGA)),
∇2n (meta-GGA) or the Kohn-Sham orbitals themselves (hybrid GGA) at the
cost of increasing computational complexity [179]. Generally, increasing the
amount of information in the calculation of EXC will result in more accurate
materials properties, though this is not always the case and care must be taken
with respect to their behaviour for specific properties and materials of inter-
est. Non-local functionals also exist that incorporate some portion of the exact
Hartree-Fock exchange, which can improve estimation of band gaps which
are severely under-estimated by local functionals but at the cost of greatly in-
creased computational complexity.
4.1.3.1 Exchange Correlation Functionals and the III-Nitrides
Table 9 reviews the accuracy of common XC functionals as applied to GaN for
several common material properties. Most studies looking at GaN use either
LDA or PBE [180] functionals, with more recent studies tending to use PBE
functionals even though there is no clear indication PBE gives significantly
better results than LDA for GaN [181] with LDA tending exhibit overbinding
and PBE exhibiting underbinding of similar degrees, with the underbinding
becoming more significant for InN. Both LDA and PBE also give very similar
band structures [181].
More modern GGA functionals have been developed specifically for mod-
elling solid materials, such as AM05 [182] and PBEsol [183], both of which
offer significant improvement over PBE. Despite offering increased accuracy,
PBE or LDA might still be favoured since this allows direct comparison of
new results with existing literature. For example, comparison of two different
defect formation energies might be appropriate provided that both were calcu-
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name lattice bulk atomisation band
parameter modulus energy gap
LDA -1.3 [184, 185],-1 [186] -7 [185],0 [186] +12 [181] -12 [185],-36 [186]
PBE +0.6 [187, 184],+1 [186], -20 [187],-21 [184], -2.5 [187],-4 [188] -52 [188],-48 [186],
+0.83 [188],+0.8 [189] -17 [186] -41 [189]
PBEsol -0.23 [188] -11.9 [190] +6 [188] -46 [188]
AM05 -0.6 [184] -14 [184] - -
BLYP +2 [184] -28 [184] - -
PKZB +0.8 [186] -18 [186] - -47 [186]
TPSS +0.8 [186] -13 [186] - -47 [186]
PBE0 -0.9 [187] -5 [187] -2.5 [187] -
HSE03 -0.5 [187] -8 [187] -4 [187] -
HSE06 -0.33 [188] - -5 [188] -7.6 [188]
HSEsol -1.01 [188] - +2 [188] -4.5 [188]
B3LYP +0.6 [187] -13 [187] -12.5 [187] -
sX+LDA -0.5 [189] - - -3.5 [189]
Table 9: Comparison of exchange-correlation functionals as applied to GaN. Typically
XC functionals are given an initialism after the authors that created them,
and if the authors have created multiple functionals then additional numbers
added to the name refer to the year that functional was created. Function-
als with “sol” have been specifically designed for solids, and sX stands for
“screened exchange”. Values given are percentage error compared to a stan-
dardised reference set of experimental data defined in section 2.1.1 and specif-
ically the bulk modulus from Polian et al. [33]. All results are for wurtzite
GaN, aside from references [184, 187, 189] which are for zinc blende GaN.
lated with the same functional, so there are circumstances when a less-accurate
but more widely-used functional might be preferred.
A notable failure of local functionals with the nitrides is the under-
estimation of their band gaps, which is a particular problem for InN which
is predicted to be metallic [181]. While non-local functionals could be used
to avoid this, since the band gaps of the nitrides are already known exper-
imentally it is easier to use a “scissor” operator to separate the conduction
and valence bands to match experiment if necessary. Note that the form of the
conduction band is well-described; it is only its energy relative to the valence
band that is not.

































Figure 33: A graphical representation of different XC functionals for GaN from the
data in table 9.
4.1.4 Pseudopotentials
Tightly-bound core orbital wavefunctions are difficult to model using plane
waves due to large oscillations in the wavefunction close to the nucleus, as
can be visualised by fig. 34. To do this accurately would require a very large
plane wave basis set. However, since these tightly-bound electrons typically
do not contribute to bonding or, as a result, most physical properties of the
system, it is not necessary to model them explicitly. Therefore, instead of di-
rectly modelling the nucleus–electron interaction, a pseudopotential [191] can
be constructed which incorporates these inner core electrons such that an
ion–electron interaction is being modelled instead.
This approach is typically very effective, and vastly reduces the computa-
tional requirements for the calculation. A further reduction in computational
requirements can be achieved by relaxing the norm-conserving condition,
which requires that the total charge within the pseudopotential is equivalent to
that of the equivalent core electron wavefunction, which is then known as an
ultrasoft pseudopotential [192], which have also been highly successful though
at some loss of transferability of the pseudopotential to different charge states
[192].
4.1.4.1 Pseudopotentials and the III-Nitrides
When using pseudopotentials, the decision has to be made which electrons
to consider as “core” electrons to be incorporated into the pseudopotential
and which as “valence” electrons. For Ga and In in particular the 3d10 and
4d10 electrons respectively can either be incorporated into the pseudopotential
or treated explicitly as valence electrons. The argument for treating the 3d10
electrons as valence electrons in GaN is that, under the LDA approximation,
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Figure 34: An illustration of all-electron (solid line) and pseudoelectron (dashed line)
wavefunctions, with the pseudopotential indicated by Vpseudo. Note that
wavefunctions agree with each other beyond radius rc. From Payne et al.
[191].
the Ga 3d10 band overlaps with the N 2s band, allowing hybridisation to occur
[24]. Despite this, several experimental studies suggest this is not the case and
that the N 2s band lies several eV below the Ga 3d10 band, suggesting it could
be an artefact of the LDA approximation [181], although some experimental
studies do confirm that weak hybridisation does occur [193].
A comprehensive review by Stampfl and Van de Walle [181] finds that the
explicit treatment of the d10 electrons results in subtle but noticeable changes
in bond lengths and material properties, though these are small, e.g. an a lat-
tice constant of 3.501Å to 3.544Å is predicted for wurtzite InN when including
the d10 electrons, but 3.55Å when treating them as core electrons. The conclu-
sion is that the d10 electrons should be explicitly treated when high accuracy
is required, but can still provide useful results if not, with only a small loss
in accuracy [24]. Though both methods under-estimate the band gap, incor-
porating the d10 electrons into the pseudopotential actually acts to improve
the estimation of the band gap [181], which is especially significant for InN
since InN is correctly predicted to be a semiconductor in this case with a band
gap of 0.16 eV , whereas if the 4d10 electrons are incorporated into the calcula-
tion, it is incorrectly predicted to be metallic with a “band gap” of −0.04 eV to
−0.27 eV .
Due to the complexity of the d10 states, they require a much larger cut-off
energy with a plane wave basis set [181], and this coupled with the fact that
more electron wavefunctions need to be calculated means that there is a large
performance penalty with explicitly modelling the d10 states.
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4.2 classical potentials
The classical potential approach attempts to approximate the quantum-
mechanical system with an analogous classical system. This is significantly
less computationally expensive and so allows much larger system sizes to be
accessible than with ab initio methods, which can be critical for effectively mod-
elling defects that exist on long length scales. However, classical potentials are
less general than ab initio methods and require pre-existing knowledge of the
system, often including empirical properties of the system that the potential is
fitted to. This means that they while they can often replicate properties of the
bulk system, they might not work as effectively for unusual bonding configu-
rations and so care must be taken. They also cannot provide any information
on the electronic properties of the system.
Many classical potentials have been developed for GaN and other III-
nitrides. Initially, these took simple two-body potentials, such as Zapol et al.
[194] who constructed a GaN potential with a long-range Coulombic term, a
short-range Buckingham potential, and a core-shell model for N atoms allow-
ing polarisability to be taken into account. This approach was also taken by
Chisholm et al. [42] who extended it for other III-nitrides. Two-body potentials
are fundamentally limited since they do not take into account any contribu-
tions due to bond angle, which is crucial for modelling a tetrahedrally-bonded
semiconductor. Wang et al. [195] took a similar approach with long-range
Coulombic force, but instead used a Keating potential to model short-range
interactions, but Keating potentials are limited in the study of defects due to
the strict requirement of each atom always having four neighbours [53].
Kim et al. [25] also constructed a Keating semi-empirical valence-force-field
model, and this was adopted by Aïchoune et al. [196] to form the basis for a
three-body short-range Stillinger-Weber potential. This parameterisation not
only incorporated experimental data but also ab initio results for an inver-
sion domain boundary, thus incorporating non-standard bonding configura-
tions too. Stillinger-Weber potentials were originally developed for Si, but have
found wide success in modelling GaN systems. Béré and Serra [53] updated
the Stillinger-Weber potentials to be able to correctly discriminate between two
different inversion domain boundary structures, and also between two close
minima of similar energies corresponding to two different threading edge dis-
locations. fig. 35 shows the difference between these two potentials. Lei et al.
[197] introduced compatible Stillinger-Weber parameters for InN and GaN,
thus allowing InxGa1−xN systems to be modelled too [198]. Fulk et al. [199]
also calculated Stillinger-Weber parameters for InN but did not include param-
eters for the N−N or In−In interactions.
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Figure 35: The Stillinger-Weber potential for GaN showing the two-body terms as a
function of each interaction type. Superscript 1 refers to the potential de-
veloped by Aïchoune et al. [196] and superscript 2 refers to the updated
potential by Béré and Serra [53]. The “nn” refers to the nearest neighbour
distance. From Béré and Serra [53].
These Stillinger-Weber parameters have been used with success to model a
large number of systems including dislocation cores in GaN [53, 64, 61, 51, 60]
and InN [200], grain boundaries [201], basal stacking faults [65], indium clus-
tering [147, 148] in InxGa1−xN alloys, InxGa1−xN quantum dot growth [198],
InxGa1−xN/GaN multiple quantum wells [202], global optimisation searches
for new defect structures [73], GaN nanosheets [203] and composition map-
ping of InxGa1−xN in conjunction with scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy [115]. This provides a large degree of confidence in both the suitabil-
ity and transferability of these potentials for a wide variety of applications.
Tersoff [204, 205] potentials have also been developed for the nitrides. These
are a “many-body” potential which can, in principle, describe a material well
not just in one bonding configuration (e.g. tetrahedral) but in several. For ex-
ample, the Tersoff potentials for GaN could describe both perfect, bulk GaN
but also bulk Ga and N2 molecules. This makes them especially well-suited
for simulations where phase changes might occur, such as during growth, or
evaluating a melting point, or during radiation damage cascades [206]. Several
Tersoff parameter sets have been developed for the nitrides including those for
zinc blende GaN by Moon and Hwang [207], which incorporated Ga−Ga pa-
rameters from Nakamura et al. [208] and N−N parameters from Kroll [209],
and parameters for zinc blende nitrides from Benkabou et al. [210]. Powell
et al. [211] developed a parameter set for III-V zinc blende semiconductors,
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who also tested previous parameter sets and were unable to replicate the re-
sults for InN from the parameters provided by Benkabou et al. [210]. Okeke
and Lowther [212] developed Tersoff parameters for binary metal nitrides and
ternary oxynitrides, with the intention of creating a comprehensive parameter
set that was generalisable to a wide variety of systems, however at the cost of
accuracy for any one system; e.g. estimates of the GaN elastic constants are
considerably worse than other parameter sets.
Specifically for (In,Al,N)-systems, the Tersoff parameters by Nord et al. [213]
and later modified Kioseoglou et al. [214] appear to best match experimental
data and be the most well tested, having been used in many subsequent stud-
ies [63, 57, 62, 215, 206, 216]. Tersoff potentials have also been used to study
dislocations in the nitrides [62] and show largely compatible results to the
many dislocation studies using Stilling-Weber parameters, though they pre-
dict slightly different Ga−Ga and N−N bond lengths in the dislocation cores,
likely due to these parameters treating e.g. the N−N bond like an N2 molecule;
as such, the Stillinger-Weber potentials would be better suited to the study of
dislocation core structures.
Recently, development of a “Gaussian approximation potential” for GaN
[217], a novel potential form completely derived from ab initio results, has been
started, but while early results are promising with the potential being able to
accurately replicate ab initio phonon dispersion curves, it is not yet considered
by its authors to be suitable to use to simulate GaN and no parameter sets
have been published.
The choice of potential is also often limited by practical matters, such as the
public availability of parameter sets, simulation codes that can use them, and
the availability of other compatible potentials in the case of, e.g., alloy systems.
As an example, if potentials for GaN and InN exist, but each uses a different
parameterisation for the N atom, then it introduces ambiguity when trying to
model an InxGa1−xN system.
In this work, Stillinger-Weber potentials will be preferred due to their wide
acceptance, ease of implementation, and proven ability to model extended de-
fects in the nitrides, though Tersoff potentials have also been evaluated due
to the wider range of available parameters, which includes AlN in addition
to GaN and InN, and also because they have been explicitly developed with
alloy performance in mind. The potential forms for both Stillinger-Weber and
Tersoff potentials are presented below.
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4.2.1 Stillinger-Weber Potentials
The Stillinger-Weber potential form is defined as follows, with the total po-









with the two-body term defined as:







exp (1/ (r− a)) for r 6 a
0 for r > a
(40)
where  is the cohesive energy and has units of energy, σ has units of length,
and rij = |ri − rj| is the length of the bond defined in terms of the position
vectors of atom i and j, with a cut-off distance of the interaction determined
by a.
And the three-body term defined as:
φ3(i, j,k) = f3(ri/σ, rj/σ, rk/σ) (41)
f3(ri, rj, rk) = h(rij, rjk, θijk) + h(rji, rik, θjik) + h(rjk, rki, θjki) (42)













where θijk is the angle formed between ri,j and rj,k vectors. A, B, λ and γ
are fitting parameters that determine the strength of the bond.
4.2.2 Tersoff Potentials






Vij is the bond energy between atoms i and j defined in terms of the inter-
atomic distance rij:


































where r0 is the dimer bond length and D0 its bond energy, with β and S as
fitting parameters.
The fij term restricts the interaction to within a spherical radius, by multi-
plying the potential by a factor that varies from a value of one at or within the
cut-off radius R and which smoothly decreases to zero over a distance 2D:
f(rij) =

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hik − cos θijk
)2 (51)
where the λ, h, c, and d are all fitting parameters.
4.3 monte carlo methods
Often, the number of possible configurations a system of interest can exist in
will be too numerous to model each configuration explicitly, such as the num-
ber of possible configurations of an alloy microstructure. In such a case, if an
equilibrium microstructure was desired, it might be possible to start a simula-
tion in an arbitrary configuration and then evolve it using molecular dynam-
ics until an equilibrium configuration is reached provided that the timescale
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of the process was accessible by a dynamics simulation which is typically of
the order of nanoseconds. For processes that exceed this timescale, a dynamics
simulation isn’t appropriate and Monte Carlo methods provide an alternative,
statistical method for studying systems in such cases.
A static Monte Carlo scheme can be illustrated by considering a simulation
of an InxGa1−xN alloy whereby a typical equilibrium microstructure is de-
sired. Here, atoms can be swapped between cation sites subject to a Metropolis
Monte Carlo[218] sampling algorithm as follows [219]:
1. Find the energy of an initial configuration, Einit.
2. Create a new configuration via the exchange of atoms on two sites, and
find its energy, Etrial.
3. Accept this new configuration with probability:
min (1, exp(− (Etrial − Einitial))/kT) (52)
else revert to the initial configuration.
The quantity Etrial − Einitial can be calculated by classical means, through ab
initio calculations or even by simple analytical approximations, such as for the
Ising model for ferromagnetism.
Entropy is treated by the statistical repetition of this algorithm, and the sim-
ulation itself is performed under the canonical (NVT) ensemble, where the
number of atoms, N, system volume, V , and system temperature, T , are kept
constant. The system temperature is implicitly included in eq. (52) that defines
the acceptance probability. This is a conventional Monte Carlo scheme that
satisfies the principles of detailed balance [219], which ensures that the entire
phase space is accessible (ergodicity) and that an equilibrium configuration,
once reached, is not destroyed. For a perfect InxGa1−xN lattice, a static Monte
Carlo simulation of this nature was performed by Chan et al. [128] to study
phase separation.
Time is not explicitly included in a static Monte Carlo simulation, with “time-
steps” typically defined in terms of the number of attempted swaps. It is pos-
sible to take the technique further through a lattice kinetic Monte Carlo scheme
which introduces a quantifiable time-step. This is done by only allowing phys-
ically possible exchanges. For the InxGa1−xN example, a lattice kinetic Monte
Carlo simulation was performed by Ganchenkova et al. [112] and incorporated
vacancies as the mechanism by which the alloy could reconfigure. Importantly,
they found that according to their ab initio calculations “cation vacancies in
GaN interact neither between themselves nor with In atoms,” therefore the
final equilibrium configurations obtained were the same regardless of the va-
cancy concentration, and so if only the final equilibrium microstructures are of
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interest, a lattice kinetic Monte Carlo scheme is not necessary for InxGa1−xN
and a static Monte Carlo scheme will suffice.
4.4 calculating diffusion barriers
To calculate activation barriers such as those stated in section 3.3.2, the reaction
pathway for a diffusing atom must be determined. This can be done using a
transition state search method.
Two methods are presented here. The first for its simplicity and the second
because it is the most effective [220]. There are other methods not considered
here, since often the limiting factor for the use of a given method is whether it
has been implemented in the simulation code being used or not.
4.4.1 Drag Method
The Drag method [220] relies on a single degree of freedom, known as the
drag co-ordinate, remaining fixed while other degrees of freedom are allowed
to relax. The drag co-ordinate can then be incremented in small steps until the
product configuration is reached, with the maximum energy obtained along
this path taken to be the saddle point energy. After climbing in energy be-
yond this saddle point, the system will abruptly snap back into an adjacent
minimium.
The Drag method can be effective for many simple cases, but fails for more
complicated energy surfaces where the saddle point configuration may never
be reached [220].
4.4.2 Nudged Elastic Band
The nudged elastic band (NEB) method creates a string of replicas of the system,
whereby each replica or “image” is connected together with virtual “springs”
such that these images form a discrete representation of the reaction pathway
from the reactant image, R0, to the product image, RN. The intermediate im-
ages can be generated by a simple linear interpolation between R0 and RN.
These intermediate images are then optimised to relax the images down to-
wards the minimum energy pathway (MEP).
A simple “elastic band” approach, so-called because the model can be
thought of as an elastic band made up of N− 1 beads connected by N springs,
would be to minimise an object function:
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where E is the energy of the image and, with analogy to the energy of a
potential energy of a spring, 12kx
2, where k is the spring constant and x its
extension.
However, this formulation tends to result in the band of images being pulled
off the MEP where it is highly curved, and also results in images sliding down
towards the end points and away from the saddle point of interest [220]. To
counter this the images can be given a “nudge” by means of a force projection,










i = k (|Ri+1 −Ri|− |Ri −Ri−1|) τˆi (55)
This formulation ensures that images are equally spaced along the reaction
pathway [220]. F⊥i is the perpendicular force due to the potential:
F⊥i = −∇(Ri) +∇(Ri) · τˆiτˆi (56)
These forces are illustrated in fig. 36.
A modification to this technique, known as “climbing image” NEB, has been
formulated to ensure that the elastic band converges rigorously to the highest
saddle point [222]. After several iterations of the regular NEB method, the im-
age with the highest energy is identified and its elastic band force inverted in
order to push it up the potential energy surface along one degree of freedom
defined by the other images and up until it converges to the saddle point.
4.5 simulation of dislocations
4.5.1 Supercell Approach
Simulations of periodic crystals are typically performed under periodic bound-
ary conditions. However, an isolated dislocation cannot exist under periodic
boundary conditions; it must either terminate at a surface or exist with an-
other dislocation, such that the Burgers circuit around the periodic boundary
is complete (illustrated by fig. 37). For this reason, the simulation of disloca-
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Figure 36: Representation of the NEB method, with contours representing an en-
ergy surface. Grey circles represent the NEB replicas with their connecting
springs, and shows how the NEB replicas are pushed towards the MEP. Illus-
tration from Sheppard et al. [221].
tions typically involves a cell containing at least two dislocations. Figure 38
outlines several common simulation cell configurations.
The dislocations, and their periodic images, in the simulation cell will exert
a force on each other, and so a stable arrangement of these dislocations is pre-
ferred, such as the arrangement shown in fig. 38(a) and fig. 38(b)[77], however
the latter case is unsuitable under periodic boundary conditions. Alternative
configurations fig. 38(c,d,e) are suggested by Cai et al. [223] to minimise bound-
ary effects, with the quadrupolar configuration preferred if the simulation cell
can be sufficiently large, since it requires twice the number of atoms in the sim-
ulation cell for the same dislocation–dislocation distance under conventional
periodic boundary configurations.
Provided the dislocation-dislocation distance is large enough, any disloca-
tion configuration can be suitable in principle, with the property of interest de-
termining the size of simulation cell required: a study of the atomic structure
at the core will be relatively insensitive to a smaller simulation cell, whereas a
study of long-range strain fields would be very sensitive.
To construct the dislocation, each of the atoms in a perfect simulation cell
can be displaced according to the dislocation displacement equations given in
section 3.1.2. A different choice of origin for these equations results in a differ-
ent core structure, as illustrated by fig. 39. This approach works particularly
well in the nitrides as reviewed in section 2.2.2.







Figure 37: Illustration of why an isolated dislocation cannot be studied under peri-
odic boundary conditions, with the discontinuities in strain field shown.
Cell is bounded by solid lines with its adjacent periodic images given by
dashed lines. If such a cell were to be simulated, it would result in another







Figure 38: Illustration of the forces between a dislocation dipole along with (a)–(e)
several common simulation cell configurations.
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Figure 39: A simulation cell containing a dislocation can be constructed by first mak-
ing a perfect cell and then displacing atoms using the displacement equa-
tions given in section 3.1.2 with different origins (shown by the red marker)
resulting in different core structures. Illustration from Lymperakis et al.
[224].
4.5.2 Cluster Approach
An alternative approach to study an isolated dislocation is the cluster-supercell
hybrid [225, 52], whereby a dislocation is “cut” out of a larger cell, such as the
output of a classical simulation, such that it would still be periodic along the
c-axis but the cluster surrounded by vacuum in the (0001) plan. This approach
is particularly suited to ab initio calculations where the total number of atoms
that can be simulated is limited.
If a further geometry optimisation is required, the outermost atoms in the
cluster can be fixed to “freeze in” the strain felt by the dislocation. The outer-
most atoms, which will not be fully co-ordinated and therefore have dangling
bonds, can be passivated by the addition of hydrogen, to avoid the addition of
spurious electronic states.
This approach has been used extensively for the III-nitrides [52, 61, 57, 226].
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Figure 40: A comparison of the supercell method (left, with periodic cell shaded)
and cluster-supercell hybrid method (right) for the same dislocation cell.
Adapted from [57].
5
E X P E R I M E N TA L T E C H N I Q U E S
5.1 transmission electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy refers to a range of techniques that rely upon
the illumination of an electron transparent material with an electron beam. A
TEM can also be used in scanning mode whereby rather than parallel illumi-
nation of an area, electron lenses are are used to form a focused probe that
rasters over a sample using scan coils. Though strictly equivalent under the
reciprocity theorem, in practice certain techniques are more easily carried out
in either TEM or STEM mode due to instrumental limitations. Performance of
a TEM/STEM system depends on the source brightness and accelerating volt-
age and chromatic and optical aberrations present, with modern aberration-
corrected microscopes capable of giving sub-Angstrom spatial resolution.
A simplified schematic of a typical TEM system is shown in fig. 41, demon-
strating the operation of the microscope. Condenser lenses focus the electron
beam through the sample, resulting in an image being formed by the objective
lens which is then conveyed through the projector system and onto a camera
which records the micrograph. A STEM system operates similarly but with a
focused probe formed onto the sample surface which can then be translated
by varying a voltage across a set of scan coils.
5.1.1 Sample Preparation
Samples require significant preparation prior to use in a TEM in order to obtain
a region that is electron transparent. Ideally, a sample is of the order of 20nm
to 70nm thick, but might be thicker depending on the analytical technique
used. The basic steps involved in preparing a plan-view sample are outlined
as follows. A sample is first cleaved to an appropriate size, and then attached
to a Cu or Mo support grid with Araldite R© adhesive typically before any
mechanical polishing occurs. The sample is also attached to a mounting stub
with CrystalbondTM wax to provide support during polishing. Initial mechan-
ical polishing involves coarse SiC paper with the final polishing steps using
increasingly finer grades. Likewise, the dimpling process involves first 6µm
diamond paste down to 1µm at the final stages. Argon milling with a Gatan
Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS) is used for the final thinning stage. This
process is illustrated in fig. 42. A variation on this process is employed for
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Figure 41: Illustration of a typical transmission electron microscope from Jensen [227].
Electron beam shown in blue.
cross-sectional samples, whereby a two small square samples are first cleaved
and glued to each other, and then mounted and polished as for the plan view
sample.







low angle, low energy
Ar ions
electron transparent hole
at centre (30–70 nm)
~ 30-50 µm
Figure 42: Outline of plan-view sample preparation for the transmission electron mi-
croscope.
Focused ion beam (FIB) milling is specifically not used since it introduces
damage and contamination (Pt and Ga) to the sample, both of which are un-
desirable. Although samples appropriate for high-resolution work can still be
obtained with this method [228] they are typically inferior to mechanically-
prepared samples.
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5.1.2 Imaging Dislocations
Dislocations can be imaged in the TEM due to the strain field associated with
them. In conventional “bright-field” TEM imaging, just the transmitted beam
is used to form the image. If the sample is orientated close to the Bragg con-
dition, then bending of the lattice planes into the diffraction condition near
the dislocation core will result in darker contrast in the image, as illustrated
by fig. 43. Likewise, in “dark-field” imaging when an aperture is placed on a
diffracted spot and the resulting image is just due to a diffracted beam, the
dislocation will appear as bright contrast. Since only planes on one side of the
dislocation will be in the diffraction condition, the apparent position of the




(a) Real space interpretation of dark contrast
resulting from dislocations in bright-field
TEM imaging after Hull and Bacon [77],
with the inverse for dark-field imaging.
(b) Example of a WBDF micrograph in GaN
from Moram et al. [82].
Figure 43: Illustration of the WBDF technique for imaging dislocations.
A refinement of this technique is weak-beam dark-field (WBDF) microscopy.
Here, we select a weakly-excited diffraction spot, such that unlike in bright-
field images, only the planes immediately by the core are selected to form the
image. This results in a much sharper contrast and also in a more accurate
estimation of the core position. An example of this technique is shown in
fig. 43b.
5.1.3 High-angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) Imaging
When electrons are scattered by a nucleus, they are scattered incoherently and
at high angles (> 50 mrad) in a process known as Rutherford scattering. A
HAADF detector can detect these in a STEM, while still allowing the transmitted
and Bragg-diffracted beams through which can then be used for simultaneous
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imaging. Rutherford scattering is of particular interest because scattering is
proportional to the atomic mass, Z2, so a STEM-HAADF micrograph is said to
display mass-thickness contrast. This makes interpretation of STEM-HAADF im-
ages easier than conventional TEM micrographs, although care should still be
taken at high resolutions since channeling of the STEM probe can occur along
certain crystal orientations.
STEM-HAADF provided one of the earliest pictures of a dislocation core struc-
ture in GaN, shown in fig. 9.
5.1.4 Electron Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS)
The incident electron beam can cause the production of X-rays in two ways:
from Bremsstrahlung (“braking”) radiation due to scattering from nuclei, or
from scattering from inner shell electrons. This latter process, illustrated by
fig. 44, is what allows elemental analysis from energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDXS) spectra. The Bremsstrahlung radiation forms a well-defined
continuum background that can be subtracted from the EDXS spectra prior
to analysis. Since X-ray emission arises from an interaction with the core elec-
trons, the resulting spectra are not sensitive to chemical bonding and are much
easier to interpret than electron energy loss spectroscopy, which is a comple-



















Figure 44: An illustration of the X-ray emission process after Williams and Carter
[229], with the energy of the emitted X-ray being the same as the energy
difference between shells, which itself is dependent on the element present.
The interaction volume of the beam determines both the spatial resolution
and the flux of X-rays emitted: a broader beam gives a higher signal to noise
ratio but at the cost of spatial resolution. A higher voltage beam gives less
beam broadening, as does a thinner sample. Modern aberration-corrected mi-
























Figure 45: A schematic of a typical EDXS experiment in a TEM from after Williams
and Carter [229], showing the various sources of X-rays that are detected
in addition to the X-rays of interest, all of which must be accounted for in
quantitative analysis of the specimen.
croscopes allow a higher current in the same spot size, so can provide a higher
X-ray count with the same degree of beam broadening. Both higher voltages
and higher currents come at the cost of increased damage to the sample. Anal-
ysis time is also a factor, with an increase in analysis time giving better results
provided the sample is not damaged by the beam and that drift is sufficiently
low, or can be compensated for.
There are numerous spurious signals that result in noise, illustrated in fig. 45,
including the detector itself emitting Si Kα X-rays from the Si dead layer in the
detector, and also typically Cu X-rays from the grid holding the sample. These
spurious signals can be accounted for through use of a reference spectrum
from a known sample.
Since X-rays are emitted in all directions, the sensitivity of the EDXS tech-
nique has been limited not by the efficiency of the detector per se, but by
the solid angle that the detector covers around the sample, which has histor-
ically been around 0.3 steradian. Recent advances include FEI’s ChemiSTEM
technology that uses a combination of four silicon drift detectors around the
sample give a larger 0.9 steradian solid angle. This, along with a high bright-
ness source, has allowed atomic-column resolution EDXS to be performed and
gives a ∼ 50× increase in sensitivity over a traditional EDXS set-up, and has
real-world detection limits of around 0.02 wt. % for vanadium [230].
Quantification of an EDXS spectra can be done to the first approximation by
use of the Cliff-Lorimer equation [229]:







where CA and CB are the concentrations of elements A and B respectively,
and IA and IB the intensity of the signal. kAB is a sensitivity factor that is both
the microscope and accelerating voltage used, so is unique to the microscope
used. Typically, this equation is then solved subject to a constraint, such as
CA + CB = 1 for a binary alloy system or CA + CB + CC = 1 for a ternary
system, with k-factors for different elements related by kAB = kAC/kBC.
5.1.5 Image Simulation of (S)TEM Micrographs
Given the atomic co-ordinates of atoms in a crystal, it is possible to simulate a
(S)TEM micrograph using a computer. This can be done to provide supporting
evidence for the interpretation of a micrograph. A common method is to use
the multislice method [231, 232]. Here, the model of the crystal is “sliced” into
several planes perpendicular to the electron beam (illustrated in fig. 46). An
approximate potential is calculated for each of these virtual slices of the crystal
from the atomic co-ordinates of the atoms intersecting that slice. An electron
wavefunction representing the incident beam is then propagated through that
slice before being transmitted to the next slice and the procedure repeated until












Figure 46: Illustration showing a multislice model (right) which approximates the real
experimental conditions (left), with the virtual electron beam propagated
through each slice and then transmitted to the next slice.
Instrumental effects including lens aberrations can be incorporated into the
image simulation through convolution of a transfer function with the electron
wavefunction. Modern image simulation programs such as QSTEM [233] and
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JEMS [234] allow efficient image multislice image simulations of both conven-
tional high-resolution TEM and HAADF-STEM.
5.1.6 Geometric Phase Analysis
The geometric phase analysis (GPA) technique provides a method of mapping
displacement fields and strain fields from individual high-resolution STEM mi-
crographs [235]. This technique relies on using two non-colinear Bragg reflec-
tions in the Fourier transform of a high-resolution micrograph to reconstruct
an ideal lattice to which small, local variations can be compared. It is a good
general technique for obtaining strain maps which might be of interest around
a dislocation, even though it cannot provide absolute lattice spacings.
In this thesis, GPA analysis is performed by GPAtool which is part of a set
of DigitalMicrograph plugins called FRWRtools [236] developed by Koch and
Özdöl.
Part III
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A N E W D I S L O C AT I O N C O R E I N G A N
This chapter concerns the analysis of an incompletely-characterised dislocation
core present in the nitrides. Prior observations of this core were reported by
Arslan et al. [69] and can was discussed previously in section 2.2.2. Arslan et al.
[69] had observed an extended core structure in plan view using STEM-HAADF





[112¯0] + [0001] + SF (58)
In this chapter, new observations of this extended core structure are pre-
sented along with a new interpretation of its atomic structure. This new core
is simulated theoretically and compared to experiment, and its electronic prop-
erties are determined.
6.1 proposed interpretation
A problem with the interpretation of the core structure given by Arslan et al.
[69] is the long array of “wrong” Ga−Ga and N−N bonds (seen in fig. 11).
These are unlikely to be energetically favourable, and would make it surprising
that this dissociation reaction occurs, a fact admitted by Arslan et al. [69]. There
is another dislocation core in GaN with wrong bonds, the 5/7-ring a-type
core, which becomes the 5/7-ring a+c-type core with the addition of a c-type
displacement (see fig. 7). This acts to shift half of the core along the c axis
and remove all the wrong bonds present. By analogy, a similar effect could be
seen with this structure, whereby if instead it was a dissociation of 〈a+ c〉 →
〈a〉+ 〈c〉+ SF it was instead 〈a+ c〉 → 12〈a+ c〉+ 12〈a+ c〉+ SF. This would
result in a linear displacement along [0001] of the atoms on one side of the
faulted structure, removing all wrong bonds.








[112¯3] + SF (59)
The fault structure would then be of the form of a Drum fault [237], as seen










Typically, dissociation is energetically favourable if b2 > b2partial + b
2
partial
[238], which it would be in this case, with b2 before dissociation of the order
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Figure 47: Fault structure proposed by Drum [237] for AlN. Large circles represent Al,




and 2b2partial of the order of 9Å
2
. However, there is also an energy
penalty from dissociation due to the stacking fault energy γ, and the length
of dissociation is determined by a balance between this fault energy and the
interaction of the stress fields of the partial dislocations which act to apply a
force to push the partial dislocations apart. The stacking fault energy for the




The total change in energy as a result of the dissociation is then given by
the reduction in the interaction energy of the partial dislocations minus this
stacking fault energy (with length of fault d) but also includes any change in
the core energy of the partial dislocations themselves; since it is difficult to
estimate this change in core energy of the partial dislocations by analytical
means, this sum is difficult to do in practice. The total energy of the entire
dislocation at distance R can be considered as a whole, where the Ecore core
























Kscrew = C44 (62)
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A theoretical investigation to determine Ecore and r0 is presented in sec-
tion 6.2.1.
6.2 classical modelling of core
A three-dimensional model of the predicted core was constructed. This was
done by analogy to the construction of a-type and a+c-type cores in the litera-
ture as outlined in section 4.5.1 and using the displacement equations given in
section 3.1.2. However, since the dissociated core consists of two partial dislo-
cations separated by a fault, it is necessary to superimpose two displacement
fields, one with each partial dislocation Burgers vector and separated by the
fault length. The fault is then inserted heuristically until the desired structure
was obtained. To aid with this, a code was written with the Processing frame-
work [240] which allowed rapid iterations of various displacement field origins
and separations until a plausible core configuration was obtained.
A large, parallelepiped cell was constructed of dimensions 256a× 128√3a×
1c bounded by sides in the [21¯1¯0], [01¯1¯0] and [0001] directions. A dislocation
quadrupole was introduced to this cell following the advice of Cai et al. [241]
as explained in section 4.5.1. The constructed supercell is illustrated in fig. 48.
256a = 820 Å
Dislocations
Figure 48: Simulation supercell containing a dislocation quadrupole, colour-coded by
potential energy (high red, low blue) of each atom during a simulation
to illustrate the strained regions of the lattice and hence dislocation core
positions.
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parameter n−n ga−ga in−in ga−n in−n ga−in
A 7.718 7.917 7.755 7.917 7.755 7.8456
B 0.694 0.72 0.699 0.72 0.699 0.7094
λ 28.5 32.5 18.5 32.5 18.5 24.5
 (eV) 1.24 1.2 1.4 2.17 1.993 1.3
σ (Å) 1.3333 2.1 2.43 1.695 1.879 2.265
a 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.6
γ 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Table 10: Stillinger-Weber potential parameters for InxGa1−xN from Zhang et al. [198]
incorporating parameters for GaN from Béré and Serra [53] and InN param-
eters from Lei et al. [197].
Following construction of the core, it was relaxed using a Stillinger-Weber
force field using potential parameters provided in table 10 using a conjugate
gradient geometry optimisation algorithm as implemented by the LAMMPS
code [242]. This will converge to the lowest energy core provided that the
initial guess is reasonably close to the global minima.
The initial “guessed” core derived through application of the displacement
equations is shown in fig. 49a, with the fully-relaxed core shown alongside in
fig. 49b. The bonds shown are automatically generated within a cut off radius
of 2.3Å, hence the appearance of a “wrong” Ga-Ga bond in the guessed core,
which is the result of the initial atom positions being slightly too close. Indeed,
in the fully-relaxed core, the 4-membered ring structures slightly twist away
from this initial guess, resulting in no wrong-bonds in the resulting core. The
fully-relaxed core exists in the same atomic configuration as the guessed core,
though expanded due to the initial bond lengths being too short.
An annotated version of the relaxed core structure is shown in fig. 50, with
the Drum-like faulted region highlighted. Since the 4-8-4... fault structure can
in principle be of variable length, it is possible to construct alternative cores
with e.g. a longer core 4-8-4-8-4 ring fault structure, or a shorter core with just
a 4-ring structure joining the 9-atom and 7-atom rings. In this latter case of the
9/4/7-ring core, it would be more correct to refer to this as an undissociated core
since the “fault” is so short. A relaxation of an initial guessed configuration of
an a-type 8-ring core with an added c displacement can relax into either this
undissociated core or into the more conventional double-5/6-ring a+c-type
core (illustrated from the literature in fig. 7) depending on the precise positions
of the initial estimated atomic positions, with both configurations containing
the same number of atoms.
There is also an alternative terminating ring. By analogy with the “full” (8-
ring) and “open” (5/7-ring) a-type core, by removing the atomic column indi-
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(a) Dissociated core with atomic positions
estimated from linear elasticity equa-
tions.
(b) The same core after geometry optimi-
sation using classical S-W potentials for
GaN.
Figure 49: Comparison of the dissociated core from initial (guessed) configuration and
after relaxation with N atoms shown by light grey and Ga atoms shown by
dark grey, with 3D shading. Annotated model of the relaxed core is shown
in fig. 50.
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cated by the green arrow in fig. 7), the 9-atom ring structure becomes another
8-atom ring structure and the core is now terminated by a 5-atom ring. No


















Figure 50: Annotated image of the relaxed dissociated core highlighting the terminat-
ing 9-atom and 7-atom rings, separated by a faulted region. Removal of the
atomic column indicated by the green arrow results in the 7/4/8/4/8/5-
ring structure.
Relaxed core structures for all these alternative cores can be seen later in
fig. 56 alongside experimental data.
Figure 51: An alternative core structure containing Ga−Ga and N−N “wrong” bonds
was also examined to confirm that our proposed structure is lower in en-
ergy. This image is colour-coded by potential energy per atom, with red
atoms 1 eV lower in energy than the blue atoms (N atoms shown with
smaller radii, Ga atoms with larger radii).
For completion, to quantify the effect of the “wrong” Ga−Ga and N−N
bonds such as those in the original core structure proposed by Arslan et al.
[69], an alternative cell was also constructed and relaxed, with the relaxed
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structure shown in fig. 51. As expected the wrong bonds in the core result in
a much higher energy structure, with the structure shown in fig. 51 approxi-
mately 10 eV Å
−1
higher in energy than the equivalent core without the wrong
bonds, though this depends on the length of the fault. Worth noting is that dis-
tance between the “wrong” bonds measured in plan-view is 2.7Å compared
to 2.1Å for the more energetically favourable arrangement, thus providing a
quantitative difference when considering TEM micrographs. Since a structure
containing so many wrong-bonds is so energetically unfavourable it was not
considered further.
6.2.1 Elastic Properties
The energy of a dislocation core can be decomposed into two parts, an elastic
component outside the core radius where the crystal matrix obeys linear elas-
ticity equations, and a core component inside the core radius where the energy
is dominated by the atomic arrangement of atoms in the core structure. This is
explained further in section 3.1.3.
These two contributions were calculated for several a+c-type dislocation
cores: the double-5/6-atom ring core, the 9-4-7-atom ring core, the 7-4-8-5-
atom ring core and the 7-4-8-5-9-atom ring core. The strain energy is estimated
per atom as the difference in potential energy of the atom, as calculated using
the Stillinger-Weber potential, compared to a reference atom unstrained in the
bulk. The strain energy can then be summed over a given volume defined by
a cylinder with centre at the dislocation core.
Results for this analysis are plotted in fig. 52, and were calculated from
the raw LAMMPS data using the R statistical package [243]. Note that this
analysis is very sensitive to the choice of dislocation “centre”, especially in the
case for the extended core structures, since this analysis implicitly treats the
dislocation as a whole, including the faulted region as part of the core, since
it would be ambiguous to define which atoms contribute to the partial core
energy and which to the fault if the partial cores were treated individually. As
such, the position of the dislocation centre for this analysis is chosen such that
it minimises the radius at which the linear elasticity assumption starts to apply,
and hence the core radius.
The gradient of the lines in the elastic regime is given by the energy pre-
factor as given by eq. (15). This pre-factor is calculated to be 2.15 eV Å
−1
by
Belabbas et al. [61], using the same Stillinger-Weber potentials, as 0.79 eV Å
−1
by Kioseoglou et al. [62] using Tersoff potentials which can be considered
anomalous since an estimate using experimental data from Polian et al. [33]
gives a value of 2.36 eV Å
−1
, confirming the result of Belabbas et al. [61]. Our
data agree with the prior results of Belabbas et al. [61] and the experimental
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Figure 52: Plot of strain energy per unit length of each dislocation versus the natural
logarithm of the radial distance from the centre of the dislocation core.
The core radius, outside of which is the regime over which linear elasticity
applies, is estimated and shown by the dotted lines for each core type.
Figure previously published in Horton et al. [244].
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Undissociated double-5/6-ring core 1.65 2.634 (Reference core)
Undissociated 9-4-7 ring core 1.8 2.651 -0.325
Dissociated 9-4-8-5 ring core 2 3.197 -0.193
Dissociated 9-4-8-4-9 ring core 2.1 3.578 -0.066
Table 11: Calculated core energies and radii for various dislocation core structures,
including the “infinite” asymptotic energy difference between different core
structures, ∆Easym., relative to the highest-energy double-5/6-ring core.
prediction with 2.06±0.01eV Å−1. Estimation of the pre-factor is limited by the
size of the supercell, since at large distances from the core of interest, effects
from the strain fields of neighbouring cores start to contribute.
The double-5/6-atom ring core was also included in the analysis, since an
equivalent analysis was performed for this core by Belabbas et al. [61]. The
good agreement of our analysis of the double-5/6-atom ring core with these
results already published confirms the correct implementation of this method.
The full results are summarised in table 11. Note that each core has a differ-
ent Rc and therefore direct comparison of Ecore values is not directly relevant. A
more useful guide to the overall stability of each core is to take the asymptotic
energy differences ∆Easym. between cores, averaged over the range of ∆Rlinear
in which linear elasticity is observed. This reveals that the double 5-atom/6-
atom ring core is less energetically stable than all of the other core structures
considered, including the dissociated cores.
6.3 experimental observations
6.3.1 Samples Studied
Several samples were grown by MOVPE on sapphire substrates. These were
grown by Dr Menno Kappers at the Cambridge Centre for Gallium Nitride on
a Thomas Swan (now Aixtron) growth reactor for this project. Two undoped
GaN films were grown, one low dislocation density (LDD) film consisting of
a 3.5µm GaN epilayer with a dislocation density of (2.7 ± 0.5) × 109cm−2
and one high dislocation density (HDD) film with a dislocation density of
(6.0± 0.6)× 109cm−2, along with an Mg-doped HDD GaN film. Both HDD films
consist of a 1µm GaN epilayer, but in the Mg-doped sample, the last 800nm
is Mg-doped (p-doped) through use of an Mg/Ga flow ratio of 0.20% that
corresponds to an Mg concentration of (7± 1)× 1018cm−2. Dislocation densi-
ties were assessed by analysis of AFM micrographs by Sneha Rhode using the
method of Oliver et al. [245].
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sample type a-type % a+c-type % c-type % dissociated %
Undoped LDD GaN 50± 3 50± 3 < 1 50± 5
Undoped HDD GaN 76± 2 24± 2 < 1 50± 5
Mg-doped HDD GaN 74± 2 26± 2 < 1 15± 3
Table 12: Proportion of different dislocation core types in the grown samples. The
final column shows the percentage of the a+c-type dislocation cores that
were dissociated, rather than in the double-5/6-ring configuration. Statistical
analysis performed by Sneha Rhode.
All films underwent a brief surface treatment using SiH4 gas, which is by
convention [245] to open up nano-sized surfaces pits at the dislocation cores
which makes it easier to locate and quantify dislocation densities when using
AFM. This surface treatment is not expected to affect STEM characterisation of
the cores significantly.
6.3.2 Imaging Conditions and Sample Survey
STEM-HAADF imaging of the samples was performed on a probe-corrected Ti-
tan 80-300 at a 300 keV accelerating voltage and with a probe convergence
semi-angle of 12.6mrad, with spherical aberrations of up to the third order
corrected using the Zemlin tableau method [229]. These micrographs were
obtained by Sneha Rhode, with additional micrographs obtained through a
collaboration with Professor Peter Nellist and his colleagues at the University
of Oxford. These additional micrographs were obtained on a probe-corrected
JEOL ARM microscope at 200 keV and a cold field emission gun to reduce chro-
matic aberrations. Resulting micrographs were post-processed using a Wiener
filter to enhance contrast and aid in identification of atomic columns.
A statistical survey of core types present in these samples was obtained
and is summarised in table 12. At least 30 high-quality HAADF micrographs
were obtained for each sample to achieve statistical reliability. All a-type cores
observed were of the 5/7-atom ring variety, independent of doping, dislocation
densities and growth conditions. Locating the a-type cores in STEM imaging
proved difficult due to the lack of lattice twisting (see section 6.4.3) or surface
defects that made locating dislocations with a c-type component easier, thus
fewer a-type dislocations were identified via STEM imaging than were expected
by the prior AFM analysis.
The character of the a+c-type cores was found to vary significantly between
samples. Dislocation density played an important role, with the dissociation
length of 1.85±0.06nm in the LDD undoped sample being longer than the
dissociation length of 1.62±0.05nm in the HDD sample. Furthermore, doping
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had a large effect on the proportion of core types that were dissociated, with
much fewer a+c-type cores dissociating and correspondingly more double-5/6-
atom ring configurations observed for the Mg-doped sample as summarised
in table 12. Discussion of these variations can be found in section 6.5.
Figure 53 shows cross-sectional micrographs of all three samples with
threading dislocations clearly seen. Note the slight inclination of the dislo-
cations at the surface. This makes plan-view imaging more difficult since the
dislocation line direction will be tilted away from [0001].
Figure 53: Cross-sectional micrographs obtained using weak-beam dark-field imaging,
with the film surface/vacuum at the top of the micrograph, for (a) the
undoped HDD sample (g = 112¯0, g − 3g), (b) the Mg-doped HDD sample
(g = 112¯0, g− 6g), and (c) a near-surface region of the thicker undoped LDD
sample (g = 101¯0, g− 2g).
The JEOL ARM microscope allowed imaging at a very shallow depth of field
of the order of 5nm in vacuum, but possibly lower than this when imaging
the sample due to channeling effects [246]. A focal series of the dissociated
core is shown in fig. 54, analysis of which indicates an average tilt of 12◦ over
a defocus range of 12nm, with the dislocation line lying approximately along
the c-axis.
Figure 54: A STEM-HAADF focal series of the dissociated core obtained on the JEOL
ARM. Arrows indicate shift of the core structure at different depths. Figure
previously published in Hirsch et al. [247].
Burgers circuit analysis of a plan view STEM-HAADF micrograph shown in
fig. 55 confirms the dissociation into two a/2 components, while observation
of Eshelby-Stroh twist (see section 6.4.3) confirms the presence of the c-type
component to the Burgers vector.
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Burgers circuit for partial core
(a)
a
(b) glide planeBurgers circuit
for entire core
Figure 55: (a) Plan view STEM-HAADF micrograph of the dissociated core with (b) its
corresponding Burgers circuit analysis, showing a a/2 displacement when
the circuit is completed along the fault and a full a displacement for the
Burgers circuit around the entire core, including both partials. Adapted
from figure previously published in Nellist et al. [248].
6.4 comparison of theory and experiment
6.4.1 Progression of Dissociation
In section 6.2, it was found that several variants of the dissociated core could
exist depending on the degree of dissociation, that is the length of the 4-8-4-...
ring fault structure, and the variant of terminating ring at the end of the fault.
A survey of these variants is shown in fig. 56, confirming that a variety of core
types is observed in the final films over a range of fault lengths. Identifica-
tion of the precise location of atomic columns for the aforementioned reasons
made direct comparison of bonds lengths impossible with any degree of confi-
dence, but a qualitative comparison shows that the predicted cores match the
experimentally observed cores well.
6.4.2 Image Simulations
The relaxed atomistic models were used to generate simulated micrographs
using the Java Electron Microscopy Suite [234]. The specific parameters used
for the image simulations can be seen in table 13, with Peng-Ren-Dudarev-
Whelan [249] atomic form factors used to approximate the crystal potential
and the simulation performed under the frozen phonon approximation to ap-
proximate the effects of temperature.
A simulation of a dissociated a+c-type dislocation core can be seen in fig. 57a,
alongside the clearest experimentally-obtained image of the core in fig. 57b.
Excellent agreement is found with the exception of absent contrast at the apex
of the terminating 9-atom ring, indicated by the white arrow in fig. 57b. The
overall shape of the ring appears to match that expected for the 9-atom ring,
with contrast in the region, but without a well-defined atomic column at the
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Figure 56: Comparison of experiment with theory for a range of a+c-type dislocation
cores: (a)-(d) show four STEM-HAADF micrographs with (e)-(h) annotated
versions of the same micrographs as a guide to the eye and (i)-(l) fully re-
laxed classical atomistic models of the same cores. The columns shown are,
left to right, the double-5/6-atom undissociated core, the 7-4-9 undissoci-
ated core, the 7-4-8-5 dissociated core and the 7-4-8-4-9 dissociated core.




(b) STEM-HAADF micrograph of core
from Mg-doped sample.
Figure 57: Direct comparison of the theoretical prediction of the dissociated core with
experimental observation. False colour added as a guide to help identify
the core structure.
apex. This could be due to charging along this column resulting in channelling
of the beam away from this region.
6.4.3 Eshelby-Stroh Twist
In principle, identification of dislocation with a c-type component should be
difficult in plan view imaging along the c-axis since there is no associated
displacement in the imaging plane. However, there can be a twisting of the
lattice associated with the c-type component known as Eshelby-Stroh twist
[252]. Here, a quantitative investigation was not attempted since a full analysis
of this effect was performed by a collaborator in Lozano et al. [253]. However,
this effect was simulated to provided a qualitative view of what Eshelby-Stroh
twist would be expected to look like for an a+c-type core. This was done by
constructing a supercell with a large c repeat and then introducing an artificial
vacuum gap to allow the surfaces to relax and this twisting to occur. An image
of the initial cell before relaxation can be seen in fig. 58a, while the final cell
displaying the Eshelby-Stroh twist can be seen in fig. 58b. This twist effect
was readily observed in our samples and, indeed, provided the main method
by which dislocation cores could be located using lower magnification survey
images.
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parameter value
Accelerating voltage 300 kV
Spherical aberration 1.2mm
5th order spherical aberration 20mm
Chromatic aberration 1.44mm
Electron energy spread 0.15 eV
Objective lens current stability 0.1 ppm
Defocus −56.2nm




2-fold astigmatism angle 152◦
3-fold astigmatism 23.2nm
3-fold astigmatism angle 134.9◦
Axial coma 7.151nm
Axial coma angle 89.5nm
Table 13: Parameters used for JEMS [234] image simulations to correspond to the
probe-corrected FEI Titan 80 300 used. These are typical values extracted
from micrograph metadata or otherwise estimated from similar microscopes,
such as the value for C5 [250] and defocus spread [251].
(a) Before relaxation. (b) After relaxation.
Figure 58: Illustration of Eshelby-Stroh twist in an atomistic simulation of an a+c-type
dislocation core with vacuum added to allow relaxation of the surface and
twisting of the lattice.
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6.4.4 Dislocation Kinks
It is possible for a dislocation to contain an elementary kink along its disloca-
tion line; in this case that could be displacement of a/2 perpendicular to a. An
example kinked dislocation core was constructed from the theoretical models
and is shown section 6.4.4. Notably, the kinked dislocation core contains no
“wrong” bonds along the fault structure as a result of the kink, suggesting that
there would not be a large energy barrier to kink formation.
(a) Illustration of kinked structure showing
“spot-doubling” effect.
(b) The two respective dislocation cores
highlighted separately.
Figure 59: Illustration of a dislocation core containing a kink (unrelaxed).
Figure 60: An example image simulation for a kinked dissociated dislocation core,
showing the ambiguity introduced in the identification of lattice columns
as a result of the kink.
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Suspected dislocation kinks were frequently observed in experimental imag-
ing and were one of the main challenges to difficult identification of atomic
columns at the core. An image simulation of the structure shown in sec-
tion 6.4.4 can be seen in fig. 60 and highlights the ambiguity introduced in
the core region, with a smearing of atomic columns in the core region, which
is exacerbated by thicker samples or when the core is viewed slightly off-axis.
Shallow depth of field imaging with the JEOL ARM slightly alleviated this
problem, though a “spot-doubling” effect (see fig. 59a) was observed. An ex-















Figure 61: (a) STEM-HAADF micrograph of dissociated core showing a “spot-
doubling” effect, highlighted in (b), suggestive of the presence of kinks, as
illustrated by (c). Figure adapted from that previously published in Hirsch
et al. [247].
6.5 discussion of possible dissociation mechanisms
With respect to the classical simulations of the dissociated core, the driving
force for dissociation could be estimated by considering the energetic differ-
ence between the initial undissociated core and the final dissociated core struc-
ture. Section 6.2.1 showed that the total energy difference between the 9-4-7-




respectively. Contrary to expectations, this seems to suggest
dissociation is unfavourable. However, one way for core to dissociate could
be by mass transport of atoms away from the dissociated core during growth
and across the growth surface to be incorporated in a more stable bulk site,
which these simulations show would be a much larger energy of approxi-
mately 2.16 eV per atom. As such, the dissociation reaction would be ener-
getically favourable, and the fault could grow longer provided that there is a
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kinetically-accessible pathway for atoms in the dissociated core to diffuse away
from the core and across the surface.
Figure 62 illustrates the potential energy per atom for the double-5/6-ring
core and the undissociated 9-4-7-ring core. The atoms that are in unfavourable
bonding arrangements are coloured red. It is plausible that, at growth tem-
peratures, one or more of these atoms could leave the core and enter the ring
structure and diffuse upwards and out of the core via a “pipe” diffusion mech-
anism (see section 3.3.4). This idea will be revisited in chapter 9. However,
many other mechanisms are also possible, such as by diffusion of vacancies
to or from the core. It is also not clear why the double-5/6-ring core doesn’t
appear to dissociate, except that removal of any atoms in the core was found to
give a much higher core energy of around 0.20 eV Å
−1
to 0.26 eV Å
−1
, which
is sufficiently larger than for the 9-4-7-ring core, which suggests that there is
simply no favourable intermediate structure available for the double-5/6-atom
ring to take during a dissociation reaction.
Figure 62: Map of potential energy per atom for a+c-type cores in the (a) the double-
5/6-atom ring configuration and (b) the undissociated 9-4-7-ring configu-
ration (N atoms shown with smaller radii, Ga larger), with the ∗ symbol
placed next to most weakly bonded atom(s) in each core. Images of this
type were created using OVITO [254]. This figure was previously published
in Horton et al. [244].
Experimentally, it has been observed (section 6.3.2) that increasing the dis-
location density decreases the extent of dissociation. In-situ wafer curvature
measurements showed that all three samples were under similar levels of in-
film stress at the end of film growth, which suggests the film stress itself is not
directly responsible. An alternative reason is that positions of dislocations have
been found to be highly correlated in HDD GaN, in contrast to LDD GaN where
they are far less correlated [17, 21, 255]. Highly spatially-correlated dislocations
leads to an overlap in dislocation strain fields such that the total elastic strain
is reduced, this in term will would reduce the magnitude of Eelastic around the
dislocations core, and thus reduce the driving force for dissociation.
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It has also been observed that Mg-doping substantially reduces the propor-
tion of a+c-type cores that are dissociated. A possible reason for this is that Mg
atoms, which are approximately 5% smaller than the Ga atoms they substitute
for [151], could result in Mg atoms segregating to the dislocation core (see sec-
tion 3.2 for a discussion of why this is energetically favourable). This in turn
would relieve the strain around the core and lower the driving force for disso-
ciation. Supporting evidence for this comes from high-resolution X-ray diffrac-
tion measurements which were performed for our samples, which show that
the 202¯1 peak-width is reduced for the Mg-doped LDD GaN films compared to
the undoped LDD GaN films. Since the 202¯1 reflection is broadened by strain
fields surrounded by a-type dislocations [21], and since both films have similar
spatial arrangements and densities of dislocations, this suggests that another
mechanism is reducing the strain in Mg-doped cores, such as Mg segregation.
Figure 63 shows the Mg segregation that would be expected under equilibrium
conditions at growth temperatures to a dislocation with an a-type component.
Regardless of whether segregation is responsible, it is likely that this reduction
in strain around dislocation cores observed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) reduces
core dissociation.
Figure 63: Expected Mg concentration around a-type dislocation cores relative to the
bulk concentration, obtained using eq. (17) and eq. (22) with values for the
Mg atomic radius from [151] and other constants as provided in chapter 2.
6.6 ab initio modelling of dissociated core
Given the large numbers of these cores observed in our samples, it would be
useful to know if they are expected to have an effect on GaN-based devices. To
answer this, ab intio modelling of the core was attempted using DFT.
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6.6.1 Implementation
The CASTEP [256] code (versions 6.0–7.0.3) has been used for the DFT pre-
sented here. Pre-existing, tested pseudopotentials were favoured over the cre-
ation of new ones: pseudopotentials were generated using the pre-optimised
on-the-fly pseudopotential generator provided within CASTEP, with the ex-
ception of the Ga pseudopotential that treats the 3d10 electrons as core states,
which was provided by Dr. Gábor Csányi and forms part of a standard pseu-
dopotential library previously supplied with CASTEP. Geometry optimisa-
tions were performed using the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS)
algorithm.
Densities of states were generated from CASTEP output files using OPTA-
DOS [257] and an adaptive broadening scheme [258].
Due to the large number of atoms in the dislocation core, especially an ex-
tended dislocation core such as this, every effort was made to minimise com-
putational complexity. The pseudopotentials used are ultrasoft, and with the
Ga 3d10 electrons treated as core electrons (see section 4.1.4.1), which allowed
a relatively low cut-off energy to be used. A cut-off energy of 300 eV was found
suitable (fig. 64), although a larger cut-off energy of 450 eV was trialled without
any substantial qualitative change in resulting electronic structure. The calcula-
tions were performed under the local density approximation for the exchange-
correlation energy for reasons given in section 4.1.3.1. These conditions reflect
a common treatment of GaN in the literature, as more fully explained in sec-
tion 4.1. Initial relaxations were performed at the Γ -point, with subsequent re-
laxations performed at an increasingly fine Monkhorst-Pack mesh of k-points
until convergence was reached. Ultimately, a mesh of 1× 1× 33 was used to
produce the density of states provided later, although this was likely unneces-
sarily fine with a coarser mesh of 1× 1× 17 giving a qualitatively equivalent
density of states.
Figure 64: Convergence of total energies and lattice parameters against cut-off energy
(plane-wave basis set, ultrasoft pseudopotentials with Ga 3d10 electrons
treated as core electrons, LDA).
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Due to the size of the dissociated core, a cluster-hybrid approach (see
section 4.5.2) was used rather than a fully-periodic supercell, whereby the
classically-relaxed dislocation core is cut out of the classical simulation cell
such that the core is now surrounded by a vacuum region. Periodicity is re-
tained along the c-axis. To passivate the dangling bonds at the cluster surface,
hydrogen atoms are added, and to “freeze-in” the strain felt by the dislocation
core, the outermost Ga and N atoms are fixed in position when the geometry
optimisation takes place. This is illustrated in fig. 65. Note that the DFT im-
plementation used here uses a plane-wave basis set, which introduces a com-
putational penalty since extra plane waves are necessary to ensure that charge
density goes to zero in the vacuum. The size of the vacuum gap was converged
to ensure that this condition was met. The decision to use a plane-wave basis
set rather than a local Gaussian basis set was used since the supercell is still
periodic in the c-direction, which is favourably described using plane waves.
Passivating
Hydrogen
Figure 65: A DFT cluster-supercell model relaxed from an initial configuration pro-
vided by classical S-W potentials. Hydrogen atoms were added to the out-
side of the cluster to passivate dangling bonds.
6.6.2 Comparison to Classical Results
The fully-converged DFT dissociated dislocation core (fig. 65) shows very little
variation compared to the classically-derived core, which verifies the suitability
of the S-W force field to model these core structures.
The only significant variation between the DFT and classical S-W cores is
along an atomic column at one end of the terminating 7-atom ring. In one
atomic column, the S-W potential predicts that bonding will occur between ad-
jacent atoms, which leads to the bonds along its adjacent columns being highly
strained. This is likely because the S-W potential is formulated to maximise the
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number of bonds wherever possible. However, in the core relaxed by DFT, these
bonds are broken allowing the adjacent columns to relax into a less strained,
more regular configuration. This is illustrated in fig. 66.
c axis
S-W structureDFT structure
(a) Bonds indicated by red arrows are not present in re-
laxed DFT core.
(b) Figure 66a is a view
of the atomic columns
highlighted in yellow.
Figure 66: Illustration of the difference between the relaxed DFT and classical S-W dis-
sociated dislocation cores.
6.6.3 Electronic Properties
The electronic properties of several representative core structures were investi-
gated by calculating their densities of states after geometry optimisation. Due
to limitations on computer time and resources, only a few cores could be cho-
sen. These were the undissociated 7-4-9-atom ring core and two longer disso-
ciated cores, the 7-4-8-4-9-ring and 7-4-8-4-8-5-ring core. These were chosen
to be able to distinguish any contributions from the terminating rings against
those of the extended 4-8-4... ring fault structure between them.
As a check on the suitability of the cluster method, the density of states
of a cluster of bulk, undefected GaN was compared to that of fully-periodic
GaN and found to be equivalent with band gaps of 2.8 eV , though the cluster
density of states was noisier due to reduced k-point sampling. The band gap is
underestimated as is usual with LDA-based calculations, but is consistent with
previous reports (see section 4.1). Additionally, as a check of this method, the
contribution of just the terminating hydrogen atoms in the dissociated core
simulation cell was used to calculate a projected density of states, and it was
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found that the hydrogen atoms did not contribute to any density in the gap
region. A projection of the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals associated with the gap
states also found no charge density at the hydrogens or towards the edges of
the cluster, but instead charge was localised wholly within the core region.
Figure 67 shows that all the studied cores were associated with states in
the band gap. Due to the limitations of the LDA-based method presented here,
absolute positions of these states relative to the conduction band maximum are
not known with confidence. These gap states are not associated with charge
density at the 4-8-4-... ring fault structure but instead with the terminating
rings themselves. A full description of where this charge density is located is
provided in fig. 68 and fig. 69.
Figure 67: Total projected densities of states are shown above the valence band max-
imum (VBM) and below the conduction band minimum (CBM), indicated
by grey regions for clarity. No states from the hydrogen atoms terminating
the cluster supercell were included. Figure previously published in Horton
et al. [244].
6.7 further work
There are several potential avenues for further work beyond that presented in
this chapter:
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Figure 68: Projected Kohn-Sham orbitals of occupied gap states from the 7-4-8-4-9-
atom ring dissociated core with isosurfaces representing surfaces of con-
stant charge density for (left) the highest occupied band, localized around
adjacent N atoms at the 7-atom terminating ring and (right) the next highest
occupied band, localized on dangling N bonds at the 9-atom terminating
ring.
Figure 69: Projected Kohn-Sham orbitals of unoccupied gap states from the 7-4-8-4-
9-atom ring dissociated core with isosurfaces representing surfaces of con-
stant charge density for (left) the second lowest unoccupied band associated
with between adjacent but unbonded atoms (see fig. 66 for a side view of
this) and (right) the lowest unoccupied band localized between opposite Ga
atoms at the 9-atom terminating ring.
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• The mechanisms of dissociation are not fully understood. A possible
mechanism by which dissociation could proceed is explored further in
chapter 9, but a better overall understanding of the dynamics of dissoci-
ation would be of interest.
• Given increased computing resources, a more comprehensive DFT study
could be performed, fully incorporating the Ga 3d10 electrons and using
hybrid functionals.
• Experimentally, additional factors that could influence the degree of dis-
sociation observed could be explored, such as for an n-type doped GaN
sample. Additionally, more direct evidence of Mg segregation could be
obtained, though this is likely challenging with current experimental
techniques due to the low concentration of dopants in typical GaN films.
• Evidence of the dissociated dislocation core could be looked for in other
III-nitride materials and their alloys, though in the case of alloyed films it
is likely the driving force for dissociation would be reduced by analogy
with the Mg-doped GaN, if alloy segregation occurs (see chapter 8).
6.8 summary
In this chapter:
• A new interpretation of an extended dislocation core in the literature has
been proposed.
• This structure and its variants have been modelled using classical poten-
tials, and an analysis of its elastic properties performed.
• Experimental observations of this core have been shown, including fac-
tors that influence the extent of dissociation.
• Experimental observations have been compared to theoretical predic-
tions, with good agreement. With features such as dislocation kinks and
lattice twisting observed experimentally, linked back to theoretical pre-
dictions.
• The factors that affect the driving force of dissociation and possible mech-
anisms of dissociation have been discussed.
• The electronic properties of the dissociated core have been determined,
with the terminating rings at the end of the core found to result in defect
states introduced into the gap.
7
P E R C O L AT I O N I N Q U A N T U M W E L L S
In the next chapter (chapter 8), a study is performed to look at the possibility of
compositional segregation to dislocation cores in InxGa1−xN quantum wells.
As part of this, an analysis is required for the extent to which In atoms cluster,
both in a random alloy and in the alloy microstructures produced by that
study. However, a good understanding of the degree of clustering expected
even in random-alloy quantum wells is not available, and this very issue has
caused a lot of confusion in the literature (see section 2.3). Additionally, since
localisation of carriers on In-N-In... chains and clusters is considered highly
significant for device properties, it is reasonable to ask how large an In-N-In...
cluster is expected to be in a random alloy quantum well or, indeed, if such a
cluster exists or if an In cluster of “infinite” size is expected to permeate the
lattice.
The problem described here is one of determining percolation thresholds. A
review of the theory behind percolation thresholds can be found in section 3.4.
While percolation thresholds are known absolutely for infinite 3D and 2D lat-
tices, they are not known for the intermediate “2.5D” case of quantum wells,
and a better understanding of them will be important to provide reasonable
expectations for what a random quantum well would look like.
7.1 obtaining percolation thresholds
The probability that a lattice is percolated can be described by a curve of per-
colation probability, Pr(x), against site occupation probability, x. These perco-






Pr(p) probability graph is percolated
x site occupation probability
α parameter to be fitted
β parameter to be fitted
At Pr(x) = 0.5, the occupation probability is said to be the percolation thresh-
old, x = pc, and fitting to the curve defined by eq. (63) allows this percolation
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threshold to be recovered analytically if a series of percolation probabilities
for different occupation probabilities are known. The percolation threshold de-
scribes the point where, in an infinitely large crystal, above pc there would
always be at least one infinitely-connected component, and below pc there are
no infinitely-connected components, and the transition between these two do-
mains would be infinitely sharp. For this empirical determination of pc with
finite-sized lattices the transition will be gradual, so α will be large but not
infinite, and pc will be defined by β.
7.1.1 Implementation
To determine percolation probabilities on finitely-sized lattices for a given oc-
cupancy, the tools provided by graph theory can be adopted. Graph theory
presents a much more natural representation of studying the connectivity of
a crystal than the underlying atomic reality. From the graph perspective, each
atom is represented by a “vertex” and each bond between two atoms is rep-
resented by an “edge” between the corresponding vertices, as illustrated in
fig. 70. Representing our crystal as a graph allows for use of computational












Figure 70: Illustration of the relationship between the atomistic representation and the
graph representation of atoms and bonds.
The initial graph is constructed by reference to a crystal constructed using
the Atomistic Simulation Environment (ASE) [259], a package for the Python
programming language. While it could be possible to construct the graph di-
rectly algorithmically, this approach was favoured since it would in practice
allow arbitrary crystals, e.g. defected crystals from molecular dynamics simu-
lations that do not exhibit perfect symmetry, to be transformed into a graph
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representation. In this sense, the code written here can then be used elsewhere,
as elements of it were for the visualisations present in section 7.3.1.
ASE is therefore used to supply the vertices of the graph, but since it does
not directly supply bonding information it cannot give the graph edges. For
this, the SciPy [260] package is used with its implementation of the “k-d tree”
data structure [261]. This allows a computationally-efficient nearest-neighbour
search to find which atoms are within a specified cut-off radius, given by the
nominal bond-length in that crystal, which can then be used to construct the
edges of the graph. The nearest-neighbour distances searched are defined by
the equations given in section 2.1.1.1.
The graph is constructed using graph-tool [262], a performant Python inter-
face to the peer-reviewed Boost Graph Library [263]. After the relevant graph is
constructed, a sub-graph is created containing just In vertices and In-In edges.
The method for testing for percolation is adopted from [176], whereby pairs
of opposite surfaces are selected and there must be at least one vertex in each
surface that belongs to the same cluster for percolation to be said to have
occurred. In practice, this is achieved by depth-first search [264] through the
graph to identify connected components, with each cluster of connected com-
ponents assigned a unique number. Then, the numbers of the clusters present
at each test surface form two sets and, if the union of these sets is not empty,
then we have determined that there is a cluster that spans the two surfaces.
While, by chance, this algorithm might present false positive for percolation,
especially for smaller lattices, averaging of multiple configurations at the same
occupation probability should produce a reliable result. This algorithm runs in
O(V + E) time, where V is the number of vertices and E the number of edges.
Since both are directly proportional to the number of atoms, this percolation
threshold testing algorithm will also be proportionally to the number of atoms.
The percolation threshold for given lattice size L, pc;L, is then found by
fitting a set of results for given occupation probabilities to eq. (63) using the
Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm [265], a method for least-squares curve-fitting.
This is found through a two-step process; first, occupation probabilities are
tested in increments of 0.1 and an initial fit performed to find an estimate for
pc;L. Then, occupation probabilities are then tested around the estimated pc;L,
that is in the transition region between un-percolated and percolated domains,
in increasingly smaller increments to obtain a better fit. The infinite value of
the percolation threshold, pc, is then found using the relations presented in
section 3.4.
The full code is split into three modules as follows:
module 1 : construction of initial graph This module takes a crys-
tal and transforms it into a graph representation.
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module 2 : percolation testing This module randomises the occupan-
cies of the graph and tests for percolation.
module 3 : post-processing This module processes the results to obtain
graphical outputs.
Full source code can be obtained from the author upon request.
7.2 percolation thresholds for infinite 2d and 3d crystals
Percolation thresholds have already been determined absolutely for many com-
mon infinite 2D and 3D crystals as given in section 3.4. The empirical method
presented here is verified by re-deriving the percolation thresholds for a 2D
hexagonal and 3D hexagonal-closed-packed lattice (the latter is equivalent to
the metal site sub-lattice in wurtzite nitrides).
The aim is to determine the percolation thresholds to an experimentally-
relevant accuracy. The composition of grown InxGa1−xN films is rarely known
to a precision of greater than 0.01, and so an ultimate precision to this level
is considered acceptable, though a working precision of 0.001 for intermediate
calculations is targeted to minimise propagation of error.
The following lattices are studied in the 2D case: 16× 16, 24× 24, 32× 32,
48× 48, 64× 64, 128× 128, 192× 192, 256× 256, 384× 384 and 512× 512. While
in the 3D case, 8 × 8 × 8, 16 × 16 × 16, 24 × 24 × 24, 32 × 32 × 32 and 64 ×
64× 64 lattices are studied. Lattices are constructed such that they are periodic
with no one atom or vertex privileged; if this is not done, cluster labels are
assigned incorrectly and percolation thresholds are significantly overestimated
particularly for smaller lattices.
To determine the necessary number of repeats per occupation probability,
N, necessary to achieve the desired accuracy, pc;L was estimated for a variety
of N values for a small, finite lattice. These are shown in table 14 and fig. 71.
For an accuracy of ±0.01, N = 10 is sufficient, while for an accuracy ±0.001,
N = 50 is required. N = 100 was decided upon for the random lattices, since
this was feasible computationally.
7.2.1 2D Hexagonal Lattice
The variation of percolation threshold against finite lattice size L is shown
in fig. 72. This shows a deviation from expected behaviour for small L. The
percolation threshold for an infinite lattice can be determined from a fit of
eq. (35) from finite lattice sizes L = 128 through to L = 512 of gives pc =
0.5005± 0.0002, which compares well to the theoretical value of pc = 0.5000
[172].
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Table 14: A comparison of the number of repeats per occupation probability, N, nec-
essary to obtain a reliable value of the percolation threshold pc;L. Shown
graphically in fig. 71.
Figure 71: A comparison of the number of repeats per occupation probability, N, nec-
essary to obtain a reliable value of the percolation threshold pc;L. Tabulated
in table 14.
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The variation of percolation probability with site occupation probability is
shown in fig. 73, showing the trend towards the ideal infinite lattice behaviour
as the finite lattice size increases. Two of the observables–key characteristics
of a percolating network–described in section 3.4 are also measured. These are
the probability that a random site belongs to a percolating cluster shown in
fig. 74 and the average finite cluster size shown in fig. 75. These exhibit both
the shape and scaling behaviour expected from theory (cf. section 3.4.1), which
further confirms the empirical method used here.
Figure 72: Plot of percolation probabilities for a variety of finite lattices of size L,
extracted from fig. 73 after curve fitting to equation eq. (63). Dot colour
matches legend in the fig. 73. Black line shows trend expected theoretically,
which is matched for large L values.
7.2.2 3D Hexagonal Close Packed Lattice
The hexagonal close packed lattice is essentially an analogue for the wurtzite
InxGa1−xN system, since the wurtzite crystal structure is equivalent to two
super-imposed hexagonal close packed lattices; one consisting of nitrogen
atoms and one of metal atoms. Thus, the study of percolation in an alloy such
as InxGa1−xN where both In and Ga substitute on the metal atoms sites, is
equivalent to the study of percolation in a hexagonal close packed lattice.
Using an equivalent method to the 2D hexagonal lattice, a percolation thresh-
old of 0.19843± 0.00005. This compares well to the theoretical value of 0.1992
[173], although a higher accuracy could not be obtained due to infeasibility of
going beyond a linear size of L = 128. For a given L the number of vertices and
edges in a graph is 4L3. For L = 128 this is over eight million nodes and vertices
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Figure 73: Plot showing percolation probabilities against site occupation probabilities
for a variety of finite lattice sizes L. Black circle shows value for infinite
lattice.
Figure 74: Plot of probability that a random site belongs to the percolated cluster for
a variety of finite lattices of size L. A sharp transition at the percolation
threshold, shown here by the black circle, would be expected for an infinite
lattice.
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Figure 75: Plot of average finite cluster sizes for a given site occupation probability for
a variety of finite lattices of size L. For the infinite lattice, there will be a
singularity at the percolation threshold shown here by a black line.
and was the reasonable limit for these calculations on the computer they were
performed on given that the determination of each pc;L takes approximately
5000 percolation tests on independent, randomly generated lattices.
7.3 percolation thresholds for random quantum wells
To study the intermediate “2.5D” case that corresponds to a quantum well
lattice, a hexagonal close packed lattice is constructed with lateral length L
and height h where L and h refer to the number of unit cell repeats in those
dimensions. This is illustrated in fig. 76.
L
h
Figure 76: Illustration of the “2.5D” lattice in terms of unit cells, with dimensions L
and h illustrated. Here an L = 4, h = 1 lattice is shown.
L is chosen to be as large as computationally feasible; here a set of three
values is chosen with L = 96, 112, 128, from which the percolation threshold for
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Table 15: Percolation thresholds obtained for “quantum-well-like” systems of height
h and infinite lateral extent.
infinite L can be extrapolated. The finite percolation threshold is determined
for each of these lattices and is shown in fig. 77.
Figure 77: Plot showing effective percolation thresholds calculated for quantum-well-
like lattices of finite thickness h and finite lateral extent L.
Extrapolating from these finite lattices to a lattice of infinite lateral extent,
but still finite height h, using the suggested 2D value of ν given by Sotta and
Long [176], gives percolation thresholds shown in fig. 78 and stated in table 15.
These percolation thresholds can be fitted to eq. (35) described in sec-
tion 3.4.2 in theoretical background. This fit is shown by the black line in fig. 78
and gives a value of the unknown fitting constant α as 0.161± 0.003, though it
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Figure 78: Plot showing percolation thresholds for quantum-well-like lattices of finite
thickness h but extrapolated for infinite lateral extent in red, with a fit to
the theoretically-expected
appears to slightly under-fit the determined percolation values for lattices of
intermediate height. This compares to the literature value of α ≈ 0.45 [176] for
the equivalent cubic case.
Average cluster size is also determined for these lattices, and is plotted in
fig. 79 and fig. 80. These can give an idea for the sizes of In clusters expected
for a random InxGa1−xN quantum well, though it should be noted that these
curves are only accurate when x is not close to pc since the curves shown are
for a finite lattice, and in the case of an infinite lattice the correlation length,
and hence the cluster size, would tend to infinity [170] and in actual crystals
cluster sizes in these instances would likely be limited by growth inhomo-
geneities or simply by the physical size of the crystal.
In terms of the direct relevance of these results to InxGa1−xN-based sys-
tems, it is not clear if any material property is directly linked to the percola-
tion threshold. However, in light of these results, the observation by Chichibu
et al. [131] that “the degree of fluctuation [in in-plane spatial potential (band
gap)] changed remarkably around a nominal InN molar fraction x ≈ 0.2” (see
section 2.3) is highly suggestive, since this observation was for 3nm high quan-
tum well, which for InxGa1−xN corresponds to h = 6 which corresponds to a
percolation threshold of 0.22. This suggests that the observed changes in car-
rier lifetime and Stokes shift (see fig. 23) could be a result of alternative carrier
dynamics once the percolation threshold has been reached, though this is by
no means conclusive evidence, and only suggests a potential avenue of further
study.
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Figure 79: Illustration of finite cluster sizes for various “quantum-well-like” lattices of
various heights h (see legend) and L = 128.
Figure 80: Same graph as fig. 79 but with a logarithmic y axis to reveal detail for the
smaller cluster sizes.
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7.3.1 Visualisation of Clustering
To gain an intuitive understanding of these systems it is useful to visualise
them. A conventional visualisation of a random crystal is not especially useful,
since it is very difficult to accurately judge the arrangement and distribution
of atoms in a 3D visualisation of a crystal, in part because it is highly subjec-
tive on the particular perspective one has of the crystal and which planes are
visible.
An alternative is to visualise the graph representation of the crystal in two-
dimensions. This essentially “flattens” the crystal, discarding all information
of the 3D positions of the atoms, and instead only retaining the connectivity
information, with vertices shown as circles and edges as lines joining them.
This can be done through usage of a spring force-directed algorithm [266]
which makes every edge linking two vertices act like a spring, which will
make clusters of vertices clump together. Finally, each cluster of vertices can
be randomly assigned a unique colour.
This approach makes it easy to visualise the connectivity of a crystal lattice
at a glance. Two large examples of this visualisation technique are provided
in fig. 81 for a lattice below the percolation threshold and fig. 82. It is immedi-
ately apparent that in the latter case percolation has been achieved, since the
visualisation is dominated by a large cluster of one colour, and in the former
case it allows a sense to be obtained for the typical sizes and distributions of
clusters.
A survey of several quantum-well-like lattices for various occupation proba-
bilities using this visualisation technique is presented in fig. 83, demonstrating
how percolation is more likely to occur as occupation probability, x, (concen-
tration) is increased and also as layer height, h, (quantum-well height) is in-
creased.
7.4 further work
In principle, the results presented here could be re-calculated to much higher
accuracy of several decimal places as is conventional for percolation thresholds
in the literature, for example by using coarse-graining methods which allow
a larger configuration space to be sampled [176]. This was not considered
necessary here for the stated aim of understanding how random alloys work
in real material systems where the composition is not known to this level of
accuracy.
While low In content quantum wells are expected to be random [105] (see
section 2.3), a variety of other factors can also influence the local composition
from possible spinodal decomposition at higher In content to the presence of
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Figure 81: An example illustration of cluster distribution in a quantum-well-like lattice
(L = 96, h = 4, x = 0.20) below the percolation threshold. Different colours
denote different clusters. This lattice consists of many small, finitely-sized
clusters of atoms.
Figure 82: An example illustration of cluster distribution in a quantum-well-like lat-
tice (L = 96, h = 4, x = 0.20) above the percolation threshold. Different
colours denote different clusters. This lattice consists of one large percolat-
ing network of atoms, with a few small isolated atoms and clusters located
in the “voids” of the larger percolating network.
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Figure 83: A visualisation of clustering and percolation in random quantum-well-like
lattices. This is shown by a visualisation of representative random graphs
of a hexagonal close packed lattice of lateral extent L = 96. At higher occu-
pation probabilities and larger quantum well heights, the clusters become
so dense that in this visualisation they collapse to a smaller area, with only
a few lone atoms and small atom clusters existing in the “voids” of the
percolating cluster.
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defects, film stresses, kinetic growth factors and more. Further work could
look at how these change the effective percolation thresholds. For an ideal,
symmetrical spinodal system, there is an argument that the percolation thresh-
old should be 0.5 [267], though it is not clear how this might change for real
systems. This could be explored by implementing a lattice kinetic Monte Carlo
model similar to Ganchenkova et al. [112] or Chan et al. [128], or by directly
adopting experimental three-dimensional atom probe (3DAP) data that pro-
vides approximate indium compositions in three dimensions on the nanoscale,
as it has been for InxGa1−xN quantum wells [119] and thicker InxGa1−xN lay-
ers [120], which in turn could be used to construct a representative theoretical
model. In the latter case, the statistics presented here could help to interpret
the results of 3DAP data.
Electronic structure studies could be performed to see the relevance of per-
colation networks to the InxGa1−xN system. While localisation of carriers to
In–N–In... chains or local In-rich clusters is expected, as previously reviewed,
it is not clear what the consequences of this localisation would be for longer In-
N-In... chains or for fully percolated lattices due to the the difficulty of study
such larger systems using ab initio methods. Similar issues might affect other
ternary semiconductor alloy systems [129], and this is also of potential interest.
The case of defects affecting local compositions and therefore changing the
expected distribution of In-N-In... chains and effective percolation thresholds
respectively is explored further in this thesis in chapter 8.
7.5 summary
In this chapter:
• A technique has been developed to obtain percolation thresholds from
arbitrary crystallographic input data, and this technique has been veri-
fied by comparison of percolation thresholds obtained for 2D hexagonal
and 3D hexagonal close-packed lattices to the literature.
• An equation describing the percolation threshold for quantum-well-like
“2.5D” structures has been obtained.
• Expected sizes of finite clusters have also been obtained below the perco-
lation threshold.
• The obtained results provide a percolation threshold for an equivalent
3nm height InxGa1−xN quantum well, and this might explain the abrupt
change in Stokes-like shift at this composition observed in the literature,
although this is by no means conclusive on its own and further study
would be required.
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• A method for visualising atomic clustering is developed, to aid intuitive
understanding of clustering behaviour in atomistic simulations.
8
S E G R E G AT I O N O F S U B S T I T U T I O N A L AT O M S T O
D I S L O C AT I O N S
In this chapter, we explore the possibility of dislocations acting to induce com-
positional segregation in InxGa1−xN alloys. There is some evidence in the liter-
ature that segregation can happen to c-type dislocations, with preliminary the-
oretical investigations to support this (see section 2.3.1 and section 3.2.3), how-
ever no studies have yet looked at InxGa1−xN segregation to a-type and a+c-
type dislocations which form > 99% of dislocations in typical MOVPE-grown
GaN (see table 12 for an example), nor has there been any comprehensive
theoretical study to attempt to analyse the nature of the segregation and equi-
librium core structures regardless of core type. This chapter presents a study
that attempts to do this, as well as new experimental evidence that supports
some of the theoretical predictions presented here.
8.1 analytical predictions
Analytical expressions exist for predicting the interaction between a spherical
inhomogeneity and a stress field within linear elasticity theory for an isotropic
medium (see section 3.2.1). Necessarily, these cannot give accurate predictions
for the dislocation core region where linear elasticity does not apply and an
understanding of the atomic bonding is necessary. However, they can provide
a quantitative prediction against which later results can be compared. Here, a
spherical inhomogeneity of InN is considered in a GaN matrix, and the bind-
ing energy can be calculated [268] using the procedures and approximations
described in section 3.2.1 and using constants given in section 2.1.1.
Predicted binding energies for the a-type, c-type and a+c-type cores are given
in fig. 84a, fig. 84b and fig. 84c respectively. The core region, where the ana-
lytical equations do not apply and the interaction energy tends to infinity, is
arbitrarily defined by a radius of |b| (shown by the white circles).
For the a-type dislocation (fig. 84a), if the elastic misfit interaction (given by
eq. (17)) was the only interaction, the binding energy “lobes” would be sym-
metrical as a result of the hydrostatic stress component of the edge dislocation
stress field likewise being symmetrical, with equal and opposite binding ener-
gies above and below the dislocation core. However, the elastic modulus inter-
action (given by eq. (21)) contains a term proportional to the hydrostatic stress
squared; this results in the binding energy being increased above the core and
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decreased below the core, and results in the asymmetry observed. The c-type
dislocation (fig. 84b) shows a much lower interaction energy due to the lack
of the screw component resulting in any hydrostatic stress, though notably
it is always positive and shows no directionality. The a+c-type core (fig. 84c),
containing both the a-type and c-type contributions, displays the highest bind-
ing energy, with the additional interaction to the c-type deviatoric stress field
acting to both increase the positive binding energy above the dislocation, and
counteract the negative binding energy below the dislocation.
In all cases segregation would be expected to occur close to the core since the
binding energy vastly exceeds kT , which is of the order of 0.09 eV at growth
temperatures.
8.2 choice of empirical potential
For the classical simulations performed in this project, two possible potentials
were trialled. The Stillinger-Weber potential, used previously with success in
section 6.2, and a Tersoff potential. A comparison of these potentials can be
found in section 4.2. The choice to trial the Tersoff potential here was made
because, despite the Stillinger-Weber potential having seen much more exten-
sive use in modelling dislocation cores in the literature, the Tersoff potential
was developed explicitly with its performance for alloy systems in mind, and
so both were tested.
Benchmarks were performed to compare the suitability of Stillinger-Weber
and Tersoff potentials. The Stillinger-Weber potential parameters were those
stated previously in table 10, while the Tersoff potential parameters used are
given here in table 16. While the time required for each individual force eval-
uation was similar for both, with Tersoff force evaluations taking 1.09± 0.03
times the time required for Stillinger-Weber force evaluations, the total time to
reach a similar level of convergence for Tersoff calculations was much longer
at 9.6± 1.5 times the time required for an equivalent Stillinger-Weber calcula-
tion. Benchmark tests were performed on a GaN 32× 32× 32 supercell where
half the Ga atoms had been substituted with In and then the cell relaxed. The
significantly longer time required for the Tersoff potential is likely due to the
much more complex energy landscape as a result of the analytical form of the
potential.
As an additional check beyond the tests of the potentials already performed
in the literature, the energy difference for strained and unstrained configura-
tions, a model 4 × 4 × 4 GaN supercell containing a single In atom were com-
pared between DFT using LDA and PBEsol functionals and the Stillinger-Weber
and Tersoff force fields. The LDA functional was chosen due to its extensive
used in the literature, and the PBEsol functional because of its good perfor-










Figure 84: Binding energy for an In atom to a dislocation in GaN, located at the cen-
tre of the plot, alongside the contribution from the interaction of the InN
inhomogeneity with the hydrostatic and deviatoric components of the dis-
location stress field. Scale bar in eV , with each plot having side length 50Å.
The white circle in the centre defines an approximate core region within
which the equations that produce these binding energy estimates are not
valid.
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parameter n−n [214 , 213] ga−ga [213] in−in [214] ga−n [213] in−n [214]
γ 0.7661 0.0079 1.1587 0.0016 0.0000
S 1.4922 1.1100 1.6153 1.1122 1.7809
β (Å−1) 2.0595 1.0800 1.5271 1.9680 1.7486
D0 (eV) 9.9100 1.4000 8.6986 2.4500 2.4929
r0 (Å) 1.1100 2.3235 2.2229 1.9210 2.1241
D (Å) 0.2000 0.1500 0.1000 0.2000 0.1500
R (Å) 2.2000 2.8700 3.8315 2.9000 2.6405
c 0.1785 1.9180 0.0842 65.2070 100390
d 0.2017 0.7500 19.2626 2.8210 16.2170
h 0.0452 0.3013 7.3923 0.5180 -0.5980
λ (Å−1) 0.0000 1.8460 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
n 1.0000 1.0000 3.4022 1.0000 0.7200
x 1.0000 1.0000 1.1300 1.0000 1.0000
Table 16: Tersoff potential parameter set from Nord et al. [213] and Kioseoglou et al.
[214] used for these trials.
mance for GaN, as reviewed in section 4.1.3.1. A normal strain was applied
along the c-axis. DFT calculations were performed at the Γ point with a 610 eV
cut-off energy and explicitly includes the 3d10 and 4d10 electrons in GaN and
InN respectively, with convergence tests performed both for the k-point grid
and cut-off energy. Even at very large strains of ±3%, agreement is still very
good between classical potentials and DFT to within ≈ 1% of each other (see
fig. 85). The Tersoff potential however did display an anomalously large energy
difference for −3% strain, likely due to an additional shell of atoms becoming
in range of the Tersoff potential’s cut-off radius as a result of the compres-
sion, thus resulting in additional interactions and changing the resulting total
energy of the supercell.
For these reasons, and for the other reasons outlined in section 4.2 and its
prior good performance for GaN dislocation cores in section 6.2 and for InN
dislocation cores in Lei et al. [200], Stillinger-Weber potentials were preferred
for this study.
8.3 binding energy maps
Binding energy maps were created using Stillinger-Weber potentials to test the
analytical predictions given in section 8.1, which predicted that the strongest
dislocation–indium solute binding interaction would happen for a+c-type
cores. As such, a+c-type cores here were used to test the analytical predic-
tions, with two varieties tested: a double-5/6-atom ring configuration and a
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Figure 85: A comparison of the energy difference between strained and unstrained
supercells using DFT using CASTEP and LDA and PBEsol functionals and
classical potentials using LAMMPS using Stillinger-Weber and Tersoff po-
tentials. Anomalously large energy difference for the Tersoff potential at
−3% strain is not shown.
9-4-7-atom ring configuration. Two core configurations were chosen for the
same Burgers vector specifically because the analytical predictions are agnos-
tic to core structure, and so the effect of core structure on the binding energy
is of particular interest.
To create the map, a single Ga atom was substituted with an In atom close
to the dislocation core and then a geometry optimisation performed, with care
taken to ensure that the geometry optimisation is fully converged. The dif-
ference in energy between this configuration compared to an indium atom
substituted onto an unstrained site was said to be the binding energy. This pro-
cedure was repeated for all atoms within the vicinity of the dislocation core,
and automated through use of the Python programming language interface to
LAMMPS.
Results for the double-5/6-ring core and 9-4-7-ring core can be seen in fig. 86
and fig. 87 respectively. The analytical predictions are good to the same order
of magnitude as the classical simulations, but consistently underestimated the
binding energy, with the analytical binding energy predicted as 0.17 ± 0.01
times the value of the classical simulation for the double-5/6-atom ring core
and 0.192± 0.005 for the 9-4-7-ring core.
Both core types exhibit similar binding energies away from the core, so the
binding is fairly agnostic to core type in this respect, but as expected the bind-
ing energy is most different in the core region itself. The analytical predic-
tions have a transition over the x = 0 line, where the sign of the binding
energy changes, which is unrealistic within the dislocation core where the
non-standard atomic bonding dominates the binding energy. This is particu-
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larly noticeable in the triplet of atoms in fig. 87b which exhibit the opposite
behaviour to the analytical predictions, thus classical modelling of this interac-
tion is clearly justified if an understanding of the segregated core structures is
desired.
(a) Analytical prediction. (b) Classical simulation.
Figure 86: Binding energy maps comparing analytical predictions with theoretical sim-
ulations for the double-5/6-atom ring a+c-type dislocation core. Disloca-
tions at centre of each plot, with plot axes in Å and colour scale in eV .
(a) Analytical prediction. (b) Classical simulation.
Figure 87: Binding energy maps comparing analytical predictions with theoretical sim-
ulations for the 9-4-7-atom ring a+c-type dislocation core. Dislocations at
centre of each plot, with plot axes in Å and colour scale in eV .
8.4 a monte carlo approach
To obtain equilibrium microstructure, a static Monte Carlo approach was taken.
The theoretical background and justification for this approach is provided in
section 4.3. Here, a random microstructure will be be taken as an initial state,
and indium and gallium atoms swapped according to a Metropolis Monte
Carlo scheme until an equilibrium microstructure is obtained. A time step is
defined in terms of Monte Carlo steps, where one Monte Carlo step is equiva-
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lent to N attempted atomic swaps, where N is the number of atoms available
to swap between. Since this is a static Monte Carlo scheme, it has no direct
physical meaning.
8.4.1 Implementation Details and Convergence Tests
8.4.1.1 Script
Each individual geometry optimisation was performed using the LAMMPS
[242] code. A custom script had to be written to perform the Monte Carlo pro-
cedure, which was implemented in the Python programming language, and
interfaced directly with LAMMPS, with each geometry optimisation step run
with parallel processors. The overall structure of the script, and the Monte
Carlo method itself, is shown by a flowchart given in fig. 88. In practice, the
script was split into several modules, as described below:
module 1 : construction of dislocation cell Constructs a perfect
GaN supercell, and introduces dislocations of specified types at speci-
fied co-ordinates using the dislocation displacement equations given in
section 3.1.2.
module 2 : initial relaxation and distribution of in Replaces Ga
atoms at random with In until a desired overall composition is reached,
and then the cell is relaxed.
module 3 : monte carlo simulation Performs a Monte Carlo simula-
tion for given number of attempted swaps and outputs results.
module 4 : post-processing of results Processes Monte Carlo results
to produce graphs and other visualisations of the results.
The full code can be obtained from the author upon request.
The effectiveness of a Monte Carlo method depends crucially on the qual-
ity of the random numbers used. Randomness was provided by a Mersenne
Twister pseudo-random number generator [269], which provides high quality
pseudo-random numbers that pass the “Diehard” battery of statistical tests for
randomness, and have a very large repeat period of 219937 − 1, and so will be
sufficient for this model.
8.4.1.2 Geometry Optimisation Tolerance
Due to the large number of atom exchanges necessary to reach equilibrium,
it is important to only converge the cell to the extent necessary to obtain con-
sistent and reliable results. Convergence tests were performed and shown in
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Figure 88: Flow chart summarising Monte Carlo method implemented by the Python
script.
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fig. 89 with their nominal convergence tolerances, though in practice the ac-
tual geometry optimisations exceed this. Consistent results were found even
with a nominal electronic tolerance of 0.2 eV . In all cases, the distribution of
Etrial − Einitial values is symmetrical and centred close to zero at −0.00115eV ,
with the slight underestimate suggesting that there is a slight bias due to
underconvergence in geometry optimisation, but since this is of the order of
1meV compared to typical binding energies that are several orders of mag-
nitude higher than this (see section 8.3), it is not expected to introduce any
substantial artefacts and confirms that suitable geometry optimisation has oc-
curred for each attempted swap.
Figure 89: Distribution of ∆H values for various convergence criteria. Distributions
are essentially the same in all cases.
8.4.1.3 Reducing Computational Complexity
The total number of atomic exchanges, or swaps, necessary to reach conver-
gence will determine how long a given simulation will take. The number of
swaps necessary can be reduced with use of a smaller simulation cell, and here
the simulation cell is indeed smaller laterally than the one used in section 6.2
A simulation cell, containing a dislocation dipole (as illustrated fig. 38d), of
size 32a× 32a× 16c is ultimately used for the results presented here although
larger cells were tested. A way to further reduce the number of swaps is to
restrict them to a certain region of the simulation cell, such as the region im-
mediately surrounding the dislocation core, rather than the entire cell. Since
the simulation cell itself is only a proxy for the infinite crystal, and as such suf-
fers from finite size effects such as the necessary inclusion of a neighbouring
dislocation core, it does not make sense to include the entire cell if only one
core is of interest.
Therefore, an alternative scheme was made whereby swaps were only per-
mitted within a cut-off radius, Rin, with atomic relaxations allowed within a
larger radius, Rout. This is illustrated in fig. 90.








Figure 90: Illustration showing regions of simulation where Monte Carlo swaps are
allowed to occur (within Rin), where atomic relaxations are allowed to hap-
pen (within Rout), and where the atomic positions are fixed.
A comparison of swaps between the full cell and within just this central
cylinder was performed. As shown in fig. 91, the rate of convergence is signif-
icantly improved. If swaps are permitted in the entire cell, the other disloca-
tion(s) present also exhibit segregation (section 8.4.1.3), but the important equi-
librated core structures are qualitatively the same in both cases (section 8.4.1.3).
Note that variations will occur due to different random numbers and initial
atomic arrangements used; indeed while both show the same structure, fig. 93a
is a mirror image of the structure shown in fig. 93b.
A number of cut-off radii, Rin, were trialled with the variation in potential
energy against number of attempted swaps shown in fig. 94 and the variation
in local concentration at the core against number of attempted swaps shown
in fig. 95. The latter shows that a cut-off radius of 10a is suitable, and this is
used.
Note that the total potential energy of the entire cell equilibrates to lower
values with increased radius (fig. 94). This is because even though the interac-
tion between the solute atom and dislocation decreases with radius, for each
unit increase in radius the number of atoms available for the Monte Carlo
scheme increases by the radius squared, and these can all still segregate and
relieve strain energy. Integrating eq. (17) with respect to radius suggests that
a linear dependence on the total equilibrated potential energy with respect to
Rin, and this is the relationship seen in fig. 94. Even though this is the case,
this is not a hindrance to these calculations since the characteristics of the seg-
regated core structure remain the same beyond the the converged value of Rin,
and provided all simulations are performed at the same value of Rin a direct
comparison between them can still be made.
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Figure 91: A comparison of a Monte Carlo simulation where swaps are allowed be-
tween all atoms in the cell, and swaps only between atoms within a central
cylinder. Note the much faster convergence to equilibrium in the latter case.
(a) Swaps permitted in the entire cell. Note
second dislocation along cell boundary.
(b) Swaps only permitted in a central cylin-
der around the dislocation.
Figure 92: Comparison of equilibrated simulation cells for a Monte Carlo scheme
where swaps are permitted in the entire cell vs. only a central cylindrical
region. Plots are 2D histograms.
(a) Swaps permitted in the
entire cell.









between cores in (a) and
(b) (note that (b) took
the equivalent mirror
configuration of (a)).
Figure 93: Comparison of equilibrated core structures for a Monte Carlo scheme
where swaps are permitted in the entire cell vs. only a central cylindri-
cal region. Plots show a 2D kernel density estimation, with red showing
In-rich regions and blue regions with no In.
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Figure 94: Evolution of total potential energy by number of attempted swaps for an
a-type dislocation core for various cut-off radii. All simulations are run for
5 Monte Carlo steps; there are necessarily a smaller number of swaps for
the smaller cut-off radii since there will be fewer active atoms in the Monte
Carlo simulation.
Figure 95: Local concentration within a 1nm radius of an a-type dislocation core by
attempted number of swaps for various cut-off radii. Note that simulations
for both 10a and 12a cut-off radii converge to similar values within the
ranges of normal fluctuations. All simulations are run for 5 Monte Carlo
steps; there are necessarily a smaller absolute number of attempted swaps
for the smaller cut-off radii since there will be fewer active atoms in the
Monte Carlo simulation.
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8.4.1.4 Note Regarding Simulation Conditions and Visualisations
Simulations were performed to match the available experimental samples de-
scribed later in section 8.5.1, which are typical of those found in InxGa1−xN-
based devices. As such, simulations were performed for a temperature of
750 ◦C, and for lattices that are strained to match the GaN lattice, as would
be the case for InxGa1−xN quantum wells or thin InxGa1−xN layers grown on
GaN. Two compositions were chosen, x = 0.0625 and x = 0.1875, to match the
compositions in the grown samples. A z-repeat of 16c was chosen, since this
allowed any variation due to random compositional fluctuations along the dis-
location line to be visualised within a single simulation, and meant that for the
two compositions chosen the expected number of In atoms in a given atomic
column for a random alloy was 1 and 3 respectively. Both other temperatures
(specifically, an alternative growth temperature of 700 ◦C) and unstrained cells
were tested, and while differences were slight, the essential characteristics of
the segregated dislocation cores were similar. Choice and range of calculations
were ultimately a compromise with available computing resources, so a lim-
ited set of calculations had to be chosen.
Resulting core structures were visualised in plan view with a 2D kernel den-
sity estimator rather than a 2D histogram, since the resulting positions of In
atoms forms a continuous distribution. While a 2D histogram allows easier ex-
traction of local compositions, since the number of atoms and volume of each
bin is known, it suffers greatly from choice of bin-width and bin-origin, which
in this case resulted in the same core structures looking substantially different
depending on the construction of the histogram. Instead, a kernel density es-
timator is used, which places a 2D Gaussian function on the (x,y) position of
each In atom, and then these functions are summed to produce a probability
density map of where the In atoms are likely to be located. Extracting local
composition is more difficult in this case, since the probability density has to
be integrated over a particular region, but this method does allow multiple
simulations to be averaged together and results in a more useful visualisation.
To obtain local core compositions, the number of In atoms in a cylinder with
1nm radius from the core were summed, and the resulting concentrations plot-
ted as a line graph against Monte Carlo step to observe how local composition
changed as the core equilibrated.
All atomic models of the dislocation cores presented in this chapter have
In atoms coloured green, Ga dark grey, and N light grey and were rendered
using OVITO [254].
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∆Esegregation / eV Å
−1
xcore/x
core type x = 0 .0625 x = 0 .1875 x = 0 .0625 x = 0 .1875
a-type −1 .17 ± 0 .04 −2 .20 ± 0 .04 1 .86 ± 0 .09 1 .31 ± 0 .06
c-type −0 .57 ± 0 .06 −1 .40 ± 0 .04 2 .06 ± 0 .12 1 .46 ± 0 .07
a+c-type −1 .60 ± 0 .06 −2 .51 ± 0 .07 1 .95 ± 0 .10 1 .50 ± 0 .05
Table 17: Summary of results of the Monte Carlo simulation for one set of simulations.
See fig. 96 for graphs from which these values were obtained. Local compo-
sition, xcore, is defined as the composition in a cylinder of radius 1nm at the
core.
8.4.2 Monte Carlo Results
8.4.2.1 Energetics and Local Composition
Table 17 shows a summary of the results of the Monte Carlo simulation, includ-
ing the energetic difference between random and segregated cores, ∆Esegregation,
and the ratio of the local core composition relative to the bulk composition,
xcore/x. Exact values will vary from simulation to simulation due to the ran-
dom nature of the Monte Carlo method, but general trends remain the same.
In all cases, significant enrichment at the core was seen, with an enrichment of
about double the bulk concentration observed for c-type and a+c-type cores at
lower In concentrations, and with a slightly lower enrichment observed around
a-type cores. The dislocations with an a-type component display the expected
enriched region where the larger In atoms relieve tensile strain on one side
of the dislocation, with a corresponding depleted region on the opposite side.
The energetic stabilisation due to segregation to the c-type core is lower than
the other dislocation types, and so a lower local In concentration might be ex-
pected at the core that the other dislocation types, however this is not the case
due to the lack of any In-depleted region around the c-type core. This explains
its comparatively higher local concentration stated in table 17. Graphs of the
data presented in table 17 can be seen in fig. 96a for the variation in potential
energy against Monte Carlo step and fig. 96b for variation in local composition
against Monte Carlo step. Note that these graphs are noisy as a result of the
Monte Carlo scheme, with the possibility that any one atom swap will increase
the energy of the cell due to the finite temperature, but with an overall trend
to decrease the total potential energy.
8.4.2.2 Core Structures
A representative simulation cell for an a-type core for x = 0.0625 is shown in
fig. 97, colour-coded to match the the illustration given in fig. 88, with clear
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(a) Total potential energy of the system relative to initial random configuration, showing
convergence to equilibrium.
(b) Local composition at the dislocation core region, xcore, defined as a radius of 1nm
from the centre of the dislocation, against Monte Carlo step, for the same simulations
as shown in (a).
Figure 96: Graphs shown the results of the Monte Carlo model applied to a-type, a+c-
type and c-type cores with composition x = 0.0625 and x = 0.1875.
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clustering is observed on one side of the dislocation. A survey of all the core
types studied, averaged from several simulations, can be seen in fig. 98. Ideally,
if these plots were averaged from a sufficiently large number of simulations,
any “hot spots” in the plots would be averaged out and truly ideal average
core structures would be obtained.






Figure 97: A visualisation of a typical Monte Carlo simulation for an a-type disloca-
tion core, with the initial random configuration shown on the left and the
equilibrated dislocation core on the right. Only In atoms are shown, with
the green region representing the active Monte Carlo region and the or-
ange region showing the relaxed lattice, as explained in fig. 88. Surfaces are
drawn around In-rich clusters to aid visualisation, and shows clustering on
one side of the dislocation line (shown by the white line) in the equilibrated
microstructure.
Factors specific to each core type are detailed below.
8.4.2.3 a-type
The geometry of the 5/7-ring a-type core is very stable with respect to segre-
gation, as illustrated with a representative segregated core in fig. 99. There is
very little distortion of the core itself with the symmetry and structure of the
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Figure 98: Kernel density estimators showing the distribution of indium atoms aver-
aged from four different equilibrium configurations for a variety of core
types and compositions. Plots are projections along the [0001] direction,
with axes given in angstroms and dislocation cores located at the centre of
their respective plots.
core intact. The In atoms tend to cluster at the apex of the 7-ring, forming a
“Y” shape.
a-type InxGa1-xN (x = 0.0625) a-type InxGa1-xN (x = 0.1875)
5 Å
Figure 99: Example equilibrium core configurations for 5/7-ring a-type cores. The core
structures appear to retain their symmetry despite a large local concentra-
tion of In atoms.
The 5/7-ring a-type core was chosen since this was by far the most common
core configuration observed in our samples in chapter 6. However, a 4-ring
core configuration was also examined. The 4-ring core is known to be able to
glide, changing into an 8-ring core in the process, and then back to a 4-ring
core as glide proceeds further (see section 2.2.2 and fig. 7). In Monte Carlo
simulations of the 4-ring a-type core, this was observed to happen. The proba-
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bility of glide occuring is highly sensitive to the initial random distribution of
In atoms and then the subsequent segregation. Glide was first noticed to occur
due to an abrupt dip in the measure of local composition at the core (indicated
by the arrow in fig. 100b), which assumed that the core structure remained in
a constant location. Figure 100a shows a typical glided core, with the portion
that has glided highlighted in red.











(a) An illustration of an a-type dislocation
core where a portion of the core glides
(highlighted in red), along with a per-
spective view down the core. Atoms
in the ideal wurtzite configuration are
hidden.
(b) An indication that glide has occurred is an
abrupt drop in the measured local core com-
position (indicated by the arrow), which is
measured assuming a constant dislocation
core position which is not the case if a por-
tion of the core has glided.
Figure 100: Illustration of composition-related dislocation glide of the 4-ring or 8-ring
a-type dislocation core.
8.4.2.4 c-type
The c-type core studied was the double-ring configuration, since this is pre-
dicted by the literature to be the most stable (see section 2.2.2 and fig. 8).
Segregation in the c-type core appears to follow a broad helical arrangement,
illustrated in fig. 101, acting to relieve the dilatational stress around the core.
Quantification of the period and diameter of this helical structure proved dif-
ficult, and it is not clear how it would be sensitive to the z dimension of the
simulation cell.
8.4.2.5 a+c-type
In contrast to the a-type cores shown in fig. 99, the a+c-type core configura-
tions show substantial disruption, possibly as a result of the core being able
to take two distinct configurations that are similar in energy: the double-5/6-
atom ring and the 9-4-7-atom ring configurations (see previous results in sec-
tion 6.2.1). Indeed, regardless of starting configuration, it seems that the config-
uration at the core can change as a result of the In segregation. Figure 99 shows
two segregated core structures from the same starting configuration, one at a bulk
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Figure 101: Illustration of the segregation around a c-type core adopting a helical ar-
rangement (side view, with the [0001] direction pointing up), with a per-
spective view of the same core inset. Atoms in the ideal wurtzite configu-
ration are hidden to allow just the core structure to be seen.
concentration of x = 0.0625 and one at a concentration of x = 0.1875. It can be
seen that the higher concentration cell more closely resembles the double-5/6-
atom ring structure, with the lower concentration cell more closely resembling
the 9-4-7-atom ring structure, although significant variation along the core is
observed in both cases. Note that these highly disrupted core structures were
in part a result of the large 16c repeat in the simulation cell; alternative calcula-
tions with a smaller 4c repeat still show some disruption, but the configuration
of the dislocation core is much easier to interpret.
8.4.2.6 Visualisation of Clustering Behaviour
Using the techniques developed in chapter 7, the clustering of In atoms in the
vicinity of the dislocation cores can be visualised. This is shown in fig. 103.
These plots show the corresponding enrichment at the core compared to the
bulk composition and an increase in the number of In clusters and In-N-In...
chains. Notably, in the x = 0.1875 configurations, unbroken chains of In atoms
extend along the dislocation line. Additionally, the c-type core shows that two
distinct large clusters of In atoms are formed, which are likely due to two
chains of In atoms forming along each side of the double-6-ring c-type dislo-
cation core. The a+c-type core likewise shows similar behaviour. Further work
would be required to verify why this occurs, since the code developed in chap-
ter 7 constructed a graph representation of the crystal as shown in these fig-
ures, but additional code would have to be written to visualise the spatial
positions of these distinct clusters. Given the significance of carrier localisation







(a+c)-type InxGa1-xN (x = 0.0625)





Figure 102: Example equilibrium core configurations for a+c-type cores. These core
structures show substantial disorder in contrast to the a-type cores shown
in fig. 99. With comparison to two arrangements of the a+c-type cores in
pure GaN, it can be seen that the higher In content a+c-type core more
closely resembles the double-5/6-ring structure and the lower In content
a+c-type core more closely resembles the 9-4-7-ring structure.
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on In-N chains and clusters, discussed in section 2.3.1, this difference in both












































Figure 103: Graph representations of clustering of In atoms close to the dislocation
core, showing enrichment and an increase in In-N-In-... chains in the seg-
regated cores compared to the initial random configurations.
8.5 experimental evidence
8.5.1 Growth of Samples
Several InxGa1−xN samples were grown to test theoretical predictions. These
took the form of a 160nm InxGa1−xN epilayers grown on top of 3.5µm-thick
GaN templates that had in turn been grown on c-plane sapphire substrates, all
by MOVPE and grown by Dr Menno Kappers at the University of Cambridge.
The GaN templates had a low dislocation density of 2.7± 0.5× 108 cm−2, with
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the expectation that no additional dislocations would be nucleated during the
InxGa1−xN growth but that existing dislocations would be propagated into the
InxGa1−xN epilayer. The concentration of In was controlled by alternating the
reactor susceptor temperature to alter the In incorporation rates while keeping
the In(CH3)3 flux constant. These samples were also lightly Si doped with
a concentration of 4× 10−18 cm−3 through the addition of a silane flux. An
illustration of a key features of one of these InxGa1−xN samples can be seen









~ 3.5 µm thick
160 nm
Figure 104: An illustration of one of the samples, showing an InxGa1−xN epilayer
with threading dislocations, some of which terminate in V-pits.
150 nm
Figure 105: A cross-sectional WBDF micrograph of one of samples containing an
InxGa1−xN epilayer.
Four samples were grown:
sample a An InxGa1−xN epilayer with x = 0.06± 0.01 grown at 750 ◦C.
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dissociated undissociated dissociation
sample a+c-type % a+c-type % length / nm
A 42 ± 3 58 ± 3 1 .17 ± 0 .04
B 26 ± 8 74 ± 8 1 .26 ± 0 .05
C 50 ± 5 50 ± 5 1 .46 ± 0 .01
D 50 ± 5 50 ± 5 1 .85 ± 0 .06
Table 18: Statistics for the InxGa1−xN samples obtained via STEM by Sneha Rhode.
sample b An InxGa1−xN epilayer with x = 0.20± 0.01 grown at 710 ◦C.
sample c A 110nm pure GaN epilayer under the same conditions as sample
A, with the exception of the introduction of In(CH3)3.
sample d A pure GaN sample grown under standard GaN growth condi-
tions at 1010 ◦C with no subsequent deposition.
Samples were chosen such that indium content and growth conditions, such
as temperature, could be separated. The indium content present were mea-
sured previously by wavelength-dispersive X-ray measurements, along with
Rutherford back scattering [270], for samples grown under the same growth
conditions using the same reactor.
8.5.2 Sample Statistics
All a-type cores found in the samples were the 5/7-ring configuration. Statis-
tics on the a+c-type cores can be found in table 18. Comparison of samples
C and D shows that large changes in growth temperature do not result in
a change of the proportion of core types, though it does result in a slightly
longer dissociation length, possibly as a result of the mechanism by which the
fault in the dissociated core structure extends being thermally-sensitive.
The introduction of In, as seen by contrasting sample A with sample C,
results in a markedly shorter dissociation length, suggesting that segregation
of In may be happening to the dislocation core and thus reducing the driving
energy for dissociation, as was speculated for Mg in the case of Mg-doped
GaN previously in section 6.5. Likewise, a further increase in In content, seen
by contrasting sample A with sample B, results in significantly fewer a+c-type
cores dissociating at all.
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8.5.3 Direct Observation of In Segregation
An energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) study was performed on these
samples in collaboration with Dr Sarah Haigh at the University of Manchester
(see section 5.1.4 for a discussion of this technique). This was performed on
an aberration-corrected Titan G2 ChemiSTEM instrument, with all EDXS maps
obtained with a gun lens current and probe current of 2.4nA and 1nA respec-
tively at an accelerating voltage of 320 kV .
The direct imaging of In segregation is complicated by the presence of V-
shaped defects, or V-pits, at a+c-type and c-type dislocation cores (see sec-
tion 2.2.5). This aids in location of the dislocation cores, and in fact locating
a-type dislocation cores proved challenging in this study due to their lack of
V-pits, but also introduces a complicating factor in the analysis of the results.
Enrichment of In at the V-pit is expected regardless of the dislocation core due
to local strain-relaxation in addition to In atoms preferentially occupying sites
of reduced N coordination as a consequence of the longer and weaker In-N
bond [101, 271].
Section 8.5.3 shows a representative micrograph of an a+c-type core termi-
nated by a V-pit. Other, similar, micrographs were also obtained. Figure 106a
clearly shows an In-rich streak. While this In-rich streak could be a result of
the V-pit, and indeed does seem to be in the same direction as a V-pit edge,
crucially it does also show directionality. If the segregation were the result of
the V-pit alone, it would be expected to see it in all six crystallographically-
equivalent directions, and this is not observed. Additionally, GPA analysis
shown in section 8.5.3 (see section 5.1.6) confirms that the In-rich streak lies in
the tensile region of the dislocation core.
Precise identification of the core configuration for this micrograph was not
possible due to ambiguous contrast at the core, which could be consistent with
the highly segregated In-rich cores predicted in fig. 102. High-resolution imag-
ing of the core (e.g. fig. 107a) does however confirm that a c-type nanopipe-like
core is not responsible for the segregation.
fig. 108 shows a semi-quantitative absorption-corrected Cliff-Lorimer anal-
ysis performed by Dr Sarah Haigh for this micrograph. This suggested an In
content of x ≈ 0.04± 0.01 in the bulk matrix, assuming a specimen thickness of
150nm, which is less than the content previously obtained by a combined X-
ray diffraction and Rutherford back-scattering study [270]. This is likely due to
the four-detector geometry of the Super-X detector system used in the micro-
scope, where the effects of channeling and sample tilt are not yet fully under-
stood. This limits more accurate quantification of the results without analysis
of further standard specimens. Despite this, relative concentrations are consid-
ered reliable, and the line scan shown in fig. 108 for the region indicated in







(b) In signal for the same region obtained





(c) Combined In and Ga signal for the
same region obtained via EDXS.
Figure 106: STEM micrographs of an a+c-type dislocation core, located at the centre,
and terminated by a V-pit. Figure published in Horton et al. [272].




(a) High resolution STEM-HAADF micro-










(b) Geometric phase analysis of the same
region, showing the xx strain com-
ponent with characteristic compression
and dilatation of the region close to the
dislocation core.
Figure 107: High-resolution STEM-HAADF micrograph of the a+c-type dislocation core
presented in section 8.5.3.
fig. 106b shows that a relative enrichment at the dislocation core is observed,
and that this is approximately double the composition in the bulk which is
consistent with predictions provided earlier in table 17. Due to the scale of the
In-rich streak relative to the size of the STEM probe, channeling artefacts are
unlikely to be responsible for an observation of this magnitude.
It is notable that the scale of the In-rich region observed far exceeds the scale
predicted by the Monte Carlo study. This could possibly be explained by move-
ment of the dislocation during growth tracking an In-rich trail behind it, where
insufficient time has elapsed for an equilibrium microstructure to be obtained.
Alternatively, it could be indicative of a more complex interaction between the
V-pit and the dislocation resulting in a larger energetic stabilisation as a result
of segregation than that predicted by the Monte Carlo model.
No convincing evidence of segregation in a-type cores was obtained, though
as previously mentioned locating a-type cores proved challenging. While the
Monte Carlo model does predict a lower local composition at the a-type core
than the a+c-type core (see table 17), it is also possible that segregation does
not occur in a-type cores in practice. This could either mean that an important
interaction is not modelled by the Monte Carlo simulations, or that segregation
is kinetically-limited by diffusion of In during growth.
Segregation could proceed by many mechanisms during growth, such as
diffusion of In and Ga atoms across the growth surface (see section 3.3.3) or
the diffusion of In atoms along dislocation cores (see section 3.3.4). This second
possibility is explored in chapter 9.



























Peak, x = 8.8 ± 2
Mean, x = 4.4 ± 2
Figure 108: This is a line profile for the rectangular region shown in fig. 106c, which is
perpendicular to the In-rich streak. This shows enrichment in the tensile-
stressed region of the dislocation core, where the peak composition at
the core is approximately double the bulk composition. Shaded regions
show the approximate error in quantification of the EDXS signal. Figure
published in Horton et al. [272].
8.6 further work
The success of the Monte Carlo method as a way of predicting equilibrium
microstructures opens a wide range of opportunities for future work. These
could include:
• Study of a wider ranger of compositions and growth temperatures.
• Alternative core structures could be studied, including a variety of non-
stoichiometric or open cores.
• Model could be modified to introduce the possibility of adding or remov-
ing atoms, and thus also modelling dislocation climb.
• Different stress states could be modelled to see how residual stress in the
films during growth could affect composition profiles.
• Within InxGa1−xN, the model could be applied to a wider composition
range including in regions where spinodal decomposition might occur.
This would require a re-evaluation of the boundary conditions which
assume a random composition far from the core.
• The model could be applied to alternative material systems such as
AlInN, AlGaN. This would require evaluation of other classical potential
sets from the literature that incorporate Al. Studying other solutes such
as dopants would also require development of new classical potentials.
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• The model could be applied to other sources of strain such as stacking
faults or surface defects such as V-pits.
Alternative models could also be studied that better incorporate electronic
effects on the binding energy, such as a similar Monte Carlo scheme based
on Density Functional Tight Binding instead of empirical potentials, though
this may not be computationally feasible at present. Ab initio models of the
segregated dislocation cores could also be studied to determine the differences
in electronic properties between segregated and random cores, with the aim
of relating this back to an experimentally-observable property.
Meanwhile, additional experimental verification of the predicted cores and
better quantification of deviations from experiment could be explored. This
could include characterisation of a-type cores, or of a+c-type cores without
the presence of V-pits. Practically, dislocation cores proved difficult to locate in
plan-view STEM without the presence of V-pits as a guide. Better quantification
of these cores would be helpful in fully understanding this system.
8.7 summary
In this chapter:
• Analytical predictions of the segregation of In to dislocation cores in
InxGa1−xN alloys have been made.
• These analytical predictions have been tested against classical simula-
tions through use of a Stillinger-Weber potential that has seen wide use
in the literature for modelling InxGa1−xN alloys.
• A Monte Carlo method has been developed to predict equilibrium mi-
crostructures of these segregated dislocation cores and the results anal-
ysed.
• An experimental study was performed which supports some of these
predictions, with segregation observed to a+c-type dislocation cores in
InxGa1−xN.
9
P I P E D I F F U S I O N A L O N G D I S L O C AT I O N S
This final results chapter aims to explore a possible alternative mechanism of
mass transport in GaN and InxGa1−xN, specifically if the open ring structures
in dislocation cores can act as preferential diffusion pathways by a process
known as pipe diffusion.
There are several reasons why this is of interest:
• Climb can be pipe-diffusion mediated. Indeed, for GaN, realistic mi-
crostructures have been obtained using dislocation dynamics simulations
with a pipe diffusion activation energy of 3.7± 0.4eV [78], but the mech-
anism responsible for this is not known.
• It is possible to decorate dislocations with Al atoms [89], which provides
the most direct evidence of pipe diffusion in GaN. There has also been
supporting evidence that Si segregates around dislocations [146], and
earlier in this thesis supporting evidence was found that Mg segrega-
tions around dislocations (see section 6.5), however the mechanisms by
which they re-distribute around dislocation cores is not known. A pre-
vious speculative theoretical study also suggested that pipe diffusion of
Mg atoms is possible [169].
• In this thesis, it was shown that a dissociated dislocation core exists in
GaN that can take multiple fault lengths, with the fault length depen-
dent on growth conditions. It is not known the mechanism by which the
fault can grow in length, but mass transport at the core is one possibility.
An example of this is atoms at the edge of the core entering the large
ring structures, diffusing upwards through the core and onto the growth
surface, where it incorporates onto a stable bulk site (see section 6.5.)
• In this thesis, it was shown that segregation of In around dislocations
in InxGa1−xN is expected provided that an equilibrium microstructure
is kinetically accessible during growth. Segregation could occur due to
diffusion across the surface during growth, but pipe-diffusion presents
an alternative method (see section 6.5).
Ultimately, a better understanding of the mechanisms and feasibility of
pipe diffusion will aid understanding of these observations, and may ulti-
mately provide the understanding necessary to predict when it is possible to
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selectively-enrich dislocations in order to alter their electronic properties and
improve device performance.
9.1 pipe diffusion of native species along 7-ring a-type core
9.1.1 Selection of Core
A geometrical argument behind pipe diffusion relies on the dislocation core
having a more open structure than the standard hexagonal channels in the
bulk. Several dislocation cores in GaN do not fulfil this criteria, such as the
4-ring dislocation core. A good candidate to explore pipe diffusion would be
one with an more open ring-structure, such as the 7-atom ring in the 5/7-ring
a-type dislocation core. This is a particularly good candidate since we know
they are extremely common in our samples with 100% of the observed a-type
cores being in the 5/7-ring arrangement(see section 8.5.2).
Additionally, the 8-ring a-type core is often described as a “full” variant of
the more open 5/7-ring a-type structure, so in some sense adatoms must be
able to occupy this core by some mechanism. The relationship between the
full 8-ring core and open 5/7-ring core can be explained as follows. Along
the boundary of the 5-atom and 7-atom ring lies a series of energetically-
unfavourable Ga−Ga and N−N bonds. These provide stable sites for an ad-
ditional column of atoms to fill the core, where the Ga−Ga bond becomes
Ga−N−Ga and the N−N bond becomes N−Ga−N. With the addition of this
extra atomic column, the 5-atom ring becomes a bulk-like 6-atom ring and the
7-atom ring becomes an 8-atom ring.
For these reasons, the 7-atom ring that is part of the 5/7-atom ring a-type




The climbing nudged elastic band (NEB) method was employed (see sec-
tion 4.4.2) to calculate the diffusion barriers, which are essentially transition
states. The reaction co-ordinate is defined in the usual way for the NEB method
as described in the techniques section, with 0 representing the initial state and
1 the final state. For the example of a diffusing Ga atom, the initial state would
be assumed to be the equivalent 8-ring configuration, that is a N−Ga−N bond.
The final state would be when this centre Ga atom is pushed up along the core
by a distance of 1c to the next N−N site.
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Figure 109 illustrates the NEB method for an example diffusion barrier. The
Stillinger-Weber potentials used previously in this thesis (section 8.2 and sec-
tion 6.2) and the LAMMPS code were used.
Figure 109: An illustration of the NEB method used to determine a transition state,
with the initial pathway shown in red, and then the final pathways show
in blue. The first pathway is a simple linear interpolation between initial
and final states, where the final state should be pulled by the “elastic
band” to ultimately converge at the minimum energy pathway (MEP). This
specific result is discussed later (fig. 111a).
9.1.2.2 Gallium Adatom
The Ga adatom is found to have a high activation energy of 3.75 eV , with its
activation barrier illustrated in fig. 110a. The path of the Ga atom along the
ring structure starts with breaking of the two Ga−N bonds in the Ga atom’s
stable configuration, before pushing up past two Ga−Ga atoms. At this point,
the Ga atom is pushed towards the centre of the core, but no new bonds are
formed (fig. 110b). Both minimum energy and transition state configurations
for the diffusing Ga atom are shown in fig. 112a.
9.1.2.3 Nitrogen Adatom
The N adatom is found to have a much lower activation energy of 1.32 eV , with
its activation barrier illustrated in fig. 111a. Note that more NEB images were
required to achieve a smooth barrier than in the case of the Ga adatom; though
the overall barrier height was still accurately predicted to within 5% using the
same number of NEB images as the Ga adatom, and the path of the N adatom
was essentially unchanged, it resulted in an artificial “cusp” at the peak of the
barrier due to the climbing NEB algorithm.
The path of the N atom along the core starts with breaking of the two
Ga−N−Ga bonds, but then proceeds to an even more energetically favourable
N−N−N configuration. This state is not accessible in the fully-stoichiometric
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(a) Activation barrier. (b) Profile of adatom movement colour-
coded by its relative energy viewed
down the c-axis.
Figure 110: Activation barrier for diffusing Ga adatom in 7-atom a-type ring obtained
using classical potentials.
8-ring core, since this site is occupied by a Ga atom, but in the empty 7-atom
ring core the site is available for the N atom to occupy. This lowers the effective
energy of the barrier, with the transition state existing with the N atom towards
the centre of the core (fig. 111b). This is an important result, since it possibly
invalidates previous theoretical studies performed in the literature that implic-
itly assumed the N atom would exist on the same site in the non-stoichiometric
8-ring core as the fully-stoichiometric 8-ring core. Both minimum energy and
transition state configurations for the diffusing N atom are shown in fig. 112b.
(a) Activation barrier. (b) Profile of adatom movement colour-
coded by its relative energy viewed
down the c-axis.
Figure 111: Activation barrier for diffusing N adatom in 7-atom a-type ring obtained
using classical potentials. In (a), two barrier profiles are shown, one calcu-
lated using 64 NEB images, and one with 16 NEB images.
9.1.3 Verification of Barriers Using DFT
As in section 6.6.2 and section 8.2, ab initio modelling, via the CASTEP DFT
code, is used to verify the predictions made by the classical potentials. This











Figure 112: Illustration of maximum and minimum energy configurations for diffus-
ing Ga and N adatoms along the 7-ring a-type core.
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is necessary due to the un-bulk-like bonding arrangements that occur at the
dislocation core, particularly in the case of a diffusion barrier where the system
is coerced into taking a high energy configuration, so that even if the Stillinger-
Weber potentials predict a good stable configuration they might be less well-
suited for predicting energy barriers.
9.1.3.1 Method
The NEB method is not available in CASTEP, and alternative codes that imple-
ment the NEB method were not available. While it was in principle possible to
implement the NEB method externally and just use CASTEP for force evalua-
tions, such as through use of the Atomistic Simulation Environment (ASE) NEB
module, in practice this was not feasible since the external NEB script did not
support wavefunction checkpointing; this meant that at every iteration of the
NEB solver, CASTEP had to find the electronic wavefunction of the system from
scratch, which took a prohibitively long time due to the size of the system.
Instead, the drag method was used (see section 4.4.1), with the diffusing
adatom pushed along the c direction step-wise. At each step, the adatom was
allowed to relax in the a-b plane, such that a continuous path is described
along the dislocation “pipe.” In this set-up, the z co-ordinate of the diffusing
adatom becomes the reaction co-ordinate, with the initial stable site defined as
starting at z = 0 and the product at the next stable site at z = c ≈ 5.2 Å.
Figure 113: A comparison of the NEB method with the drag method for a Ga adatom
diffusion down the a-type 5/7-ring dislocation core. A similar plot for the
N adatom shows similarly good agreement between NEB and drag meth-
ods, with the smaller 0.15Å step-size also finding the correct maximum.
To test the suitability of the drag method, the previous NEB calculation was
repeated using the drag method with Stillinger-Weber potentials. This com-
parison is shown in fig. 113. Perhaps counter-intuitively, the drag method
works less well when the step size is too small since the diffusing adatom gets
trapped in an unrealistic minimum before “snapping” back to a different posi-
tion as it is dragged further upwards (in this case, the diffusing Ga atom starts
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to bond on the opposite side of the dislocation core as it is pushed upwards).
However, provided the drag method step is sufficiently large, it matches the
NEB method excellently, and therefore presupposing the DFT system behaves
similarly it should be a good method to use in this instance.
Figure 114: Illustration of the a-type supercell used to model diffusion along the a-type
dislocation core using DFT.
A more conventional fully-periodic supercell was used rather than the
cluster-hybrid supercell previously in section 6.6.1 since, unlike the dissociated
core, the a-type core is not extended in the (0001) plane and construction of a
supercell was feasible. Initial construction of this specific cell was performed
by Dr Gábor Csányi. A z-repeat of 2c was chosen, since previous work on dif-
fusivity in bulk GaN by Limpijumnong and Van de Walle [153] found that a
z-repeat of 1c was insufficient, while a z-repeat of 3c was favoured. Here, a re-
peat of 3c was unfeasible due to the size of the cell, so a repeat of 2c was used.
The supercell used is shown in fig. 114. The centre of mass of the supercell is
constrained by fixing several atoms far from the core of interest.
Finite cell sizes might be a significant factor due to extremely low size of
the periodic supercell used for the DFT calculations, which contains two dis-
location cores. For example, the calculated barrier might be artificially high
if, at the maximum energy, the lattice is unable to fully relax around the dif-
fusing adatom. This strain energy would then act to increase the calculated
diffusion barrier. Again by comparison to barriers calculated using classical
potentials, this effect was quantified by calculating barriers with atoms beyond
a set radius fixed in place and unable to relax. It was found that even for an
artificially low radius 5Å, in which case the entire lattice is essentially frozen
around the diffusing adatom and the entirety of the barrier comes from bond
making/breaking at the core as the adatom diffuses, the calculated barrier was
only increased on the order of 0.1 eV . Therefore, in this respect, the choice of
supercell is considered appropriate.
While formation energies for a single adatom in the 5/7-ring core have not
been explicitly calculated, the formation energies of the non-stoichiometric 8-
ring core containing N vacancies and containing Ga vacancies have been calcu-
lated. These are equivalent to a 5/7-ring core with multiple diffusing adatoms.
These formation energies are shown earlier in fig. 13 and predict a that both
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the 5/7-ring with Ga adatoms and 5/7-ring with N adatoms can both be stable
with a cell charge of -1 under typical growth conditions in nominally undoped
GaN, and as such this was the first charge state attempted here.
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(a) Absolute convergence of a single cell against geome-
try optimisation iteration.
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Figure 115: Example convergence of the total energy of the DFT supercell containing a
diffusing Ga adatom.
Other simulation details (cut-off energies, pseudopotentials) were used as
previously described in section 6.6.1, with calculations performed at the Γ
point. A typical geometry optimisation of the supercell is shown in fig. 115a,
where the total energy of the cell initially decreases rapidly as the diffus-
ing adatom and the atoms immediately surrounding it move, and then more
slowly as the entire cell surrounding it relaxes. It is not necessary to fully
converge the cell to the meV accuracy typical of DFT calculations to accurate
determine the relative energies of the diffusion barrier, since the energy dif-
ference between two configurations converges much more rapidly than the
energy for a single configuration, as shown in fig. 115b. A variable step-size
was used due to computational constraints.
9.1.3.2 Gallium Adatom
The activation energy for the Ga adatom is calculated to be about 3.1 eV by
DFT, a small decrease on the 3.75 eV calculated by Stillinger-Weber potentials,
but still a relatively large activation barrier. It is possible that this decrease
is a result of an artefact of the drag method, which can also introduce an
artificially low barrier as illustrated in fig. 113. Significantly, the fundamentals
of the mechanism is qualitatively the same in both cases, with the same low
energy configuration predicted by the Stillinger-Weber potential and the same
high-energy configuration predicted by the Stillinger-Weber potential using
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the drag method. This supports the use of the Stillinger-Weber potentials to
gain a better understanding of these mechanisms.
Since any change in core configuration would require diffusion of both Ga
and N atoms, it is clear the Ga activation energy presents a rate limiting step.
As such, a preliminary investigation was performed using DFT to see what ef-
fect the charge state of the cell would have on the barrier to see if this would
alter the barrier energy, with further study limited by the availability of compu-
tational resources. Though previous theoretical results in the literature present
a negatively-charged core as stable for a variety of growth conditions and
Fermi levels (fig. 13), other charge states will be stable under different growth
conditions or dopant concentrations. The activation barrier for Ga adatom dif-
fusion was found to be relatively stable irrespective of charge state, with a
barrier of approximately 3.4 eV for a neutral cell, 3.8 eV for a +1 charged cell,
and 3.0 eV for a +2 charge cell. This could be due to delocalisation of any ex-
cess charge around the adatom as illustrated in fig. 118. While the differences
in barrier are large relative to kT , they are still all of the order of 3 eV , so
unlikely to be thermally accessible.
9.1.3.3 Nitrogen Adatom
The activation energy for the nitrogen adatom is calculated to be about 1.5 eV
using the drag method. This is slightly larger than the value predicted by the
Stillinger-Weber potential, and the form of the barrier is again more complex
in the case of the nitrogen adatom, although there is good agreement with
the form of the reaction pathway predicted by the Stillinger-Weber potential.
This is evident with a transition state configuration where the N adatom is
towards the centre of the ring and also with the more stable N3 triad config-
uration. The DFT calculations now provide charge densities (fig. 119) around
this triad of atoms, which were unknown using the Stillinger-Weber potential.
The stable N3 configuration appears to almost adopt the arrangement of a N3·
radical [273]. This is plausible by analogy to a similar case in GaN presented
by Limpijumnong and Van de Walle [153] where an interstitial N atom in bulk
GaN was found to act more similarly to an N2 dimer “floating in the void.”
9.1.4 Alternative Mechanisms
Since the Ga activation barrier is the rate limiting step, it is also worth consid-
ering alternative mechanisms by which the Ga adatom could move along the
dislocation core. There are too many combinations of possible methods to test
using ab initio methods, but now that the Stillinger-Weber potential has been
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Figure 116: Activation barrier for the diffusion of a Ga adatom along the 7-ring a-
type dislocation core, calculated using DFT and using the drago method.
Since the reaction co-ordinate is simply the z position of the adatom, the
transition barrier has been super-imposed to scale on an image of the
core, to illustrate where the transition state lies. Here, the highest energy
configuration is as the Ga atom has to push past two neighbouring Ga
atoms. Full circles are unconstrained geometry optimisations (stable or
metastable states). Note that the black line connecting data points is a



















Figure 117: A contour plot showing charge density at the low and high energy config-
urations respectively for a Ga adatom.
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Figure 118: An illustration of the delocalised charge density associated with a diffus-




















Figure 119: A contour plot showing charge density at the low and high energy con-
figurations respectively for a N adatom, highlighting the stable N3 triad
configuration.
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Table 19: Activation energies for the alternative Ga adatom diffusion pathways along
the 7-atom a-type core illustrated in fig. 120.
shown to accurately predict the general form of the diffusion mechanisms,
these alternative mechanisms can be explored using classical methods.
These alternative mechanisms are shown in fig. 120. By analogy to the inter-
stitialcy mechanism in bulk GaN (fig. 29), a mechanism is proposed by which
the diffusing Ga adatom displaces another Ga adatom. Several mechanisms
are also proposed with an N atom also present, which could be considered as
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Figure 120: A schematic of possible alternative mechanisms by which a Ga adatom (or
Ga-N adatom pair) could move along a 7-ring a-type dislocation core.
Table 19 shows barriers for all these methods determined using the NEB
method. All are higher than the standard pipe diffusion mechanism for Ga,
with the exception of mechanism A, the diffusion of a Ga−N adatom pair,
which predicts an activation energy of 2.0 eV . This much lower barrier would
nevertheless require both Ga and N pairs to exist in adjacent sites along the
5/7-ring a-type core, which is less statistically likely, so it is unclear how signif-
icant this lower activation barrier would be in practice. An illustration of this
diffusion pathway is shown in fig. 121.
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Figure 121: An illustration of the mechanism by which a Ga−N adatom pair can move
along the 7-atom ring core, with an overall activation barrier of 2 eV .
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9.2 pipe diffusion of indium
The possibility of dislocations acting as preferential diffusion pathways for In
atoms is also particularly relevant in light of the results of chapter 8. Whether
or not In can segregate to dislocation cores depends crucially on its mobility
during growth. While it is possible that surface diffusion might be sufficient
to result in compositional segregation, it is worth considering if other mecha-
nisms might also be responsible.
9.2.1 Along 7-ring a-type Core in GaN
Given the similar bonding, but larger relative atomic size, of In compared to
Ga, it is expected that the transition state for the diffusion of In would be
similar to that of Ga but higher in energy. This is indeed found to be the case,
with a barrier of 4.12 eV found (fig. 122a), with the In atom lying further into
the ring structure (fig. 122b). Given this, it is unlikely that pipe diffusion acts
as a mechanism for large-scale compositional segregation in InxGa1−xN, at
least in the case of a-type dislocation cores.
(a) Barrier (b) Profile of adatom movement colour-
coded by its relative energy viewed
down the c-axis.
Figure 122: Activation barrier for diffusing In adatom in 7-atom a-type ring obtained
using classical potentials.
9.2.2 Along 7-ring a-type Core in InxGa1−xN
The previous results assumed diffusion in pure GaN but barrier energies might
be different in InxGa1−xN alloys. Using the equilibrium a-type core microstruc-
tures obtained in chapter 8, activation barriers for In, Ga and N can also be
determined not just in GaN but in random and segregated InxGa1−xN 7-atom
a-type dislocation core too. Figure 123 shows activation energies obtained over
the entire core using the drag method for an InxGa1−xN alloy with x = 0.1875.
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No significant difference is found in activation energies between the random
and segregated cores, except for rare configurations of In atoms resulting in a
locally-high activation barrier with the segregated InxGa1−xN core resulting




Figure 123: Diffusion barriers along a 7-ring a-type core in InxGa1−xN (x = 0.1875)
with a random alloy microstructure compared to a segregated microstruc-
ture.
9.2.3 Pipe Diffusion Along Dissociated Core
In chapter 6 it was speculated that pipe diffusion could be responsible for a
change in fault length of the dissociated a+c-type dislocation core. An investi-
gation of pipe diffusion along the three most open ring structures in the disso-
ciated dislocation cores was performed, and the mechanisms are summarised
in fig. 124. The calculated activation energies are summarised in table 20, but
broadly the 7-atom and terminating 8-atom rings in the a+c-type core behaved
similarly to the 7-atom ring in the a-type core. However, the central 8-atom ring
proved to have substantially lower activation energies of the order of 0.5 eV to
1.0 eV .
A full ab initio study would be required to properly characterise this possi-
bility, since formation energies for adatoms are not known in this dislocation
core and these can only be reliably obtained using ab initio techniques. How-
ever, the very low activation barrier for diffusion in this central 8-atom ring
structure does suggest that it is plausible that it could act as a preferential dif-
fusion pathway for weakly-bonded atoms to leave the dissociated dislocation
core, and hence alter the length of the dissociated core.
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(a) In (b) Ga
(c) N
Figure 124: Illustration of pipe diffusion in the dissociated a+c-type dislocation core,
with positions colour-coded by the relative energy of the diffusing adatom
at the position.
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9.3 further work
Further work could take three main directions theoretically:
• An extensive ab initio survey of formation energies for different adatoms
could be performed in different core structures at different charge states,
to determine which cores and species are good candidates for pipe diffu-
sion. Specifically, the formation energies for species in the low activation
energy pathway found for the 8-ring core could be determined.
• Rate factors of diffusion could be estimated to the first order. This was
attempted using the Vibrations module in ASE but was currently found
to be unfeasible at present, even under harmonic transition state theory
approximations (section 3.3.1.1), though this could become tractable if
the code was further optimised.
• Different species could be explored using ab initio methods where clas-
sical potentials are not available. In particular, Mg and Al provide good
candidates due to their smaller atomic radius.
• Mass transport can also occur through vacancy diffusion, and an analysis
of vacancy diffusion mechanisms could similarly be performed.
This has been an exploratory study to see if pipe diffusion is feasible in
the nitrides. This work suggests that it might be a significant factor in the
evolution of dislocation microstructure during growth, but it does not prove
that this is the case. To take this work further would require a well-designed
experimental study to test diffusion profiles. Such a study could involve a
high dislocation density and low dislocation density GaN film upon which, for
example, an InxGa1−xN epilayer could be grown. The compositional profile
perpendicular to the growth surface could then be obtained using secondary
ion mass spectroscopy or a similar technique. This profile could be used to
determine if there is any noticeable difference in composition in the pure GaN
film for the species of interest between the high or low dislocation density
sample. Such a study would show if pipe diffusion is a significant diffusion
process at growth temperatures and, if so, could verify the activation energies





core structure ga n in
a-type (7-ring) 3.75 1.25 4.12
a+c-type (7-ring) 3.07 2.25 3.61
a+c-type (middle 8-ring) 0.59 0.78 0.91
a+c-type (end 8-ring) 2.92 2.55 2.72
Table 20: Summary of theoretically-obtained activation energies for different diffusion
pathways of different species along dislocation cores in GaN, with all activa-
tion energies given in eV .
• Classical Stillinger-Weber potentials for GaN have been further verified
in a new context and shown to be surprisingly well-suited to modelling
diffusion barriers, even within the unusual bonding configuration at a
dislocation core.
• Activation barriers for a variety of diffusing species along a variety of
dislocation cores in GaN have been obtained. These are summarised in
table 20.
• A new, previously unstudied, stable non-stoichiometric N-rich 8-ring
core is predicted, whereby a 5/7-ring a-type core can become filled with
N atoms forming stable N3 bonds at the core.
• The activation energy for diffusion of a Ga atom along the 5/7-ring a-
type dislocation is found to be consistent with the rate-determining pipe
diffusion activation energy found in previous work [78]. It is also found
plausible that dislocation climb could proceed along an 5/7-ring a-type
dislocation core through diffusion of a Ga−N adatom pair, although this
would require N and Ga atoms to occupy adjacent sites at the core.
• It is found that the activation energy for diffusion of In along dislocations
in InxGa1−xN alloys is higher than for Ga atoms, and very large relative
to the available thermal energy. Therefore, large-scale segregation around
a-type dislocations in InxGa1−xN alloys is unlikely to proceed via a pipe
diffusion mechanism.
• A fast diffusion pathway is found down the central 8-atom ring structure
in the dissociated a+c-type dislocation core, suggesting that this might
be a mechanism by which the length of the fault in the dissociated core
could be extended, although further work is required to verify this.
Part IV
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C O N C L U S I O N S
This project started with the aim to better understand dislocations in the ni-
trides and how they interact with point defects to ultimately alter the mi-
crostructure and the properties of nitrides-based devices.
This was achieved by, in chapter 6, characterising a ubiquitous dislocation
structure found in our samples that had not been previously characterised in
the literature. A three-dimensional atomistic model for this dislocation struc-
ture was proposed and verified using classical simulations, which were later
compared to experimental observations which validated our model. Ab initio
modelling was performed to understand the electronic properties of this core,
which found the terminating ring structures were responsible for the intro-
duction of defect states in the gap, while the extended fault structure was not.
Further experimental observations revealed that both dislocation densities and
level of doping resulted in a change of the length of the extended fault, and
reasons for this were proposed.
Compositional segregation in InxGa1−xN alloys formed the main focus of
the work that followed. In chapter 7, the idea of what a “random alloy” re-
ally means in the context of a quantum well is explored, with the expected
degree of In-atom clustering for a given quantum well dimension calculated,
which is significant due to the carrier localisation expected on In-atom clusters.
Techniques for visualising In-atom clustering in atomic simulations were also
developed.
In chapter 8, analytical predictions were made to show that In is expected
to segregate to dislocations in InxGa1−xN alloys. Subsequently, a static Monte
Carlo model was developed to predict equilibrium microstructures that could
develop around dislocation cores in strained InxGa1−xN alloys during growth.
It was found that significant compositional segregation is expected to occur,
and this was quantified by reference to an expected local core composition,
along with specific In-rich core configurations determined. An experimental
study was performed which verified some of these predictions, with broad
segregation of In observed to the tensile region of a+c-type dislocation cores,
although further experimental evidence would be required to fully validate
the simulation predictions.
Finally, in chapter 9, the idea of dislocations in the nitrides acting as pref-
erential diffusion pathways was explored. The 7-atom ring structure in the
5/7-ring a-type dislocation core was chosen as a model system, and activation
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barriers for diffusion were calculated along this core for native species using
classical potentials. These predictions were then verified using ab initio meth-
ods, and then extended for In along the same core in GaN and InxGa1−xN
systems, and also for Ga, N and In along the large ring structures found in
the dissociated core studied in chapter 6. The energy barrier found for diffu-
sion of a Ga atom along a 5/7-ring a-type dislocation core is consistent with
the expected barrier for pipe diffusion previously determined, suggesting that
this process could help explain the mechanism by which climb occurs in the
nitrides. Additionally, a fast diffusion pathway is found down the 8-ring struc-
ture of the dissociated core that could provide a mechanism by which a change
in fault length of the dissociated core could occur. Due to the large possible
combinations of ring structures and diffusing species, further work would be
required to form any firm conclusions on the extent of pipe diffusion in the
nitrides, with an experimental study proposed that could test this.
These results provide insight into the behaviour of dislocations and their
interaction with point defects on the nanoscale, and show the importance of
considering the interactions between both dislocations and point defects or so-
lutes, rather than just considering each in isolation. Due to the scale of disloca-
tion fault structures, modelling is computationally expensive and still requires
compromise, with classical atomistic modelling preferred over more robust ab
initio techniques. However, as large, complex computational models become
more feasible in the future, these interactions will be able to be better charac-
terised and ultimately could lead to new ways of engineering devices on the
nanoscale.
In particular, the techniques developed here are also applicable to a wide
range of functional materials. It can be very difficult to engineer small com-
positional variations on the nanoscale, which might be needed for advanced
devices, such as those that high-power transistors that rely on 2D electron
gases at interfaces, or optoelectronic devices that depend on spatial localisa-
tion of quasiparticles such as excitons or polarons. Defects that already, and
necessarily, exist in devices could instead be taken advantage of to engineer
and tune these new materials systems to exhibit useful nanoscale features that
are required for new devices. An example of this could be selective doping of
threading dislocations to form nanowire arrays. Hopefully, future work in this
direction will result in defects being considered as not just an undesirable side
effect of crystal growth but as an opportunity, by presenting an additional tool
by which new devices can be engineered.
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